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PHIIiADELPHIA, PA., MAY, 1898 
. Saint-Saens’ oratorio, “ Samson and Delilah,” was A concert of German Volkslieder from the 12th to the 
given April 8th by the New York Oratorio Society, in 19th centuries was recently given at Halhnstadt. 
New. York. The work has had remarkable success _ 
: , Minnie Hank, a soprano once very popular on the 
operatic stage, is said to have entirely lost her once 
Mr, Plunket Greene, the English basso, who has bees superb voice, 
heard with the New York Symphony Orchestra, gave 
four song recitals its April. His voice is very artisti¬ 
cally used. 
' fcl i Niekisch he res p • his p itior as oni c t * 
of the Boston Symphony Orchestra and goes to Buda- 
Pesth, Hungary, to conduct the National Opera there. f‘ 
His loss will, be severely felt, , *c 
Rafael Josefiy, the artist, has written a 
Wm. Mason, highly praising, as a contribution to piano 
pedagogics, Mr. Mason’s “Touch and Technic.” He 
also suggests another volume as an “ annex.” 
Chamber music has been given a strong impetus by 
the many excellent string quartets which have been heard 
this season. Prominent among them is the celebrated 
Kneisel quartet made up of members of the Boston 
PHILADELPHIA, PA., MAY, 1893, 
Von Biilow has been restored to health and, it would 
appear, has also lost much, if not all, his eccentricity i nd 
nnamiableness, ; ^ . \ 
The Berlin Royal Orchestra under the baton o Wein- 
'jartner is winning very high encomiums from the critics 
for its performances. 
letter to Mr Auer and D’Albert at two concerts reeentlj given in 
. ’ St, Petersburg, gave seven out of the ten Beet ove 
sonatas for violin and piano. 
Rubinstein’s “ Paradise tost?’ Was recently given in 
Vienna; conducted by the composer, and wis followed 
by a grand banquet in his honor. 
Alfred Griinfeld, the pianist, familiar to American auAyh 
diences through his recent tour, scored a success at a 
recital recently given in Vienna. 
The. oext examinations of the American College, of Massenet has finished an opera, “ Kassia,” which was 
Musicians will be held in New York and Chicago during begun by Delibes and left unfinished by his death. It is 
the last two weeks m June. Syllabus of examination now in rehearsal at the Opera Comique, in Paris, 
may be had from Robert Boner, secretary, 60 Williams 
street, Providence, R. I. Miss Bettina Walker, from whose book, “ My Musical 
Experiences,” the Etude has published extracts, died 
home. The Pn?® wmners ,in th® Conservatory con- in £on(ioil in March. She was a pupil of Henselt. 
test are: For a symphony ($500), Mr.Henry Schoenfeld, 
Mr. Sherwood is meeting with his usual success in his of Chicago; for a piano concerto ($200), Mr. Joshua The Hamburg Philharmonic after fifty-seven years of 
piano recitals. Phippen, of Boston; for a suite ($300), Mr. Frederic distinguished existence has disbanded, owing to the 
_ , , , , Ballard, of Boston; for a cantata ($300), Mr. BL W. competition of the Von Biilow subscription concerts. 
The Janko key-board was exhibited lately in Music Parker of New York. 
Hall, New York. The’judges were Messrs. Dvorak, Back, Gilchrist, The London “ Figaro ” is authority for the statement 
Liszt could speak fluently French, German, English, Lang, Tomlins, Hamirick, Joseffy, Paine, and Schar- that English money is almost entirely represented m the 
Russian, Italian, and Spanish. wenka. purchase of the Beethovenhaus at Bonn and the Mozart- 
enm. 
A German military band of 200 artists will be in at- foreign. _ . , . , „ . ^ , 
tendance at the World’s Fair. „ . 7?rdi 8 Fal8tafi tot be on avTx f f Franc© proposes a fcas upon pianos» original artists and orchestra which gave it at Jua bcaia. 
Paderewski flayed his farewell concert in Brooklyn . The enormous success of this work has already been 
April 6th, and in Philadelphia, April 24th. Mascagni received an ovation in Berlin during a recent mentioned in the Etude. 
visit there 
A Wagner programme was given in New York in ‘ - • There will be no Wagner festival at Bayreuth this year; 
April,i for charitable purposes. A notable programme “Die Walkure” is being rehearsed at the Grand instead there will be a special performance of his operas 
was given. Opera in Paris. from August 13th to September 30th at Munich, with 
The 206th anniversary of the birth of J. S. Bach was It is rumored that Gounod has completed a new opera, emiaent W&Sner interpreters in the leading rSles. 
recently celebrated at Ravens wood, Ill., by a concert ox << Charlotte Cordav ” 
his works. ' y' 
St. Francis of Assisi, by Edgar Tirrel, was given by ?31' °f RoEenth&l C3 the 
Walter Damrosoh in Music Hall, New York, in March. ® ® 
It is highly spoken of. After ten years’ silence Wilhelmj has appeared in 
Camilla Urso, the violinist, has been appointed a T^en with great success, 
member of the Advisory Council of the Woman’s Branch 4n opera, “ Der Rubin 25 
of the World’s Auxiliary ob Music. - the feetime at Berlin, inA 
Each year shows increasing "attention o the nusieal £ revision of Bach’ “St Matthew’s Passion” foi 
parts of the Easter celebration. The music of the time Bimple chorus and organ has been made, 
ivao, this year, abov< the average. ' ” , 
... _ Edgar Tirrel,composer of ‘ St. Francis,” has also been 
1 he Metropolitan Opera House in New Y oi-k has been mnc]j S0Ught after in the German capital, 
da' ■ be usf again as the hoi 3 of grand . 
opera. Abbey & Grau are the managers. It is reported that the “ Niebelungen ”’cycle is to be 
_ , , , , _ _ revs- j co a,Bays 
'•ted i 1 ehter, j great Lo 
actor, was to succeed Niekisch as conductor of 1 si retain iperb v 
Be to Orchestra; the r >ort is 1 celebration her 67tl 
is BJeatMy Pablieatioa for the Teachers and Stafieato of 
1 luoie. 
BE 00MPETEIT. 
3 just as good advice for young music 
atuen *u. ^v-ang business men 
by D! Albert, was heard for Do the verybest^you can where you are. Fill the place 
jpril. you are in more than full. If possible, bulge out over 
the top, where you are sure to be seen. If you only 
half fill your position, the chances are you will fall down 
in a heap at the bottom, or come ont of a hole at the other 
end. The world generally gives its admiration, not to 
the man who does what nobody else ever attempts, but 
to the hian who does best what multitudes do well. The 
fortunes are hot all made, neither are the good situations 
all filled. Daring the next ten years there will be fiyti 
million first-class openings for the young men who are 
..._x_j. j._ £11 *1.Da _rPho , ig with competent to fill them. 





Questions on3 ^nsweijs. 
TOar «i.»scrfbof8 are Invited to send In questions for this depart- 
n • -6 side of the paper -ily, and not 
the same sheet, lit Every Cass the 
Writer’s jdrkss must be Given, or the questions trill 
ltf ■ a will the writer’s name be 
cations 'he Etude. Quest as tl i have no gen 
inK, 1 ■ ’ . ioooYx - '* ■ * .1 
j. G. It.—About beginners playing with one hand at the first 
trials of a new piece there is a difference of opinion. Young begin¬ 
ners and those with little musical experience can, by playing single- 
handed, get the details of time, fingering, and notes accurately, 
while If they tried to do this with both hands at once, especially if 
the piece was a little hard for them, would make so many mistakes 
as to do them more harm than good; for ad vancement is founded 
on habit, and habit is formed by doing a thing exactly alike over 
and over. But, again, pupils mast be taught to read for both hands 
at once, therefore do not allow too much single-hand work—only 
enough to Correctly solve the difficulties of the harder passages, then 
Immediately playing the passage with both hands at once. 
C. W. L. 
E ’ D t and q ickest wa -1< ..... a piece is b pi ytng 
it slowly, especially to find its hard passages. These may be known 
by the disposition to hesitate, make mistakes, and stammer. On 
these places the work is to be concentrated by painstakingly slow 
and accurate playing. If the pupil will patiently do the passage so 
slowly that there are no mistakes allowed to creep in, the hands as 
well as the mind will soon have learned the passage. The fact is, 
ear y very pi * ■ mi HI s ev y other piece, except a ertain 
places,these furnishing ni mbination f tim * id finger 
lg. Here n • * tl work in. wan curate rnanne 
.i ’ ies ibed nd the pieces t s 1 - m learned at * gre t 
s nomy of Ime, so t of t it! i ind with eater in rest and a 
■ • lat a , s C. W. L. 
;= P. B. W.—The minor scales are not given in Landon’s “ Pianoforte 
Method” because the bookis founded upon the Mason “Technic,” and 
in , a co 1 volt; ne £ hat work—M on's—tl e m or sales are 
Uj ea Ihen, too his n methc is for beginners r I r • 
ninor scales are as well tres l furtl u in the ] ipi arse of 
udy. Facilit - ■ ng - smt >th! free! tnd with accnrate 
fingering is only needlessly .delayed if the minor scales are pre- 
sented n to the pupil C. W. L. 
C. F.—1. The following list is a progressive arrangement of Beet¬ 
hoven’s Sonatas. It is not confined, however, to the first fifteen. As 
it is compiled by the eminent teacher and pianist, Emil Leibling, 
it is authoritative. Op. 49, No. 2; Op. 49, No. 1; Op. 14, Nos. 2 and 1; 
Op. 2, No. 1; Op. 10, Nos. 1, 2, and 3; Op.,13 Op. 22, Op. 28, Op. 2 
Nos. 2 and 3; Op. 26, Op. 27, No. 1. 
2. A very interesting brief sketch of Wagner as well as Berlioz and 
Bobert Schumann may be found in Hadow’s “Studies in Modern 
Music.” “ Preludes and Studies,” by Henderson, includes a study of 
hislater works. Grove's “Dictionary ofMusic and Musicians,” which 
may be procured from the publisher of Etude at a very reasonable 
cost, is the vide mecum of musical information, biographical and 
..otherwise. ■ . 
3. A graded list of classical pieces will be found in The Etude, in 
accordance to announcement madein November issue. The following 
will be found interesting and instructive: “Farewell to the Piano,” 
Beethoven; “Album for the Young,” Op. 62, Scliarwenka; No. 1, 
March; No. 5,.Minuet; No. 7, Song Without Words, “Album fOr 
the Young,” by Bobert Schumann, Op. 68, Edition Presser, No. 5, 
contains gems of purest value for young students. A. L. M. 
mm 
JBH 
Miss L., Phlla., Pa.—1. Johann Ludwig Dussek was born at 
Gzarlan, in Bohemia, February 9,1761. He was one of the most 
renowned pianists and com posers of the latter part of the Eighteenth 
and the beginning of the Nineteenth centuries. He was the son of 
a musician of some note and began the study of the pianoforte in 
his fifth year and tbe organ in his sixth. He soon became a valua¬ 
ble church organist. His study of the organ greatly affected the 
slow movements to his finest sonatas and gave them their peculiar 
style. He became very noted as a pianist and composer of piano¬ 
forte mnsic and traveled considerably, playing in The Hague, 
Berlin, Paris, Milan, and finally London, where he remained twelve 
years. While there he won the highest praise from Haydn. He 
died March 21,1812. He had a wonderful talent of melody, but 
lacked the earnest persistence which would have lifted him to the 
highest: rank as a musician. He left numerous works for the 
pianoforte, and his sonatines are familiar to nearly all teachers of that 
instrument. / ■■ ■.■■■■■.. ■ ■ ■■ . • ■ 
C. E. F., Gloversville, N. Y.—The Chopin Prelude in D flat is 
called the Baindrop Prelude. I .believe the story goes that it was 
ritten during a dreary, beating rain storm, and, Chopin being in 
e mood, the beating of the raindrops upon the window pane sug¬ 
gested the reiterated notes of the bass. It is an interesting story to 
tell a student, whether we can vouch for its truth or not. A. L. M. 
M. S.—1. The Metronome marks to Beethoven’s Sonatas will be 
und in the Steingraeber (a most excellent edition),Cotta (also good), 
nd the Litolffi Editions. These editions, particularly the first two, 
re excellent in print and revision. 
2. In regard to works on the muscles of’-the hand and arm, a 
ries of pamphlet*, written by J. Brotherhood In introducing his 
vention, the Technicon, contains a very clear explanation of tbe 
sis the muscles of the hand and arm as well as much other thought- 
rod ucing matter. They may he procured from J. Howard Foote, 
York City. There is also a flue work gotten out by tbe Grand 
nserratoryof Music, of New York, which may be procured from 
e Ditson Company. 
¥. F. 8.—One of the greatest hindrances to the advancement of 
msic is implied in your question. Ambitious parents want their 
daughters to stand high in their school studies, and the school 
 
teachers« ’ the last p n, 
what shall we teachers So with students that are giving sa much 
time to their s' 
you can urge u ’.ages of 
music, that it is cos the schooling, and that it 
a waste of money x 
t out of music 
that ere is o study that vnt < > ntal culture, and 
none that will equal muaio r sesthetical culture. A. - 
9. - C. W. L. 
W. N. F.—Tt ‘ )«s are trying 
•d playir . t ti ii . ion to your teach ithusiasm 
in your work, trying io all possible for the pupils i. lof trying 
to get all possible out of ,th- giving frequent musicales, whenever 
appearing before the public doing it ay that brings deserved 
credit, cultivating a pleasant c g n / friends, en- 
your circle of acquaintance.'. nd friends 
to recommend you s t a good teacher. 
B. G.—It Is an open question whether teachers shall always speak 
the names of composers and musicians correctly or as they are pro¬ 
nounced is English. Haydn Is pronounced “ Hy-dn,” the, y to 
rhyme with the i in fee word high; Czernjr, '•* Tsalr-ny Chopin, 
■ Sh w-pang,” with a very little oi the g. 
A die ■ ‘ tat has i n e id by a 
chromatic sign, Hence .say note of the modern major or minor ' 
scales and the chords derived from these scales when given without 
chromatics. C. W. L. 
, There is no single edition of Liszt’s complete works; but there is 
a "Thematic Catalogue” published by Brletkopf & Haertel, of 
Leipzig. 
biographies, etc., I suggest the fol wing:— 
low sing published by the 
a’s Dicti ary of Music and Musicians, 
.el,” “ Men- 
ski’s “ Life of Schumann,” Selections 
from the Wri ,, by W. F. Apthorp ; Praeger’s “ Wagner 
as I Knew Him; ’’ “ Studies in Modern Music,” Hadow. These are 
only a few of the good be >1 i t»le. 
M. B. i —Singers who have a na i • tw a to their v ol •• - sh i Id 
prac « he o et « - els. » i vowel s good, t i so i u, j - 
toun 'J • - > >d hei singin word ors 1-fahing ;iv« he 
t s as u s h > ssible he open i lored tart of e • owe] 
n < . tt co iso an icoloi h< * j.. But all if thi wi 1 
! • < i * it HttI value to th pnpi i ntil i , t ugl t U h oj ni a ii 
hi oi n \ ■ vh n he is a aging c m ctly and >n ly It takes 
m re brs ns than roi t( make a ( tod singer. It ii geld m 
that pu Is are found • vil apply brain c elf-cr icism Bi 
this is the teacher’s stronghold if he ever makes a successful 
teacher. 
A. W. P.—Singing is the best means of cultivating the ear. Violin 
playing is nearly as good. The Tonic sol-fa method furnishes books 
of exercises especially for this purpose. 
J. C. B.—Conducting a musical club makes hard work for its pres- 
ii and gramme amitte Biosi < < have i suc< jful 
xperienc nth rk can giv vah 1 he p >rr jpond vt th 
- • Coi 3ta { ■ 3ro n, tllege I race, Sofa nectadj N t 
Stella ' 8 »ker,2 Hast Tt I Street Duluth Minn * 1 Mrs. Uhl 
201 Fountain Street, Grand Bapids, Mich. These ladies can send 
you programme books and the courses of study that have been a suc- 
* ocietic C. W. L. 
E. C., Wis.—The word Atude is commonly accented on the second 
syllable, A-tood. 
Ido not recollect ever seeing a bass song written in the treble clef. 
Sometimes songs intended for either alto or bass are so written. 
The mark means that the note is to be heavily pressed and 
very slightly detached from its neighbors. I do not know what the 
mark O means at the beginning of a strain; I have never seen it. 
But some editors mark phrases, clauses and periods with commas, 
semicolons, and periods respectively, surrounding these marks with 
a circle, thus : (,) (;) (.) to make them more noticeable. 
P. A., Ohio.—A canon is a piece Composed of two or more melo¬ 
dies, all of which are strict imitations of tbe first one. When the 
canon has only two melodies (or voice-parts), the second of which is 
an octave below or above the first, the two melodies are identical, 
except that one is in a lower range than the other. After the first 
melody has j xb 3 oi <>*-.>* asores > econd p rt begin 
the mm > 3lod . tave lower (or ligl ir, as the ;ema ) a < 
carries it on, imitating the first, strictly, until near the end, when it 
Is ns ly modified so that * . clo ; the same ime OI 
r se, the fir iy h f»* | uined so that whei b mita 
© ea in the . vo . 11 mak ood counterpoint everywhere 
Such apiece is called a “canon in tbe octave.” There are also canons 
in fifth, fourth, and other intervals. Better read some good work on 
counterpoint and canon, like Ayres’, for example. Above all, study 
the works of J. S. Bach. The “Lighter’Compositions" of Bach, 
published by the publisher of The Etude, will be a good beginning 
in th« study of counterpoint. The first division of No. 3 of the Two- 
part Inventions in that collection is a strict canon in the octave, and 
• you will find other examples there. 
Leschetizky is pronounce! Lesh-a-tits.ky, with the accent on 
the third syllable. 
M. B. K.—“ Tonality ” means the relation of every tone of a piece 
to its key-note and to the chord of the key-note, i. e., to the Tonic- 
chord. It is used in much the Bame sense as the word “ key.” For 
example: A piece is said to be “in the key of C major ” when its 
key-note is Cand it is in a major key. This is the same thing as to 
say that Its “ Tonality ” is C. But the key-note might be C and still 
it might be in the key of 0 minor. 8o that the key-note alone does 
decld t -1 ii>< j s i th< Pon chord hiel 
decisiv . I C majoi is the Conic chord oi :1 jri of r pose iround 
which all the other chords are grouped, then the tonality is C major. 
II thf chore < C minor i he-rej we-chord, th n the tonality C. 
minor: Or we say our piece is in the “ key.” of C major and the 
other in C minor. „ 
‘ Forte-i u ’ is a term fi rmerly much need r rather Its abbre¬ 
viation, fp; to indicate an accented tone followed by a soft one. It is 
n m commonly supp ai-sed by ths n - - 
L. F. B,, Oakland, Cal.—The names you inquired about are pro- 
n >i need as follows:— 
Paderewski =Ffi!-er-dfT-sky. Friedheim=Fr6ed-hIme. 
Aus d er Ohe=Ows der Oh'-fi. Siloti».See-10'-tee. 
d'Albert? HfilbAre. Beisenauer-^-BI-sfi nowr. 
B. L. B. Shelby, N. C.—Nearly ■ all metres are either twos or 
threes, or multiples of two or three. When there are two beats 
only, the metre is simple, and it is dvuble measure. When there are 
three1 beats .only, the metre is also simple, and it is triple meas¬ 
ure. In both cases there is only one accent. When there is 
more than one accent the metre is compound. This can only 
happen when there are at least two twos or two threes in the 
same measure. The metre is always compound double when the 
npper figure of the two which form the signature of the compound 
time is divisible by turn but not by three. It is compound triple 
where the upper fignre is divisible by three, but not by two. But 6, 
which is divisible by 3 as well as by 2, makes compound double time 
when it actually is divided by two.' Thus § time, as ordinarily con¬ 
ceived, is (two threes, therefore, compound double time. But $ time, 
when counted as six eighth notes, is three twos; therefore becomes 
compound triple time. | time is two twos and has a primary and 
secondary accent; it is, therefore, compound doable, f time is com¬ 
monly three twos, but may be two threes, i. e., either double or triple, 
according «ts it is divided.! time is three threes, V time maybe 
four threes, or three fours, or two sixths or six twos. More com¬ 
monly it is four threes; consequently compound double. Occasion¬ 
ally one finds f and even J time, both simple. In primitive music 
(folk-songs, Indian; Bussian, Hungarian) these metres frequently oc¬ 
cur mixed in with fours and threes. Examples will be found in the 
collection of Xndian songs now on the point of publication by the 
Peabody Museum of American Archeology and Ethnology of Har¬ 
vard University. I hope I have made this clear; if not, please write 
again. Questions are always welcome. You wiil- find rhythm and 
writer axhanstively treated in Mason’s “ Touch and Technic.” 
V. P, T.,Chelsea, Mass.—Threes against fours can only be played 
by getting each part going separately and then putting them to- 
gether. Try an exercise like the following : Play first with the 
left hand alone, thus:— 
One, two, three, four, 
C,E,G, C,E,G, C, E, G, C,E,G, 
counting evenly. Then play with the right hand alone, counting 
at the same rate of speed:— 
One, two, three, four. 
F, E, D, C, F,E,D,C, F, E, D, C, F,E,D,C. 
Then put the two hands together, watching that each keeps its own 
independent motion and plays evenly. A little practice will conquer 
the difficulty. 
B. —I do not think the fingering of the scales in flats with the 
thumb uniformly oii F and O is the best way. It has the advantage 
of simplicity of idea. But in the more common fingering it is a still 
greater advantage, I think, that the third and fourth fingers go over 
the thumb on to black keys,—only half as far as when they go over 
on to white ones. The best fingering, I believe, is that given in 
Mason’s “Touch and Technic,” Vol. HL 
He would be a rash man who-should attempt to “explain,” in 
detail, Schumann’s “ Vogel als Prophet.” Let every player imagine 
what he likes in it. 
Mason’s two-finger exercises, properly used, and especially com¬ 
bined with " up-arm ’’ exercises for loose wrist, will nearly or quite 
do away with the necessity of five-finger exercises of the Piaidy 
type. Whether these latter ought to be used at all will depend on 
the special condition of the pupil. No exercises and no routine will 
do away with the necessity of sound judgment on the part of the 
teacher. Each pupil must have what will beat meet his special 
needs. 
C. B. Z., Wilmington, Del.—Eemenyi is a violinist of great 
technical attainments and of great originality. His personality is 
very attractive to the public and has a certain humorous quality in 
it which is very unusual and very interesting. Compared with him, 
most concert violinists, whatever their abilities or attainments, are 
rather commonplace. At the same time many competent judges 
are disposed to accuse Be'menyi of freakishness in his interpreta¬ 
tions of standard works, and of indulging too much in rather 
monotonous and uninteresting improvisations in public, all of which 
Beems to indicate.lack of serious aim and purpose. Such accusations 
are never laid at the door of Kneisel, Adamowski, etc. Among the 
greatest violinists of our time are Joseph Joachim, Wilheimj, and 
SaraBate. 
E. A. L., Westminster, Mass.—There are many intelligent, com¬ 
petent, efficient music teachers who never graduated from any con¬ 
servatory, And some incompetent ones who have graduated, even 
from good schools. More depends on the qualities of the man than 
on the school at which he studies; but other things being equal,it is 
a very ecided ad tn ige . st dy at ag 1 ol. In ms station 
wi , t It Is also T ’ nta, to purse - 11-defined, broad!; 
planned, comprehensive course of study. To graduate means to 
complete such a course; i. e., to have reached a certain, pretty defi¬ 
nite standard of attainment. The diploma Is a milestone which 
shows a certain stage of progress, it does not certify that the 
graduate has the special qualities of character which makes a good 
teacher, but only that he has learned certain essential things at 
least decently well. I am not prepared to say which is the best 
s shool In Massachusetts. 
H. L. 8., Columbus, Ohio.—I regret to say thqt I am not cc- 
quainted with Jadassohn’s “ Manual of Harmony,” but I know ikm 
v'; 
■ m 
infill' v F' a . - ' t 'J. -v ; ri ' ' ' 1 
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author to be a scientific musician of high ranlr, and I have no doubt 
his work is standard Richter’s is ' a good; book, but the English 
translations are not very good. There are a number of excellent 
text-books.on harmony by Americans: Howard Dana’s, Bowman’s, 
Weitzman’s, Clark’s, Brockhaven’s, and Ocetechius’ “Materials of 
Musical Composition ” occur to me. Much can be learned from all 
these, and it is well for an advanced student to compare the different 
methods. Ti 
in harmo on (Ett- ger will 
.re’s “New Ia s in I *mony,’’ 
'here else in English. I am not prepared id 
’s"History ‘theScience Music.” 
Miss E. M., N. Y.—The question, “How much time should be spent 
daily on technical exercises by a person who wishes to be classed 
with profess! aot ?er. I advise 
you to ask Dr. Wm. Mason, Mr. E. M. Bowman, Mr. R. Joseffy, Mr. 
Alexander Lambert, Misses Julia Rive-Ring, or some other concert 
pianist of your city. Teachers in general have to deal with pupils 
whose time and sr a largely taken np with set il or other 
duties. For most pupils an hoar a day is all that can be profitably 
given to purely technical exercises, and many muBt do with less. 
Miss C. S. ft, Wkst Piiii.AnEi.PHiA.—1. The glissando is a special 
effect, proper enough in its right place, and practiced, as you point 
out, 1 - latest artists. There is n ejection to i* unless it is 
used improperly, where it does not belong. 
2. I should call a scale played with both hands, in sixteenth notes 8 
at y =» 144, rapid playing, certainly. This is not to say that you can¬ 
not Increase this speed later by practice. 
3. Holmes’ “Life of Mozart ” is probably as good as any. 
A. W., Fetebsbubp, III.—It is entirely possible for a person with 
on! a left nd to becoi good pi ’*<■ and mu Ician 
HOW TO LEAEN TO PLAY WITH EXPBESSION; 
BY MADAME A. PCPIN. 
II. 
In entering the music-room at the Excelsior College 
for her second lesson, Sazette Kane could scarcely wait 
for the preliminary greetings to be finished before ask¬ 
ing, in a breathless tone, “ 0 ! Miss Ferry ! are you going 
to tell me anything about the principles of expression 
to-day ? ” Miss Ferry smiled at her impetuosity and Baid 
she would decide about it after she had heard her play 
her first lesson, the 14th Etude from Heller’s Op. 47. 
Suzette played it through without interruption and then 
turned to Miss Ferry for her approval; the latter asked 
Suzetti to ->- at the 6tl n< th m rai . “ he did 
so, at the same time saying, “Lovely, gently,” as Miss 
Ferry had suggested at the first lesson. “That is very 
well done” remarked Miss Ferry, 61 but you have made 
the last note in right-hand staccato, while it is a dotted 
quarter and therefore must have a different rendering.” 
“ But you did not say anything at all about that in the' make so much out of such a little thing?” 
on the keys and then pressing them, so that while their 
harmony was heard; as of a distant bell, no stroke was 
audible. Suzette remarked that it seemed very difficult 
to get three shades of tone at once and to have to think 
how to put each finger down, and wondered how long it 
would take to learn one stddy, if so much time must be 
spent on one snes a; bn Miss lint ler 
tl & state, m well as an exe e, wa the embod nent 
of >me one' principle, me techai- - ifficulty to be 
overcome, and advised her to search, for this principle in 
whatever measure it might be found, < id work on it 
till it was technically correct and fluent. She explained 
that this method of study was more thorough in the end, 
shorter, and rendered the study of the succeeding pas¬ 
sages comparatively easy. 
Miss Ferry asked Snzette to note that the principle of 
the 23d Etude, as well as that of the 18th, was found in 
the first measure. Turning to the latter, she explained 
the difference in delivery of the first three notes. “ The 
first,” she said, “ is played by a slight fall of the hand on 
the hey, thus producing the accent; after playing the 
second the hand rises; the third is played from this 
height, the hand descending, touching the key lightly, 
and ascending qujckly; the hand is now in position for 
the next accented note; measures 15-18 are played in 
the same way, , though the sign of the staccato is omitted 
on the third note. How should yon characterize this 
study?” continued Miss Ferry. “I have no idea,” 
sighed Suzette, as if she had just come to the conclusion 
that she knew nothing whatever. “ It is a hunting 
scene; yon may imagine that Lord Jones has made an 
appointment to meet Lord Smith for an early rnn; as 
Lord Jones issues from his castle at sunrise, he sounds 
his horn an 1 waits for . resj inse, h he . he | s over 
the chord in the fourth measure. This chord mnst be 
> I! ' re I si; aw y thei n *. hear In tl distant 3 Lo i 
Smith’s answer, is the piano passage that follows the 
pause, and then, as they meet, yon perceive the rhythm 
of the galloping horses and so on. I will play it for 
you.” When Miss Ferry had finished the 6tude, which 
she played up to the metronome time, 120 for a dotted 
quarter, Suzette’s face presented a enrions mixture of 
admiration for the way the 6tude had been played, and 
of puzzled surprise at the explanation of its content. 
She privately thought Miss Ferry a very original and 
delightful teacher, but she only said, “ How can yon 
By way of 
other lesson,” said Suzette, quite vexed with herself for 
not having observed the difference. “No,” said Miss 
Ferry, “ I purposely omitted saying anything about that 
note, just to see if you would observe it yourself; you see, 
I must test my pupils’ habits of observation ; if I told 
them just how every note should be played, they would 
never become self-reliant or* think for themselves. You 
will oft sh-.-f ...make, 
provided your teacher corrects them, as from the pre¬ 
cepts and examples given ; the latter you may forget, but 
the mortification resulting from your mistakes will uot 
only make you remember the corrections, but will lead 
you to be more vigilant in the future. As la this ex¬ 
ample, I will supplement my former suggestion by an- 
other,—if the other two notes are played as a long 
syllable and a Bhort one, these two will be like a short 
syllable followed by a long one, as, for example,—infer 
or return. Before we continue the criticism of this 
study,” continued Miss Ferry, “I will ave you play a 
few the 18th and 232 studies in this book. 
Begin with the 23d. ” 
Suzette played four measures, when Miss Ferry in ter¬ 
ra; ed 1 1 ask ,e d i not arve the narter- 
notes in right hand. “ Why, they si© all sixteenths and 
eighths,” cried Suzette in surprise. “ Yes, but two notes melody C D C D, which is quite soporific in effect.” 
in each measure have two stems, and these notes make 
the melody ; to give them their full value and to connect 
them, they must be held while-playing the sixteenths 
and eighths. Try the first measure onl^rright hand 
alone.” In trying to hold down the thumbs as Miss 
Ferry requested, Sazette held down aUthe fingers, and 
only after several repetitions was^ahe able to hold the syntax and its prosody; the accents and the rhythms are 
thumb tones and play the other notes strictly legato, the prosody; the ends of the phrases, the staccato, and 
Then she was told to play^the melody notes forte, and the rests are the marks of punctuation, and to neglect 
the others piano. Having accomplished this, she was the proper observance of these will sometimes, make; 
shown how to add theroasB, by laying the fingers quietly utter nonsense of a charming piece of music. The best 
illustration I can give you of my meaning, yoh will find 
on this slip of paper. On this side I have written some-, 
thing which is improperly punctuated, on the other side 
it is punctuated properly.” Suzette took the paper and 
read—1 ‘ The man entered the room on his head, a white 
hat on his feet, heavy riding boots over his shoulders,” 
etc., then turning the paper continued thb;reading— 
“The man entered the room, on his head a white hat, on 
his feet heavy riding boots, over his shonlders a dark 
greeh mantle.” “The phrasing not only changes the 
character of the piece, but music improperly phrased 
sounds, to a cultured ear, as ridiculous as a sentence 
with misplaced commas; but so many careless players 
are regardless of dynamic signs or the phrasing, the nat¬ 
ural accents, or anything else connected with the proper 
elocution.” “Elocution?” “Yes, when yon have 
studied the laws of syntax and prosody, you most learn 
elocution, or the proper delivery of phrases. I used this 
word to give a more vivid idea of my meaning. In a 
future lesson I shall explain what I call the elocntion of 
music; meanwhile, think a little for yourself and see. 
what yon can evolve out of your own mind, so that you 
may better appreciate, as yon gradually learn them, the 
true value of the principles of expression.” 
* ply, Miss Fer * >» * “ Now I m going to >r 
y r the first . tie, and an m ortant < le, foi i ing 
with expression ; it is this—-play the music always ex¬ 
actly as it is written.” “ Do not people generally play 
the mnsic as it is written?” queried Sazette. “Far 
from it,” responded Miss Ferry; “ very many persons 
play notes long that should be Bhort, and short that 
should be long, break phrases in the middle, or neglect 
to phrase altogether, pay no attention to the accents, do 
not discriminate between the melody and the accom¬ 
paniment—in short, play exactly opposite from the com¬ 
poser’s intentions, by being oblivious of everything but 
the actual notes. Another thing I will Bay, supplement¬ 
ary to the first rule: yon have twice remarked abont 
little things; remember, thereis nothing in your studies 
too little to be observed ,;with care. Yon saw that the 
effect produced in the hunting scene was through ob¬ 
serving what yon are pleased to call “little things.” 
Suzette asked f^Mthe meaning of the 23d study, and 
Miss Ferry read her a picture of it as follows: “ It is a 
hot summer afternoon ; a young mother sits on a 
shaded ^piazza, reading a book ami touching ever and 
anon/with her foot, the cradle in which lies a sleeping 
child; as she reads, she hams or rather drones the / ' :.. ; 
PBOGEESSIVE AND YOUNG MUSIC TEAOHEES 
AND THE SUMMEE MUSIO SCHOOL. 
Within the past few years there have been such great 
improvements in ways and methods of teaching music 
that it is now on an entirely different basis than it was 
fifteen or even ten years ago. These improvements are 
not only in technics bat in the subject matter tanght. 
The old nerve stultifying five-finger exercise has given 
place to something of life and interest, and instead of 
playing scales and arpeggios for their own sake only, 
these standard forms are invested with mental and muy 
sical accessories that make them interesting to the pupil 
in spite of himself. Furthermore, they are noWused 
for the acquirement of essentials in expressive powers 
and for sesthetical purposes; they are now>practiced for 
accomplishing trnly musical and expressive results en¬ 
tirely unknown to the old-line teachers. 
Our best instructors are now teaching expression with 
its underlying principles, and do it in a way that gives 
the pnpil a working hold upon this subtle subject. Not 
only all ways of producing touch, but the whys and where¬ 
fores of eaeh, when" to nse, which style, and the effects 
expected by its nse are tanght. It can be said in pass¬ 
ing that there have been several new ways of using the 
hands in producing tonch discovered and invented 
within the past few years. The best teachers of the 
present analyze every motion and every effect in play¬ 
ing, and find oat exactly how it is prodneed and the way 
of teaching it. Leading teachers are preparing their 
pnpils for successful and active professional work, with 
all that they have been taught at command, not leaving 
them with a mass of unclassified facts to experiment 
with for several years before, if ever, they become good 
teachers. 
The person with more or less teaching experience, 
and who already plays fairly well, can get a fund of new 
ideas at a good summer music school to work upon for 
years, not only! for the improvement of his own per¬ 
formance, but especially for doing a far better grade of 
teaching with the greater number of pupils and highe 
prices that this implies. 
VALUE OF HAED WOBE. 
After Miss Ferry had exemplified her meaning by play¬ 
ing the 6tude, she remarked that if students would form 
the habit of playing the mnsic exactly as it was written, 
meanings would be revealed to them. Then, as Sazette 
asked her to explain exactly what was meant- byMhe 
phrasing, she continued: “ Music, like grammar, has its 
Time is stock in trade. One man makes use of it, 
another allows it to waste away ; one extracts from it 
wondrous wisdom, the other lies in the dust. It is also 
life’s ladder, up which one is led to honor and immortal¬ 
ity, down to depravity and obscurity. All of us. have 
leisure hours between the time of ordinary business, 
although they may be short, irregular, or fragmentary. 
Let all cultivate the habits of punctuality, promptness, 
and dispatch, and they will find leisure hours that may 
be turned to golden account. The brief and broken 
periods of a man’s life Are more important than his busi¬ 
ness moments, and are the most potent for his welfare 
for time and eternity. The grandest genioB is the genins 
of plodding and hard work; Genius never did mnchfor 
the world, but furnished the fireworks. Plodding and 
hard work have solved tht greatest problems of 
hnmn.nit.V- : ‘ t, . tetetete 
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1)1, WILLIAM MASON. ' The latest revised work, “ Touch and Technic,” pm- foundation than may be secured from the study of Plaidy 
-- esnta hie principles in a mor|jeomple ^systematic, ad and Cze <le of playi* Liszt’s Dt G ini 
Da. Wit.T,TA\r M*sorfl,»aa bor-: in Bost n, January lucid u hner, and in more - o< order. In short, J .aisle, Ru' stein’s C aj Etude, or £1 mam a 
24, 1829. At a very early life he displayed musical thenew edition presents the material which he has era* G Minor Sonata. Even the study of Bach’s Well- 
talent, and at the age of seven played the accompani- ployed in teaching technic in a clear and concise man- Tempered Clavichord will not make the mastery of the 
ments for the choir at the Bowdoin Street Church. The ner, the result of thirty years’ practical experience as stupendous works of modern writers an easy matter, 
rudiments of music he learned from his mother. At the virtuoso and teacher. The new. work is published in The old Leipzig cantor is the grandest of all composers, 
age of fifteen he was placed under the care of Rev. Dr. four parts. The first is a school of touch, and comprises but hiB instrumental compositions were written for the 
Thayer, of Newport, for intellectual training, and during various forms of two-finger exercises treated in different organ and harpsichord, and not for our modern concert 
this time played the organ in his preceptor’s church, rhythms and degrees of speed, as well as all varieties of grands. No one will assert that a good Bach player is 
On Ms return to Boston he played , the organ for his touch. The second part is a school of scale-playing; necessarily a versatile pianist. - ‘ ” • 
father’s choir, and at the same time ;took lessons on the the third of arpeggio-playing, and the fourth part treats A chapter of my own experience may be to the point, 
pianoforte of Mr. Henry Schmidt, a professional teacher, of octaves, bravoura-playing, the use of the pedal, and and possibly will carry more weight than a personal 
At the Odeon, on March 7, 1846, he . first made his gives numerous illustrations in the form of a thematic expression of opinion. 
public appearance as a. Solo performer, at a symphony catalogue of the principal octave and bravoura com- Until I became familiar with Mason’s system Icon- 
concert. A few months later he played the pianoforte positions in pianoforte literature. In passage playing sidered most technical work dry and uninteresting, 
through the entire series of chamber concerts given by (both in scale and arpeggio practice) the principles of After using it two months, I was forced to the conclusion 
the Harvard Musical Association. He also appeared touch given in the first book are employed, giving the that the results were more satisfactory, and that more 
with great success in many other cities, and began to pupil a command of the key-board'which no other was accomplished with less tiresome effort and drudgery 
gain a.wide reputation as a talented young pianist. system gives. than with the older methods. Other teachers considered 
In 1849 he went to Germany to complete his musical It is not my purpose to attempt a philosophic or me impulsive and radical, and asked why I had aban- 
education, and began the study of pianoforte with Mos- learned dissertation on Mason’s technics, nor to advance doned the “European system” (strong accent on the 
s cheles, at Leipzig, harmony with Moritz Hauptmann, arguments for discussion, but to state why I have dis- third syllable), 
and instrumentation with E. F. Richter. Subsequently carded other systems and adopted Mason’s! My educa- This is an age of improvement; why should there not 
he studied with Dreyschock, at Prague, and during a tion was acquired abroad, and, like mosl other Americans be radical improvements in technical methods ?p. Why 
portion of the years 1853-54 was with Liszt at Weimar, who study under German teachers, on my return to this should not America, which has produced so many inven- 
Among his associates at Weimar were Anton Rubin- country I was thoroughly saturated with German ideas tive geniuses in the world of science, give us a mind 
stein, Joachim Raff, Peter Cornelius, Hans von Buelow, and believed that any violation of “ the letter of the which should be capable of selecting from all systems the 
Earl Klindworth, and Dionys Prueckner. Dr. Mason law ” was not orthodox but a flagrant sin. My belief in best, and, leaving out the dross, give us the pure gold 
was abroad five years, during which time he appeared European methods was absolute, and for several years I —an epoch-making work, which shall contain the es- 
with good success in Prague, Frankfort, Weimar, and followed the monotonous, grinding plan of building up a sence of modern technic ? It seems to me that Mason 
London. pupil’s technic by means of five-finger exercises, scales has satisfactorily done this. In his whole system there 
Returning to this country in July, 1854, he started on and chords, and other so-called essentials of the conser- is not an exercise which does not develop the fingers, 
a concert tour, playing first in Boston, then in New vatory method. I used Erause’s voluminous and expen- the wrist, or some member of the playing apparatus in 
York, then in the larger cities of New England, and sive work, also Zwintscher’s, Mertke’s, Germer’s, and a manner which emphasizes the musical aide of the pupil's 
then through New York. State, Ohio, etc., to Chicago, Handrock’s. All these works are good: it took brains progress. Each exercise has a definite object, and is 
giving successful concerts at most of the larger places to write them. Their principal fault is that they do not uot inserted merely because it may be beneficial. The 
along the route. These concerts were given without as- contain the essence of technic, but rather an abridged exercises afford the student thorough rhythmical train- 
sistance, Dr. Mason playing the entire programme of conglomeration of difficult (and otherwise) exercises ing, are intellectually and musically interesting, and de- 
eight or ten numbers, illustrating different styles, and which are of no particular use (aside from discipline) after mand the undivided attention of the pupil while prac- 
holding the interest of the audience to the end. These they have been acquired. Even after the pupil can ticing. The piano student who is thoroughly founded in 
were probably the first concerts given in this country or play them perfectly from Alpha to Omega, he has Mason escapes the drudgery of practice; the applica- 
abroad in which piano-playing was the sole feature, developed only the hammer-legato, and the flop-up-and- tion of all varieties of touch to the different exercises 
Concert giving was distasteful to Dr. Mason, owing to down-from-the wrist-staccato touches. He knows very affords the pupil such a thorough schooling that he 
his dislike for traveling and to the necessity of repeat- little of the different qualities of tone which may be pro- easily masters a composition in half the time ordinarily 
ing the same pieces constantly. duced by employing a variety of touches unless he has required. Other things which highly recommend Ma-" 
On his return he settled in New York city, where he studied with other than the ordinary teacher. As the son’s technics are: First, each exercise is easily under- 
has since ccupied himself in teaching, playing only oc* most of us teachers are but ordinary, it is reasonable derstood; second, the pupil does hot have to glue his 
casionally in public. In the winter of 1855-56 he es- that some work on technic shonld be adopted and eyes to the notes, but may practice without reference to 
tablished, in connection with Carl Bergmann, Theodore accepted by the teaching fraternity which, will produce the printed page, and give his attention to his fingers ; 
Thomas, J.Mosenthal, and George Matzka, a series of the best results in the shortest time. Onenf the strongest and third, the student always knows what he is trying to 
classical soirees; at which the instrumental works of the recommendations of Mason’s system, it seems to me, is do, and there is no probability, if he is at all interested 
masters were given. Mr. Bergmann withdrew at the end the.fact that the system is a standard of examination for in his work, that he will practice in that lifeless, listless 
A of a year, and his place was filled by Mr. F. Bergner. membership to the American College of Musiai&ns. Not sort of manner with which my brothers of the Plaidy- 
The new organization continued the concerts until 1868, that the system, needs any recommendation to those who Czerny-Schmitt Guild are so familiar, 
and the Mason and Thomas “ Soirees of Chamber are familiar with it, but many have never even examined To those who object to Mason, or refuse to examine 
.Music ” acquired a wide reputation. At these concerts the work, and with them this fact may carry some weight, his system on the ground that their system is good enough, 
many of Schumann’s works were heard for the first The great pianists, Liszt, Rubinstein, Thalberg, Drey- I would reply that no treatise on technic is good enough 
time in this country. scbock, Tausig, etc., have been the direct cause of won- if there is a better, and, until that fact has been proven 
For the last thirty years Dr. Mason has devoted him- derful technical development in piano playing. They by an unprejudiced and fair trial, any new system which 
self almost entirely to teaching the pianoforte, and many were virtuosi and composers who gave us compositions commands, to say the least, the respect of progressive 
of his pupils have attained eminence in the mnsical and played them, which required the highest degree of teachers, merits a thorough examination. I have yet to 
world, some of them being artists of wide reputa- technical proficiency, and as performers they were so far meet with the pupil who, after thoroughly mastering the 
tion. Among the most noted may be mentioned in advance of others that but few could even imitate foundation principles, did not enjoy his technical prac- 
Wm. H. Sherwood, Mrs. Sherwood,' Mrs. Agnes them. Talented players studied under these great tice. How much more enjoyable is the teacher’s task 
Morgan, and Mr. E. M. Bowman. In July, 1872, artists, acquired their ideas, and gave them in their turn with thoroughly interested pupils 1 
he received the degree of Musical Doctor from to their pupils. The old principle of laying a technical We should cultivate an aggressive and progressive ten- 
Yale College. His best-known compositions are the foundation by giving five-finger exercises, scales, and ar- denc* a spirit of tolerance, and a willingness to sacrifice 
beautiful “Amitie pour Amitie,” a “ Berceuse,” peggios in the old Plaidy fashion (with occasional varia- twhu! nmven whrthv^SlTbe 
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OLEMEITI, 0EA1EE, AID OZEEIY, 
Condensed from an Article by Dr. Otto Keitzel, published in the 
Neue Musik-Zaitung, of Stuttgart,. Although he only enjoyed this instruction for two 
poser. He also conducted the orchestra of the Italian years, he was already so far artistically developed as to 
Opera from 1770 to 1780 with great certainty. Then find, unassisted, the road toward perfection and to be 
began his laurel-crowned concert-tours, which led him counted in a few years’ time among London’s first vir- 
through Paris, Stuttgart, Munich, and finally to Vienna, fuosi. He had also received but little tuition in composi- 
where he had the celebrated “musical duel” with tion. It is therefore the more surprising that his 105 
Mozart. The consequence of this was that Clementi put sonatas, his . pianoforte-quintette, and the innumerable 
from that time more soul into his wonderful execution, bagatelles, rondeaux, nocturnes, etc., should contain 
Up to; 1802 he was again in London,, where he was en- so many phrases which, by their important musical qnal- 
gaged in pianoforte-playing, the conducting of the lead- ities and form of construction, still remind us of Seeth¬ 
ing c at art aud esp ially w h tuition of a very profit- oven. It is consequently the more to be regretted that 
able character to both parties. It was at this period that nearly all his works should have become forgotten. 
Cramer came under his instruction. He lost the major After 1788 he undertook two concert-tours, during which 
part of his savings in the bankruptcy of a publishing firm he became acquainted with Haydn, whom he held in 
of which he had become a. partner. However, being high esteem. He soon returned to London, where he 
level-headed and pertinacious, he started a pianoforte was fairly besieged by pupils who came to him from all 
factory and music warehouse, both of which soon be- parts of the world, seeking instruction in pianoforte- 
hme ve ry pr sperous.. In 1802 he started touring again playing. In 1828 he founded the music businc 
in cc ipany with his gifted pupil, John Field (born in as Cramer, Addison & Beale. During the p-; >d be- 
Dublin 26/7, 1782, died in Mos- w 11, 1,1837), visiting tween 1882 and 1846 he lived much it P« •; after that 
new edition ot Uzerny's Paris, Berlin, Vienna, and finally St. Petersburg. Field time he gradually withdrew himself from public per- 
idea is thoroughly one- stayed in Russia, settling later on in Moscow. Clementi, formahces and died on the 16th of April, 1858, in his 
had only written for the after a visit to Switzerland, went to Berlin, where he 88th year. 
?. tuition, and to imagine married his second wife and took with her a trip to the Carl Czerny was of Bohemian extraction, as the name 
le “ School of Velocity ” laud of his birth. After numerous tours, in which he (meaning black) shows. He was born in Vienna on the 
-flexibility. Besides the visited Berlin the most, he there took young Meyerbeer 21st of February, 1791, as the son of a highly-prized 
Method for Legato and among his pupils, returning to London in 1810, from pianist, whose home was gladly visited by the leading 
i ” (Op. 834), his “ Left- which, time he devoted himself almost solely to compo- artists of Vienna, including Beethoven, who, for several 
trnish useful subjects of siti®n and to his business. , Being more cautious than years, took the boy personally in hand. Carl showed 
Cramer, he had none of his Orchestral works published, decided talent for pianoforte-playing and composition at 
Rome in 1752, died at although they had met with splendid receptions both in a very early age. Having to utilize his talents, he began 
) was the son of a clever fhe London Philharmonic and the Leipzig Gewand- teaching music in his fourteenth year and adhered regu- 
nusical. A relative the haus concerts, so that one can only judge of his gifts as larly to this vocation until his death, on the 15th of July, 
Mu^io heartily in hand a composer from his numerous pianoforte works, which 1857, reserving his evenings for composition. His last 
ry progress. At the age comprise about 100 sonatas. His Gradus ad Parnassum work, thirty-two exercises, bears the Opus No. 848, but 
the organist, Cordicelli *s pre-eminent. Even the studies which Tausig has the very comprehensive arrangements of all Beethoven’s 
ies of counterpoint arid omitted deserve the notice of all professional pianists, symphonies, of the most of those of Haydn, Mozart, 
le presided at the organ. The Gradus appeared in 1817. Clementi retained his and Spohr, of very many oratorios, os well aB the min¬ 
is in cbunterpoin^ Ltiid ^^0- ' ^^^^ ^— utely exact edition-of Bach’s “ Well-tempered Piano- 
art of sorig.^NoTE Not ; Johann Baptist Cramer, the son of a violin-tdrfaoso forte ” (published by Peters) appall without Opus num- 
lames is to be found in who was'also member of the Court orchestra there, was bers. It must also be noted tha| many works which deserve 
lNsl.J^A x iss compose born in Mannheim on the 24th of February, 1771. His numbers for themselves are grouped under one head, 
idely as a wonderful boy- father -met with such favorable receptions there that he Czerny may be literally described as a “ waadfflnng 
L rich English art natron, settled in London, the King appointing him Director of composer,” for one of his publishers (Haslingei^ states 
the boy that, after Bome the Chamber Concerts and Conductor of the Opera, .that he had'four high desks in his room, and that, in order 
the hoy over to England The young Johann Baptist began with the violin, but to save time, he filled two sheets at the first desk, then, 
died there) mostly"on the^ gradually turnedhiB mind to the pianoforte. After the did the like at the Becond, and so forth, so that by the 
j-"V-" y ■ first instruction from Benson and Schrdter, he was time the sheets on the fourth desk were finished those on 
;... _ taken in hand by Maestro Clementi, who initiated him the first one had had time to dry^ This is perfectly 
as become* fashion to convert into the works of the then “ classical masters,” and laid credible, as a large number- of his works consisted, ot 
mat musicianaby transiting, for him the foundation of abound technique, studies, and his pen was prolific in the highoB^degree. 
Among those of his numerous pupils who attained to 
special eminence were Franz Liszt (from 1818 to 
Sigismnnd Thalberg, Alfred Jaell, and Leopold von 
Meyer. He, also left a large nnmer Of chamber-music 
compositions, symphonies, masses, requiems, offerto¬ 
ries, and graduals, besides a fortune of100,000 florins. 
As he was a bachelor, he left nearly the whole of the 
latter to a few Viennese charitable institution^. 
Of these three C’s who conjointly founded the present 
style of playing, the first place must certainly be given 
to Clementi, who may be called “ the Elegant.” Cra¬ 
mer was the most poetical. Czerny’s principal aim was 
mechanical perfection. It must also be emphasized that 
Clementi had the fewest opportunities of being influ¬ 
enced by the classics of music (those of Haydn excepted), 
whereas Czerny list! the greatest of opportunities in, this 
respect. 
From the tuitive point of view, Czerny must be chosen 
first, because, in addition to the wealth of numbers, 
many of his works are directed to distinct branches of 
technique, and the development of the hand forms the 
principal feature therein. He forbids all attempt at ex¬ 
pression until position and independence of the fingers 
has been acquired. One cannot, in the present, imagine 
any preparatory instruction without Czerny. His prin¬ 
cipal works are graded as follows, namely: Great Piano¬ 
forte School, 100 exercises, Op. 139; 40 Easy Progressive 
Pieces, Op. 803 ; The Little Pianoforte Player, Op. 823; 
30 nouvelles etudes de mecanisme, Op. 849 ; 32 nouveaux 
exercises joumaliers, Op 848 (for small hands) ; School 
of Velocity, Op. 299 ; 125 Phrasing Exercises, Op. 261; 
Method Preparatory to Perfection in Fingering, Op. 636 ; 
100 New studies for Attaining the Higher Finish, Op. 
807 ; preludes, cadences, and little fantasias, Op.61; Vir¬ 
tuosity in the Left Hand, Op. 399 and Op 735; The Art 
of Mechanical Perfection, Op. 740; The Higher Grade of 
Virtuosity, Op. 834 ; 40 Daily Studies, Op. 337 ; Great 
Exercises in Thirds, Op. 380, and finally, the studies 
already mentioned above. It is not necessary to work 
through the whole of each of these works; every observ¬ 
ant teacher will know what each individual pupil needs. 
Just about the period when Op. 636 has been mastered, 
but not before, Von Billow’® “ Selection of Cramer’s 
Studies ’’ may be taken in hand. His 100 Daily Studies, 
Op. 100 takei conjunction wit! tl se of Czerny, vill 
render excellent service. Cramer already herein plays 
a more poetical rSle, the technique being often used, as 
sole aim, to incite to agreeable effects. These studies 
are also mostly available for public performance. Their 
poetical character is made specially prominent in Adolf 
Henselt’s successful arrangement for two pianofortes of 
SO of such studies. 
Immediately following on Cramer, or, better still, dur¬ 
ing the study thereof, dementi’s Gradus Bhould be taken 
up, as it corresponds with the difficulties of most of Beet¬ 
hoven’s sonatas,—the most difficult, viz. : Op. 67, 101, 
106 111, done * tee p»«-I 
To the above quoted works must be added : of Czerny, 
6 Easy Sonatinas, Op. M3; 3 Sonatas, Op. 158; Toccata, 
Op. 92; 8 Scherzi, Op. 655 ; and of Clementi (among 
the easier studies for scale playing) the important Pre¬ 
ludes and Exercises in all Keys and 6 Easy Sonatinas, 
Op. 36. We do not hesitate to prefer these to the 
sonatas of Haydn and Mozart. Although these latter 
are in a musical sense more attractive, there is nothing 
dull or trivial in Clementi. 
Let all who know what pianoforte playing should be 
honor “ the three C’s ” and their principal works ! 
Specially written fqjr “ The Etude” by Harby Bbett, Leipzig, 
29th March, 1893. 
PL0TSAM AND JETSAM. THE 0UBVED LINE. 
The London Musical Times, in quoting from a 
series of articles by Dr. Stanford la the Uaily Graphic 
on Verdi’s latest success, “ Falstaff,” emphasizes hiB 
condemnation of the “ vibrato ” so persistently used by 
the female voices. The statement is made that in a 
quartet it became impossible to follow the harmony, and 
even single notes became indistinguishable. 
We are reminded that many otherwise excellent piano 
performances are ruined by a counterpart of this evil— 
the tempo rubato. 
The vibrato when discriminatingly used is an impor¬ 
tant factor in intensifying emotional effects. 
So also is the tempo rubato, but the excessive use of 
either springs from the same source—exaggeration—and 
exaggeration will turn to ridicule the most worthy and 
cbmmendafcte efforts, 
, a. 
America can felicitate herself that such advertisements 
as the following are not to be found in the public press, 
vide:—“Precentor wanted, for the U. P. Church, 
Woodside ; if hot qualified to play organ, must provide 
efficient organist. Salary £15 per annum. Applica¬ 
tions, etc.” f>76 is a munificent sum to receive under 
such circumstances. While, however, the Above-men¬ 
tioned felicitation is taking place, we may be able to call 
to mind an application we have received for lessons, each 
lesson to be an hour in length, twenty-four of them in a 
qi rt ;, >• d tht princelj sum of '*s doll rs (or eight) 
per quarter to be the stipend. Now how does this speak 
for the musical qualities of the masses. What is worse, 
there are many who jump at the opportunity of teaching 
for such figures. There is, of course, much to be said 
on both sides of such a question, and judgments should 
not be too hastily made; but that a reform is essential 
there can be no question. 
Who shall be the reformer or reformers? 
. * * ■K* •St 
Editor op The Etude :—It must surely have occurred 
to many of your readers that much printed music suffers 
from a superabundance of unnecessary marks, which 
tend to bewilder the eye of the reader, or by familiarity 
to render it callous to signs that are occasionally of great 
importance. 
Take, for example, the continual use of the legato bow, 
—a sign which does duty for legato mark, phrase-mark, 
slur, and tie. The reason that so many pupils ignore 
the tie and strike the tied note again is that their eyes 
are so accustomed to seeing the curved line everywhere, 
even where it makes no difference, that they get to ignore 
it altogether. In most cases the legato line is unneces¬ 
sary. If a note or succession of notes are written of a 
certain length they are to be held for that length unless 
marked otherwise by staccato or semi-staccato marks, 
and the legato mark makes no difference whatever and 
is useless. I am glad to see in the Presser edition of 
Sherwood’s “Studies” that there is a delightful absence of 
useles curves and a consequent prominence of the said 
line when used as a tie. I have seen an instance like this 
where in one place all these marks were applied to a slur 
of two notes:— 
Ml 
Musical people and concert givers are complaining of 
great ^difficulties in obtaining a pianist to accompany 
them, and say that a good, reliable player is as hard to 
find as that rara avis,—an accomplished general house¬ 
work girl. This is a sad condition of affairs, indeed; 
especially so when conservatories of music, not to men- 
. tion numberless local piano teachers, turn out “ players ” 
by the hundreds every year. Something must be rotten 
*in Denmark. A “good accompanist” is invaluable; 
but it seems the average pianokin despises this art of 
playing accompaniments, and consequently the field is 
occupied by a very few, who are always in demand. In 
their wild desire to rush to the top, people sometimes 
miss a pretty fair thing at the bottom.—Boston Herald. 
i 
Af 
This looks like a caricature, but it is to be found in 
more places than one in good editions of classical music. 
I never could understand the prejudice which fought 
so hard against the use of the bracket (i—i) for a tie. It 
attracts notice at once; and some such device is needed 
for the young. We have all been young, and should try 
to remember the weaknesses and requirements of the 
young and to meet them by every means we can devise. 
J. E. P. Aldous. 
Closely allied'to the above state of affairs is the suc¬ 
ceeding clipping, which shows extravagance as developed 
in another form:— 
“Why, almost every concert room is a hotbed of 
artistic lies. We applaud Madame Patti well, because 
everybody says her singing is perfectly delightful and 
that she is undoubtedly the finest vocalist of .the day— 
not because her songs have given us any genuine pleas¬ 
ure or done us any real good. We lift up our hands 
and a very rapture takes possession of our faces when 
Paderewski is mentioned, because, you know, every One 
says he is the most exquisite pianist that every lived, is 
living, or will live, and because it Ib the fashion to 
adore him; but whether we appreciated him when we 
heard him, or whether we ever have heard him, is quite 
another thing. We pretend to be delighted, charmed, 
when a strictly classical programme is put before us, 
when all the while we are longing for something vulgar 
—vulgar in a musical sense i mean, of course. O for 
the man that despises Handel, that hates "Mozart, and 
sees nothing in Beethoven, and that tells you so; it is 
delicious to come across him.” 
Sanetey in hie reminiscences dilates on musical cant. 
The above-mentioned clipping places musical cant before 
us in a glowing light. 
“ Honesty is the best policy ” is a common arid much 
abused saw, but it holds good in matters musical as well 
as in affairs financial. Before there can be educational 
growth there must be an honest conviction and ad mission 
of a lack of knowledge. The person who raves over 
music which he does not understand will, perforce, 
never admit ignorance, and, consequently, will never 
learn. 
That there has been improvement will be conceded, 
but the lack of true, consistent musical taste and culture 
n places rher« it might be expected to be pres nt is 
very often «. amaz ug discovery to those who run 
across it. 
Such paragraphs as the above clipping should be 
placed before all who are extravagant in their musical 
enthusiasms, and the enormity of musical dishonesty 
should be impressed upon them. 
IMITATIVE TEACHING. 
The manner in which teachers proceed to give lessons 
to beginners, as well as those who are more advanced, is 
full of differences, perhaps as many as there are teachers. 
Our aim shall be to refer only to a few points, however, 
which are important so far as regards the practical in¬ 
terest of .the pupil. How often we have pupils say to us 
when they are about to take their lesson, “Please play 
it through, for me.” Now, what prompts a pupil to 
ask the teacher such a question? It is a strong disposi¬ 
tion to imitate, and since imitation must accompany 
every attempt to learn a new piece with those who nave 
become habituated to learning in that way, they must 
necessarily have a teacher all their lives if they expect to 
keep up with the music, of the day. We are aware that 
among our most noted instructors this style of teaching 
is practiced, and why do they do it? They do it because 
they can save themselves much labor in cultivating the 
pnpil’s mind in such a way as to invent expression, and 
conceive all necessary points whereby he may be able to 
play any piece artistically. The teacher sits aown, plays 
the piece through, and says to his pupil,.“Now you must 
play it in that way; ” of course the pupil has listened to 
the playing,—the natural swing of the piece) the move¬ 
ment, the melody, the touch, in fact, all the particular 
points necessary to complete and polish the piece. The 
experience which the teacher has got through years of 
study and drill is given to the pupil to apply only in 
that piece which he has before him. As often as he 
gets a new one the same ordeal is to be passed, when, on 
he oth r hand,he >> ml 1 < -«»!ill he principlesgc 
ing cpresaion, movement, time touch, and phrasing, 
* emitting the pnpil t slayfron methi i and p“ n pie 
then, if he fails to get the idea, ’ti.s well to play a phrase 
over for him that he may get the idea of the. principle, 
which, when once understood, he can apply it any place 
where it is required, and do so intelligently. This 
method of teaching takes time and pains, of course, but 
there can be no excellence without great labor; the in¬ 
telligent progress of the pupil must be looked after rather 
than the ease of the teacher. The pupil can soon be 
taught to learn upon his own ability by sitting down to 
his lesson, taking it through slowly that he may be able 
to play on time and tone; when this is accomplished, he 
can then be taught the principles of-phrasing, expression, 
touch, and fingering. By pursuing this method a short 
timeh 1 ighfor 
him first. It is best to let the pupil do all h® can from 
his own ideas; then if there is something lacking, brighten 
Ills ideas by m example from the teacher. This manner 
sti a will c auBical ilify, there 
is in a pupil. 
■jS&SfsBiases* 
LETTERS TO PUPILS. 
B¥ JOHN S, YAM OLEVE. 
W. C. M.—You ask how to overcome the habit of 
musical stuttering f I would mjf the way to overcome il¬ 
ls very much like overcoming vocal stuttering,—simply 
. keep cool, concentrate your thoughts, and hold your 
breatl 
If-you do not wish to stammer, don’t stammer—play 
slowly, tat don’t play tos slowly, for that is sometimes the* 
cause of stammering. I believe that an over-bashful, 
self-conscious person who is very particular to be very, 
very, very exact about everything, is more likely to stam¬ 
mer than one who rushes at a thing with a certain sense 
of “abandon.” Play as a bird flies, trust your wings 
sad the air, trust the piano and your fingers and the 
wires, think music and don’t think all the time B flat, 
arpeggios, or the miseries of chromatic gyrations,—play I 
play! play It—make music, and don’t be afraid of either ‘ 
yourself or the composer. 
I believe that a large amount of our teaching iB of such 
a pedantic and microscopic character that it actually 
produces an unmusical quality in playing. 
Brooklyn, B. C. B.—The difficulty which you allude 
to in reference to the fifth finger is one of the most 
annoying and most insidious of all the mechanical traits 
which vex the player’s hand. 
If you find a pupil inclined to droop the fifth finger 
badly it is one of the very worst signs. It usually indi¬ 
cates a hand too flexible—there is such a thing as having 
the hand too boneless, for all that famons maxim of 
Thalberg, “ Play the piano with velvety, boneless fin- 
gers. This boneleBsness must be the bonelessness of 
the will, and not of the natural construction. 
I have a young lady pupil whose fingers are so utterly 
flaccid that it seems as though all her bones were car¬ 
tilages. 
It is only by the most powerful and conscious effort 
that she can retain any one of the joints in its proper 
curved position to secure a firm blow. Of all the five 
fingers the fifth is the meanest in this one specialty. 
Mr. Sherwood lays great stress upon this very thing, 
and, indeed, one of his very first exercises, as he has 
explained it to me, is to require the elbow to be held 
rather close to the body, and while the first and second 
fingers are depressed to wrench the wrist around, so that 
the fourth and fifth fingers are elevated. 
At first it gives almost a painfnl sense of violent effort 
in the lifting muscles, but if this disposition is persisted 
in for a little while, for a few minutes at a time every 
day, it will very soon be found that the knnckles are on 
the level. 
Unless the knuckles can be held on the level, a smooth 
scale is an impossibility. Now yon say, Can I recom¬ 
mend an exercise good for the fifth finger? 
The only one I know of is the great exercise in the 
Von Billow edition of Cramer, in B major, No. 12. How¬ 
ever, the Songs Without Words, of Mendelssohn afford 
yon countless instances of a melody to be pronounced 
strongly with the fourth and fifth fingers. Bat after all is 
said and done, you must not look for yonr help in quack 
nostrums,—no human ingenuity is equal to the task of 
inventing a combination of notes which by dogged &ai 
faultless iteration will ever make an artistthe artist 
mast grow from within, just as the palm tree does, and 
the way to strengthen your fifth finger is to hold it in the ' 
required position and make it stay there using it, both 
In single-hammer exercises and wherever required in ■ 
scales or pieces. See to it that the curvature of the fin- ■’ 
ger is equal to a somewhat lengthened quadrant, and ! 
then you will have the finger in a position to come upon- j 
the key with “ aplomb ” and secures round, pure tone, i 
torment nil your neighbors in the'hope of becoming sud¬ 
denly a mushroom artist 
Nobody ever became a musician in two years. It iB 
a growth, and of all things do not lose the early impres¬ 
sible years when both brain and fingers are susceptible. 
If you possibly can, I would advise you to postpone 
yonr society debut for two years longer. You will 
then be twenty-two and amply fresh enough (I would not 
be discourteous enough, since you are evidently a lady, to 
green enough), but of all things do not abridge Ike 
blissful period of youthful study, for it is the golden time 
of life. 
If you cannot prepare thoroughly well for one lesson 
a week with what time yon can practice, then take one 
lesson a fortnight, but let it be at regular intervals, and 
A YEAE OF JUBILEE. 
BY H. BRETT. 
Leipzig. The Royal Conservatorinm of Leipzig 
celebrated its fiftieth anniversary on the 10th inst. in a 
manner that will long be remembered by those present 
thereat. The King and Queen of Saxony were present 
at the morning performance in the charming Concert 
Hall of the institute, people appearing in foil dress in 
honor of the occasion. Dr. Carl Reinecke had com¬ 
posed a Festal Overture on Schiller’s verses, “To the 
Artists,” for the occasion and conducted the same him¬ 
self with the vigor of a young man. The work and . ■^■—t,— — auu v*sva u*■■■» ju u . xn ri£ iiu- 
pr®Pape rerything that you d well mdkeeps it! keep rus thereto met • ti % U-m< ited approval. 3 
atir * f lb 1 hoven’s Ninth Symphony (conducted by the gifted Hans 
Musical ideas canse us to grow, as the showers from Sitt) admirably performed, although the manv high / cj — J ■ v*u ** i/iu 
heaven create the verdure of the earth. You cannot 
abstain from all musical influences and then suddenly 
empty a whole reservoir of technical exercises upon yonr 
fingers, thinking thereby to become a musician as by- 
magic 
^ will illustrate this advice about continuance by a 
stanza from a poem on « Genius,” by R. H. Dana, which 
I learned as a boy, and which always struck me as being 
very fine.:— 
* E |ood of W' rt! 'i I •>* will 1 „■ pa mit 
To light on man os from the passing air: 
The lamp of genius, though by nature lit, 
Unless protected, trimmed, and pruned with care, 
Soc » dies or x to waat ith ickly g! 
And learning -is a plant that spreads and towers 
Slow as Columbia’s Aloe, proudly rare, 
That, mid gay thousands with the sun and showers 
Of half a century grows alone before it flowers. 
F. R. B. (The fourteen year-old boy who thinks of 
giving up piano playing).—I will say to you what Punch 
did in the famons article headed “ Advice to Those who 
are About to Marry.” The article was, “ Don’t.” If 
you contemplate giving up piano playing, I not only say 
don’t, but I beg of yon don’t. 
What we want in this country is refined, well educated, 
sensitive boyslwho love something better than the coarse, 
half-Indian amusements ofrough, harum scarum young¬ 
sters. If you have a taste for piano, cultivate that; if for 
violin, that; if for painting, that; poetry that; but do 
something which will develop that intellectual and emo¬ 
tional side of your nature; which unseals one of the most 
inexhaustible fountains of delight ; which refines the 
character, and which, though not religion, is its most 
powerful help.. 
If your boy friends drag you away from your practice 
hoars, cat the acquaintance of your boy friends. Cer- 
and sustained tones were almost beyond the powers of 
the youthful soprani. Only present actual students 
took part in orchestra and choir. But one speech was 
made, namely, by Dr. Otto Gunther, the popular prin¬ 
cipal of the institute. 
The evening festivities, which consisted of (1) Mozart’s 
Comic Operetta, “The Theatre Director’’—performed 
by students of both sexes, including Messrs. Hurlbrink, 
of Philadelphia, as Nephew, and Siegel, of New York, 
as Mozart, conductor; (2) a burlesque for three violins, 
with bassoon obligato* specially composed for the occa¬ 
sion by Prof. F. Hermann, a teacher at the institute ; (3) 
Mozart’s “ Village Musicians,” performed by six of the. 
teachers, all leading men as mnsicians. AH three per¬ 
formances were carried out with real humor and verve. - 
Thereupon followed a “ banquet ” (attended by some 1300 
persons), on which one need only say that neither fault¬ 
less dinners (with a pint of wine included) nor faultless 
brilliants are obtainable for half a dollar. The speeches 
made thereat by Dr. Gunther, Herr Trefftz, Sr., Chief- 
Burghermaster, Dr. Georgi, Herr Schurig (a Btndent), 
and Herr Radeche (one of the earliest students of the 
Conservatorinm) were to the point and not too long. 
The large theatre hall and ball room were reserved for 
dancing, which was kept up until “ Phoebus rose from 
o’er the sea.” 
When the King (Albert) is in Leipzig he devotes him¬ 
self to inspection of the industries, etc., thereof. Inter 
alia he attended a private-concert arranged for his 
entertainment at the pianoforte factory of Julias Fen- 
rich in order to become acquainted with the merits of 
a new combination of pianoforte and stringed organ. 
Miss May Brammer, of Grimsby (England), a gifted and 
popular yonng violinist; Signor Hugo Afferni, of Flor¬ 
ence, a gifted young composer and pianist (both former -j -— -—-—j v i uuj iiicuuo, vci ca uucu jru u  uu uwp uu jLJiauiHb rrs rn Tfir py 
tainly piano practice is better for you than "base ball, pupils of the Leipzig Conservatorinm), and Herr Barge, 
though that is well enough in its way, and chopping 
wood for yonr mother’s stove is also better, for it gives at 
once exercise and a useful harvest. The same may be 
Baid for digging in a garden or doing almost anything 
else that has the distasteful quality of being of some 
value. Above all things, about yonr practice, though 
you may allow yourself an occasional vacation, be sys¬ 
tematic. 
MUSICAL STUDY FOE OHILBEEN. 
The study of music has been so long regarded as the T • ■> e ^ i ... m 
means of acquiring an accomplishment merely, that Miss Mane Lomse Bailey, of Nashville, Tennessee, 
many persons do not realize its importance to mental has made her mark here as a pianist. She appeared at 
development, and r does n< t take the place which -1 the Old Gewandhau or the 28th inst. with i sel jtion 
of Few froih the highest (and most difficult) works of Bach, 
thoughtful parents m these days of the kindergarten t> »«.V. . - w * , ', v ’ ; 
idea fail to undertake quite early the distinct ana indi- tJeethoven, Kamean, Mendelssohn, Schumann, and 
vidnal mental training of their children. If they cannot Chopin, all of which she played from memory with an 
afford kindergarten instruction at the hands of a skillful almost faultless technique, evidencing in passages a 
-V * ‘ u ;V. ' ; -/J — 
the flute virtuoso and teacher at the Conservatorinm, 
performed respectively (1) a Fantasia by Afferni for the 
new instrument, (2) the Adagio from Spohr’s ninth con¬ 
certo for violin and pianoforte, (3) Liszt’s Rhapsody 
No. 12 for pianoforte, (4) Cantabile from a concerto 
for flute by Antonio Vivaldi, irranged I - Count Paul 
Waldersee, and (5) a piece specially composed for the 
occasion by Signor Afferni. Upon th King’s ore r the 
artists were separately presented to him and most kindly 
complimented on their n bj ectiv perfor i races 
Belle Van S.—You ask whether you shall drop 
music during your high-school course and then give 
yourself two years solidly to it. 
ty answer is to the first: No. It is far better if yon 
can only practice one hour a day, that you do that sys¬ 
tematically for several years, than that you cram four or 
five hours a day into yonr head and fingers, weary yonr 
head and ipjure 
and to apply them as best they may; but the child takes 
music lessons that he may “ learn to play,” and that is a 
Matter that may be postponed indefinitely. 
The wide-awake:mnsic teacher has, however, kept np 
with the advance in all departments of teaching, * Hife 
method has grown scientific, and the ideal he sets before 
him is very different from that of a few years ago. The 
really masculine power. She was so well received that 
she was induced to give two extra numbers, also from p 
- 
. vuMvutugj auu vuo uaiuiug vu car eu ?.u 
finger is so carried out that it may be questioned whether 
the symmetrical development of the young child is cOm- 
(f ' ‘ ” Frances M. Ford. 
memory. This young lady, who is scarcely eighteen 
years old, will, now that she is emancipated from the 
thralls of technical studies (which tend for the time be¬ 
ing to kill expression) and can devote herself to the cul¬ 
tivation of expression through the study of national songs, 
etc., certainly make a name, as her love and taste for 
music are inborn and deep-seated, afoot to which the 
writer can depose from personal experience. 
-Wj ;'A 
ii that t. 3 ib ney Btudying 
music, why not plan and work for thorough success, in¬ 
stead of indolently drifting into ignominious failure. 
SHARP FOUR II THE HIIOB MODE 'OIIT FO upi: 
BY H. W. PATRICK BY CHABLES W. LANDON, 
Thbbi is ra« then side to tl is imj rtant qu ssti a. N > 
pupil ever was known, and never will be known, to be¬ 
come even an ordinarily good musician that was allowed 
to take lessons or not take them, juBt as he pleased. Be- 
gularity is a positive necessity, if one ever makes sub¬ 
stantial advancement. When the pupil once knows that 
he must take his lesson on the hour appointed, Bevere 
illness and the. annual vacation excepted, he will prac¬ 
tice and learn his lessons, and not let any and every trif¬ 
ling thing interrupt his practice. One of the first things 
for a beginner in music to learn is, that practice and 
lessons are to be as regular as are his meal hours and 
school duties, and that they are exactly on the same 
basis as are his school studies. In fact, as music costs the 
most, it should be the first attended to, and sports, visit- 
ng, 1 v*. thousai t and on littl th ngs that o < ten 
serve as excuses must give place to the practice hours, 
and a tht racti hot sto the 8 worth! is h t,~ m 
Well-learned lessons and not plausible excuses are what 
is demanded. 
THE IISTBUOTI0I BOOK 
HERO WORSHIP 
aeitcate ana artistic tne moaei, tne sooner it taaes Aw elderlv ladv has been telling me remimsepnepa nf 
from memory. Hence, the necessity of the pupil being Liszt’s visit to Berlin over fifty years ago, when this in- they purchased the piano. They ask the teacher if this 
often with the teacher, and missing no lessons. If fatuation probably exceeded anything of the kind ever book will do, as they do not wish to go to the expense 
a certain grade is fixed in the mind as a point of at- kaown- TJ1®? Perfame bottles, their toilet soap, were of getting a new one. What would these people think if 
tainment that you will be satisfied with, two les- theSTiS^teJS4, ThS^ouSSd their children should he given books to study at schoo1 
sons a week will soon take you beyond it, while one stood at tfe door of hmroom and blocked thf hallway* which were used fifty years ago ? The musical instruction 
week will require many more lessonB and more than end even obtained from the servants the leaves from his boob of the present day is as much different from that 
twice the time. Or, to put it in another way, if you have teacnP and the ashes from his cigar. Hero worship has which was UBed twenty-five years ago as the geography of 
* ™» of “oooy to spends meric Wes, oar country at the pre.eat daji. diflereotfrom that .Bed 
two lessons a week will give you more results, take you much easier to fall in with the crowd and worship those twenty .e year® aS°* W® now kav® mstruction books 
farther, and make a better performer of you than would at the top. This is not to be wondered at when it is ani studies written by some of the best educated 
one lesson a week. Inspiration, enthusiasm and the remembered how few ever reach the top—in music it is musicians of the present day—men who have had years 
models up to which work is to be brought all come from in^therS of experience as teachers, who have put their best 
the teacher. Therefore the necessity of being often years and rewdl'numerouJ:mothers and thoaght in theae work8’ which are 80 Sreat a helP to.the 
with him. The boy’s copy-book showed a fair penmanship partial friends paraded the children’s talents to an admir- young teacher and student of to-day. Every conscien- 
as far as two or three lines next the printed copy but in£ pnblic and all gave the usual “ wonderful promise.” tious teacher is anxious to beep up with the times, and 
hi. handwriting Bteadily grow poorer and poorer aa "*7 "!“> th,eir chi'd'“ 
he got farther below the copy. were entirely lost, and of the survivors, the singers, the emPl°y a conscientious tei 'her, and tri • hia or her 
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accompaniment (in the left hand) will also add to the same effect. jSL Here the arm must be brought 
into play as the chords are struck so that the tone shall become' rich full and round without being 
harsh or unduly forced. The diminuendo and crescendo must be carefullyobserved. 
Copyright 1893 by Theo Presser. ' ■ 
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1 his piece gives pi a,ctice in yncopations and upon 
a left hand melody. Do not allow the right hand to 
overpower the left hand melody. • Legg.f is an abbrevia- 
meaning, a light and easy movement. A spinning 
song represents a maiclen singing to the accompani¬ 
ment of the whirring spinning-wheel. Keep your 
|f§§§ 
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THE MODEL TU! EFT. 
Modebn edo o is burdi inltiplicity of 
studies. The youthful mind is never allowed t© dwell 
long on one study. Six, eight, and ten studies to prepare 
daily the year round is not uncommon in educational 
systems. In fact, the whole of school life is spent in 
overcoming the rudimentary difficulties .of many differ¬ 
ent studies, -any- one of ■ which to master thoroughly ■ 
would make a life’s work. The object of all this experi¬ 
mental study is to give time for choice of study; namely, 
to' form the judgment sufficient to make a choice. 
We plunge into' every department of study, tasting 
of each only to find out whether our nature responds to 
the peculiar: study.' Another very good object in not ‘ 
being ha ty in choosit j a life’s study is, that many to be 
iq sssfo! life, hould never er ge In any mental va¬ 
cation when nature intended and fitted them for a purely 
mechanical or mercantile pursuit. Parents also make 
a great mistake in bringing up a child to follow some 
particular line of study which is revolting to the child’s 
nature. We have two notable instances of this in the 
lives of Handel and Schumann. We know of a father, 
who was determined that his bov should be an Episco¬ 
pal minister, and to this end he kept him in high-schools 
and universities for nine years, at a great sacrifice to his 
and his family’s comfort. The young man in this case 
did not rebel, bat faithfully tried to fulfill the wishes of 
his fond parent; but it was of no use; Nature never 
intended nim for any intellectual pursuit, least of all an 
Episcopal minister. From the university he entered a 
printing office at §>3.50 per week, which; after a year’s 
tii •„ was i reaaed t< $4 00 His hi v« sity education? 
vas an t Imo . U d los to I in H ms h t onlj 1 T * 
back all these years from engaging in a pursuit fitted to 
his capacity, but he lost almost every chance of making 
a success of anything in life. 
But what has all this to do with the Model Student? 
We only wish to make clear that a judicious choice of 
study mnst be made,—-not he who wills can become a 
musician, bnt he who is called. 
One trouble with musical study, which prevents the 
same mode of choosing as with the other professions, is 
that to be successful in it one mnst cultivate it from ear¬ 
liest youth. The Germane have. a saying that “one 
must leave his technic behind at nineteen.’’ The choice 
of most callings in life need not be made until about the 
time a musician is a matured artist Nature, as if aware of 
this fact, has wisely provided that the musical talent should 
show itself very early in a child’s life, and thus do away 
with any preliminary education in order to reach a 
choice of study; but in spite of this, there are a vast 
amount of failures in mnsic from late beginnings. We 
are positively convinced that technical education is at 
an end after maturity has once set in. Technic after 
that seems fixed and rigid, like the body itself. A child 
in growing up changes his form, his physiognomy, his 
gait, his movements, in fact, daring childhood and ma¬ 
turity everything abont him is constantly changing ; .but 
there comes a time when the whole frame and its various 
movements remain fixed. Only grace and polish may 
then be added, bnt the form is moulded and stereotyped. 
With this clinching of all physical form and habits 
ceases the further training of the mnscles by the action 
of the mind. We mnst yet see the first artist who has 
not laid the foundation of his skill in early youth; 
indeed, we have never seen even a passable goodplayer 
who began after the age of nineteen years. We will 
presume then, in describing onr ideal student, that a {"ndicions choice has been made, and: further, that he 
las youth, with his mind plastic and mnscles and body 
unformed. 
In the model student there are two things to be con¬ 
sidered. His nature and his work. The qualities of 
mind which make a person susceptible to the charms of 
mnsic, o > ren o ere ite tone piotnr s, are by no m ans 
h am as hos wh c I make h an artii It is 
vei donbtfn «■ v hei iV ij er, I lio nd Cl rul Ii 
would ever have made great artists. Not because of 
their overpowering creative spirit, but a positive lack of 
those qualities which one must possess to become an 
artist. The keynote of this is found in the life of Wag¬ 
ner, who began piano playing under an able and con¬ 
scientious teacher, who gave him finger exercises to 
pra ice and i doubt good id >> about position of 
taand, etc t for the second lessor ime onnd the 
teacher thought he would call in and see how he was 
getting along in his practice ; he found young Wagner 
r immi ring | - xy ©n the overt e > f f i, % c hu 
We will first consider the nature of the model student, 
-—the eesthetical,—leaving fci a wo k the Technic,- or 
another “ chat.’’ 
The first requisite is a warm, US&ing, poetical nature; 
a heart fall of sympathy and passion. A natnre whose 
emotional oscillations move through the whole realm of 
human feeling. Almost any natnre when deeply moved, 
by calamity or other ontward circumstances will show^ 
forth intense feeling. Others have to be goaded to-pro- 
duce feeling, but the A3olian-harp-like natnre of' the 
musician is moved % the tenderest touch.. -Ttewiistie 
soul !b the prime requisite to a musical student. Persons 
may possess every emotion, every susceptibility neces¬ 
sary n>r an artist, and yet not be able to apply them to 
art. 
n< the his daily life. 
> i rt cnltiv m is found in 
nr natnre; Art is t of our > notions. 
To aj: rc riat c intient being poG s to 
artistic cultivation is the work of every trae teacher and 
student of mnsic. There are many cultivated and 
refined people who are totally unsusceptible to art- 
creations, or enjoy only the rudest forms. This is 
becanse their spiritual natnre has never passed through 
the crucible of art discipline. This directing the life of 
the soul toward the appreciation and conception of 
beanty as found in art is the greatest aim of the ideal 
mnsic student. 
Imagination is a quality a musician mnst especially 
cultivate. The meaning of tone pictures (with the 
exception of a very few instances, like the Revolutionary 
Etude of Chopin, the Pastoral Symphony of Beethoven, 
etc.) iB left to the imagination to supply. 
. The vagueness and mdefiniteness of- the musical lan¬ 
guage, when not associated with words, call for a con¬ 
stant exercise of the imagination. It gives the interpre¬ 
tation character. It gives to mere ontward sensuous 
beauty a spiritual beanty. It is the only means by 
which yon can search out and comprehend the beauties 
of any art production; which springs from the imagi¬ 
nation, appeals to the imagination, and is understood 
only by the imagination. 
Strange as it may seem, the next quality for a success- 
fnl student of music is a strong intellect. Modern music 
demands this intellectual grasp, not only to interpret, 
but to understand it. The works of Bach, Schumann, 
Wagner, Brahms, etc., take brains to play. Strength 
of mind is here needed in every measure. A ragged in¬ 
tellect only can successfully grapple with the wealth of 
learning contained in the works of modern^writers.. A 
weak intellect, however surcharged with imagination, 
with poetical feeling, will be dashed to pieces when 
confronting the gigantic art works of the master minds 
of mnsic. 
There is a call in mnsic for all the minor graces of the 
mind. To amplify would lead ns too far, so we will 
content ourselves by merely pointing out some of the 
more prominent ones. Memory is severely taxed, and 
now forms a distinct study in umsic. It has been con¬ 
ceded that of all professions the artist has the greatest 
strain laid on his memory. Nothing less than a miracle 
is expected from a public performer. The physical 
powers are called npon to endure a very exhaustive and 
fatiguing exercise in interpreting many modern works. 
There is, perhaps, no study that combines with the 
special work on hand so many collateral qualities as 
mnsic study. Concentration, perseverance, patience, 
energy, enthusiasm, are all needed from the word “go ” 
in mnsic. The enormity of work is appalling for the 
ideal student. Were it not for the precious results from 
this long and fatiguing study we would discourage every 
person from ever entering the arena of art, and will 
say in conclnsion, that he who haB not the power and 
gifts to attain the end has no right in the higher walks 
of art. 
* „ # „ ■w* 
Whatever gratification the teacher may feel at the pro- 
ress which the pnpil has made under his instructions. 
let him never allow, himself to speak of it in the pres<ehic& J 
of his pupil, but simply let him. assume that what he 
has learnedhas been by the exercise of his own ability, 
and bis desire to profit by the lessons imparted; By the 
former proceeding we make the pnpil dislike us, and that 
is likely to mar his interest in onr instructions; by the 
latter course, the pnpil is assured of onr interest in him, 
and that rouses his ambition to farther exertions. For 
the sake of this pleasure we mnst not be too strict with 
the tin « w , dev tc bin1 The fe w m nnt >2 Ik?* q mr- 
tei of an h «> that ■ » stay long i • ilh tl e pnpil than 
.. are > at d by c hi < mtr. ct to do,« ftei a o re profit 
abl than th< whole lesson which f ©ceded it. And it 
proves to the scholar that we care more for his progress 
than! for our own profit. We should always do, and ap- 
pear to do, more than we are obliged to do. The eyesof 
children are often quicker than those of adults, and they 




Lessons at Home;, ob at the Teacher’s Residence. A 
—The question whether it is best to take lessons at the 
papil’shome or at the house of the teacher has been 
so often argned that it may, perhaps, not be thought 
amiss to give the following opinion, especially in regard 
to young pupils. 
If the teacher should live too far from his pupils, 
whose regular attendance would be interfered with by 
the inclemency of the weather or oppressive heat, then 
it seems to be preferable to give lessons in the parents’ 
house, as an uninterrupted coarse of instruction can 
alone secure a regular advance from step to step. There 
are, however, many reasons why lessons at the home of 
the teacher are preferred. A walk to the teacher is more 
apt to seenre a healthy frame of mind in the pupil than, 
a simple walk from one room in the parents’ house to ^ 
another. The invigorating influence of fresh air exercise 
over the body will also correspondingly increase the 
mental vitality of the pnpil and prepare him for a well- 
spent hour of mental exercise.” 
Besides this, the child has the impression that the 
teacher’s room is so mnch more Uke a real study than 
the parlor or sitting-rooih at home. His respectful be¬ 
havior improves; he feels as a stranger or a guest, as it 
were, and it thus follows that instead of restless and 
playful he becomes more attentive. Also the teacher’s 
instrument is perhaps different from the one used at A 
home; another touch, a better tone, or a more elastic 
mechanism tend to awaken the child’s interest and A 
energy. In the teacher’s honse the pupil often meets 
with other players more advanced or more-gifted, and 
their example is sure to emulate his ambition to greater 
efforts than bestowed heretofore-—W. Jrgang. 
FBOM THE TEACHER'S STANDPOINT, 
EXPERIENCE, SUGGESTIONS, TRIALS, ETC. 
Teachers, we appeal to yon to have more self-respect, 
to value your labor higher, and to love the profession bet¬ 
ter; Do not selfishly cut down prices, caring not 
what is to become of the next generation of teachers. 
If you love the art you teach, if you regard the pro¬ 
fession to which you belong, then keep np its reputation 
and standing, not only by doing honeBt work, not only 
by self-improvement, but by sustaining reasonable 
prices for your professional labors, - If others are proud 
to call themselves lawyers, doctors, or ministers, we 
would entreat yon to be also proud to call yourselves 
teachers of music, and if lawyers, doctors; and preachers 
value their labor and set n good -price thereon, it is an 
example worthy of your imitation. If all teachers would 
show proper professional pride or Aelf-respect, our pro¬ 
fessional condition would soon improve. But then, 
there is the rub; that so many teachers lack professional 
pride and self-respect, because in their hearts they feel 
themselves to be mere parasites, mere shams and pre¬ 
tenders. It is the result of all evil that the innocent 
mnst suffer with the guilty. So good music teachers 
must suffer because of the shortcomings of the poor 
ones, and thiB condition of things, of course, mnst con¬ 
tinue just as long as there are poor mnsic teachers.— 
Musical World. 
“I can’t take my lesson to-day.” Perhaps not. 
One thing is certain, the teacher whose time you have 
engaged cannot afford to lose it. Yon should not ask 
him to do so. Yon should realize that he cannot make 
any other use of the time set for your lesson. It is as 
if one should" buy silk for a dress, have it all cut np and 
ready to be made, and then decide to take the pieces to 
the merchant and ask him to take it back and refund 
the money. Pupils don’t realize-fully what it means 
when they say, “I can’t take my lesson to-day.”— 
Song Friend. * 
TOY THEY PAIL. 
Many pupils as Boon as their fingers have acquired 
some little facility are led astray by the charms of novelty, 
and run into the error of attacking the most difficult 
compositions. Not a few who can hardly play the scales^A 
in a decent manner, and who ought to practice for years 
on easy studieB and easy and appropriate pieces, have 
the presumption to attempt the concertos of the great 
composers and the most brilliant fantasias. 
The natural result of this overhaste is that such players, A 
by omitting the requisite preparatory Btudies, always 
continue imperfect, lose mnch time, and are at last 
unable to execute either difficult or easy pieces in a 
creditable manner. A 
l|§ 
A music teacher cannot be too often reminded that if 
a p pi! cant ot b < brongl t I > perf rm 1 is task will * 
itiei t bi ->rs©f n the j irt of the Instructor ht ?*I be 
very se tain not o do m h b irtu< ©1 capstan apM 
man 1 or harass n and test} ex< la [nations. 
This is the cause why, although so many talented 
youngpersonsdevote' themselves to the piano, we are 
still not so over and above rich id good players, and why 
so many with superior abilities and often with enormous 
• .a _a_- ‘ _A.H1 ___ Luf orwl inr n Sronf noivi 
BU lu ujf HUIU —-— -- 
industry, still remain but mediocre and indifferent per- 
formers. _ _ . 
***** 
Do not expect the same uniform excellence in each 
recitation. The teacher must remember that, he is not 
always in the same mood for work and study, and there- 
>uld make due allowance for a similar variance in 
iis.: 
mem me 
iu a < v: 
Many other pupils run into the error of attempting to 
decide on the merits of a composition before they are 
able t play i prope y. Fron this it happens tha 
many excellent pieces appear tempti 
while the fault lies in their pla; a stun n 
incorrect, and unconnected manner, often coming to 
standstill on false and discordant harmonies,, missin 




is not all. Will-effort is powerless until it has some 
feasible object that is praotically direct. The. pupil 
may know that in playing sc^es and arpeggios there 
should be no perceptible l unevenness at the place where 
the thumbs and fingers pass; he therefore wills that he 
shall play smoothly at these points, but fails, so wills 
again with the whole will-power, and still fails. What 
is the trouble ? Tell him to feel the contact of the 
“ pivot ” finger w le i, lb under to 
its key, - inger a he fee the contact 
of the thumb—this In playing the scale upward with the 
ight hand. When playing downward with the right 
bo contact of al 1 its key 
till the finger that has passed over has felt that its key is 
down. When he has control of this he can modify it 
for velocity playing till 14 becomes a true legato. 
? Ih giving a lesson there should always be a decided 
and evident advance in the pupil’s ideal,: his model of 
how and what to do. Especially should there be an ad¬ 
vance in the “ how.” Here is where many teachers fail 
to advance their pupils ; they show what to dp and leave 
it to the pupil to find out how to do, and, of course, he 
in his inexperience, fails to accomplish what his teacher 
expected of him, and for this failure the teacher calls 
his pupil stupid, when he should take the blame to him¬ 
self. Bight here is a test of good teaching. No teacher 
can succeed if he does not give the larger part of his 
best endeavors to the “how,” rather than to the 
“ what,” but the “ what ” is also important. The best 
teachers are especially skillful as a committee of one on 
“ways and means.” 
; ■ BY Oi E. LOWE. - 
DATS. : : 
1816 Sir Wm. Sterndale Bennett, b. Sheffield. One of 
England’s greatest Musicians. 
August Wilhelm Ambros, b Bohemia. Wrote a 
celebrated “ History of Music.” 
First performance of Rossini's “ II Barbiere di 
Seviglia.” 
1817 Niels Wilhelm Gade, b. Copenhagen. Has com- 
posed Symphonies, Overtures, etc. 
Ernst Camille Sivori, b. Geftoa. Celebrated 
Violinist. 
Etienne Henri Mehul, d. Paris. 
1818 Charles Gounod, b. Paris. Distinguished Com- 
- • ^ poser, “ Faust,”- “ The Redemption,” etc. - 
Clara Novello, b. London. Celebrated Singer. 
-Antonio Bazzini, b. Brescia. Talented Violinist 
and Composer. 
Charles Dancla, b. France. Violinist and Com¬ 
poser. 
Theodore Kullak, b. Posen. Professor, Com* 
pose , and Critic. 
Rossini’s “ Moses in Egypt” first performed. 
First Musical Festival at Dlisseldorf. 
First Musical Periodical in England, viz,The 
Quarterly Musical Magazine and Review. 
1819 Clara Schumann (Mad.), b. Leipzig. Distinguished 
Pianiste. (Wife of Robert Schumann.) 
Charles Hall6, b. Westphalia. Celebrated as a 
Pianist and Conductor. 
Franz Abt, b. Eilenburg. Well-known for his 
Songs. .. . 
Hubert Leonard, b. Belgium. Distinguished 
Viol 1st «. Coi ip . er 
Brinley Richards, b. Caermarthen. Pianist. 
Composed “ God Bless the Prince of Wales. ” 
Jacques Offenbach, b. Cologne. Celebrated for 
hisOperettas, “The Grand Dachess,” etc. 
1820 Henri Vieuxtemps, b. Belgium. Renowned Vio¬ 
linist and Composer. 
Enrico Tamberlik, b. Rome. Celebrated Singer. 
Franz von Supp6, b. Dalmatia. Writer of Operet¬ 
tas, “ Die schone Galatea,” “ Fatinitza,” etc. 
Louis Kohler, b. Brunswick. Well-known for his 
_ Pianoforte Studies. 
Sir George Grove, b. London. , Distinguished 
Musical Critic and Writer. 
Henry Charles Litolff, b. London. Talented 
■ Pianist and Composer. 
Spohr conducted at the London Philharmonic 
Concert« 
Liszt first played in public. 
1821 John Sims Reeves, b. Woolwich. England’s 
greatest Tenor Vocalist. 
Jenny Lind (Mad.), b. Stockholm. Renowned 
Singer in Operas and.Oratorios. 
Charlotte Samton-Dolby (Mad.), b. London. 
Celebrated Singer, Teacher, and Composer. 
Pauline Viardot-Garcia (Mad.), b. Paris. Re- 
n • ned Opei ic Singer. 
Andreas Romberg, d. Gotha. 
First Performance of Weber’s “ Der Freyscbiitz.” 
1822 Joachim Raff, b. Lachen. £ Distinguished Com- 
poser of Symphonies, etc. 
Henry Wylde, b. Herts. Distinguished Professor 
v and: Lecturer. 
Henry Leslie, b. London. Well-known for his 
Part Songs, etc. 
Felix Maria Victor Mass6- b. France. Wrote 
“ Paul et Virginia ” and other Operas. 
London11 Royal Academy of Music ” founded. 
1823 Alfredo Piatti, b. Bergamo. The greatest living 
Violoncellist. 
Giovanni Bottesini, b. Lombardy. The greatest 
player of the Double Bass. 
Daniel Steibelt, d. St. Petersburg. 
First performance of Weber’s ‘* Euryanthe.’’ 
First performance of Spohr’s “ Jessondk,.” 
First performance of Rossini’s “ Semirami de.” 
1824 Carl Reinecke, b. Altona. Renowned Pianist, 
Conductor, and Composer., 
Marietta Alboni (Mad.), b. Italy. Celebrated 
The manhood or womanhood of a teacher is brought to tbe illustration and explanation of any point in 
a severe test when anew pupil presents himself for a teaching, there is some one thing that is the “ enlighten- 
first lesson, and this pupil is known to have taken in- iDS fact,” the key to its solution. This illuminating 
structions of a rival teacher. Shall the teacher pull point is for the teacher to point out and impress upon 
down or build up this pupil ? How shall the new teacher the mind of the pupil. It need not be said that in 
show superior teaching - ability, knowledge and skill? teaching any given subject this illuminating'point will 
Shall the musically weak places in the pupil be fully not be the same with all pupils. To illustrate: a scale is 
shown up, and the feelings and self-respect of the pupil n°t 8 scale, so far as the pupil is concerned, unless it is 
be wounded? or shall the pupil be commended for all fingered correctly, and to finger it correctly place the 
that is found in him that is good? Should the teacher fourth finger on its key and the other fingers will take 
show a better or improved way of playing a passage, or care of themselves. One pupil will play1 the scale right in 
only show that the pupil’s way is bad? Shall his first ascending, but on going down he breaks; his left hand, 
lessons with his new teacher inspire and enthuse him, perhaps, was not held outward enough at the wrist, and 
or fill him with disappointment and regret? With young he failed to put his thumb under as soon as it was 
people first impressions are lasting, therefore, the released from its key; this caused him to make a jump 
teacher should use whatever tact and common sense he f°r 4he key, and he often missed it, or, he left out the 
Contralto Vocalist. 
Theodor Kirchner, b. Saxony. Composer of 
Pii <> iforte Mu v, »'s. 
Giovanni Battista Viotti, d. London. _ - 
Beeth ven’s Choral'Symphony. 
First of the Triennial Festivals at Norwich. 
1825 August Manns, b. North Germany. Distinguished 
Co i ctor >f the Crystal Pal ce Cpi t 
; Johann Strauss (Jon.),- b; Vienna. Writer of 
Comic Operas, “ Fledermaus,” etc. 
Sir Fred. A. Gore-Ousley, b. London. . Writer 
of in I emf and «thei ( 3v rch Music. 
Boieldieu’s “La Dame Blanche” produced. 
1826 John Thomas, b. Bridgend. Distinguished Harpist 
and Composer. 
•b.born. fd. dl^d. 
] 
HELPS AID HINTS. LETTEES TO TEAOHEES. it is simply brilliant ani clever. It is like a poem which 
does not undertake to deal with the deep things of life, 
Thoughts made to order., unlike garments, seldom by w. s. b. mathews. but simply with external matters of pleasant ^ceheiy> 
fit.—C. H. Brittan. —— incident, and the likei Mason’s “ Silver Spriu^,, repre-- 
You may not be a virtuoso, a prodigy, a marvel, or a Question.—In the January number c The Etude a 
, ,, . , . / , , ,, que Hon red and ai ered: ‘ Letters to Teachers, 
wo. is, but you c a and should be a true gentle- fr Ma) , witl ard to l i’s “Touch and 
man or lady. . Technic.” Neither the question nor the answer is quite 
A single step often makes a world of difference. It C»*«F to m®«. Might I ask for still further light on the 
. . ,, . subject? d suppose that < e expl tions were 
18 but oas 8teP from firmnesa t0 stubbornness, one step BO Jexplicit and the illustrations so clear in the sev- 
from decisiveness to dogmatism, one step from positive- eral volumes of the work 'that it was expected, that a 
ness to obstinacy 5 but one’s whole character depends teacher of ordinary intelligence and experience would, 
upon that one step. 
The truth of the matter lies just here: No composer 
can convex a definite descriptive communicatio: to his as! 
hearers in music. . He c fl h mood and repro¬ 
duce it in the sympathetic r, but that 1b s far is 
he can go.—W~. J. Henderson. 
All arts are relate:, a so far, at least, a th y 'e a 
common purpose and serve a < nmon end, the t o mak¬ 
ing man nobler, more refined, and better. The truly 
a abitious musician rill, er fore, at: va to havi some 
knowlei of the sisti rts. 
Science and art mm t be wedded befte.e there can oe 
p irfect music. Scier ce w hoc art is cold, stiff, for. ial; 
art without science is erratic, chaotic, disproportioned. 
Science-.adds strength to arl; art gives soul to science; 
% ' they never more be divorced. 111 
The progressive musician will receive many an in¬ 
spiring suggestion from a broad-minded, liberal, intelli- 
gent, honest musical criticism sed upon healthy 
sesti tii la common te all irts; since ill the arts fo.. •, 
in an ideal se'nse, one complex unity.—F. L. Ritter. 
\ The three S’s of Pianoforte practice—are Smoothness, 
Strength, and Speed. The last ib the least important in 
this case, and may be postponed to a much later stag e of or 
the pupil’s career, for no amount of quick playing will 
ever compensate for the want qf the two former qualities. 
. Every musician should learn that one of the best! 
rules for resolving discords is to keep the mouth shut. 
“ He that bridleth the tongue is mightier than he that/ 
taketh a city.” W hat we don't say seldom gt :s us into 
mischief it is what we say that makes .the trouble, when' 
we talk about others.—Home Music Journal. ■ /• : 
Deceit never pays in the long run. A pupil who pre- Piano 
tends to carry put; the instructions of a teacher^ when she 
knows she has not, is cheating herself more than the 
teacher. ! ;A teacher who j^etendsyA pupils and patrong 
to be able to do more than his, qualifications warranty 
will sooner or later come to gief. Such work is building 
on a sandy foundation, ant w l ever a 11 fall n ruins. 
It is an art in itself to be able to execute marks of 
pre' ion with due m lert on. How often on hears 
even brilliant pianists who la k mode' on in 
high* t d< . Their single “ fortes ” 
double “fortes” and their “pianos” always “ 
simos,” 
night, nor dawn to lead into the day. They live in 
clime where there is sudden day and sudden night, 
may be effective for a time, but the novelty soon dies 
out, and soi tu is into mom tony.—Ami Ooodwin. 
Birds do not grow their plnmage by feeding 
feathers, and to seek to rear the yonng mnsician only on 
music is to starve the soul. He must “ secrete ” 
his musical inspiration from the self-same material 1st. Which is the finest musical composition, William 
wJ.eacs .ll sort, and condition, of mon derive courage, S"Brij!SH^”^.° dSoS, ttaSf 
enterprise, character, wisdom, judgment, prudence, tjve, and finest, all things considered ? 
feeling, aspiration, ideality, and inspiration. Without 2d. How does Mason compare with Weber as a com- 
the successful nurture of these qualities, no amount of poser—as a musician ? 
skill as a specialist will enable him to become a lord and ^ Does Chopin compare with Beethoven, Mozart, 
ruler of men, or anything more than their most humble 4th. Do you place Pachmann ahead of Paderewski as 
of servants; nay, worse, withont such nurture-he cannot a pianist? 
even feel the true greatness of the achievement of others We will be very grateful indeed to you if you will 
in art. Hence, the need of including among the prelim- kindly ana wertbeseqnestions in The Etude ^ soon as it 
manes to, and of carrying on hand-in-hand with, the t. b. 
study of art, a methodic course of reading toidehing the 
chief points in general literature, 8wence,D;uAtfry, poetry, Answer.—It is utterly impossible to compare two 
and aesthetics, If, alBOj the stadept-ekn emulate the works so dissimilar as these. The Polacca of Weber 
linguistic attainments of Liszt, or follow a Tansig in his is a pleasing, melodious, and brilliant composition, 
mathematical studies, he will feel only the stronger for which at the time it was written represented a very 
it—A. R. Parsons, respectable standard of piano playing. Itisnotgreat, 
X -— — - —— 
bier first made notable about 1850, ATt was thought at 
that time that piano playing would probably take this - 
new direction. Under the influence of the novelty 
Mason wrote “ Silver Spring/’ which, although carefully 
and perhaps in places laboriously written, nevertheless 
is more like an improvisation than almost aUything else A 
of his. When well Tone it has a delightful effect. It J 
does not belong^to the stream of the great “world A 
music,” to use a German form of expression, bnt to a A 
province, & genre. Within its limits it is a very fine 
piece. / 
The/* Silver Spring” has a peculiar merit for pur¬ 
poses of instruction which would lead me to rank it 
above the Weber piece. It conduces to fineness and 
with th( igh study, follow out the system with pupils 
About further help, ai d p; * duce the desir 1 result. 
togitit would it not follow 
n 1 teacher could apply the sys¬ 
tem in his « 1 her own practice equally well, al aj 
allowing for the difficulty of seeing and hearing our¬ 
selves as others see ns?—M. G. 
ANSWER.k--The foregoing question has been ..referred 
to me b Dr. 1 on. In eply, I I be ths very, very 
great effort was made in preparing the explanations m/^iscrimination of touchj and th h the nece£mit of 
‘ Toncl and Feehmc < cover ill the points sme ....... ... - J 
doubt wonld be liable to irise. It still sc m to me as if 
everything had been done ne issary; but I am often 
1 seting st le ts who have 8 tei pt to get t - . rect 
method of doing the s-wo-te igei voucher from th: b ok, 
but have failed at certain points. The hfmitf; of touch 
there sxercisesare so unusnal, met sqred byth-- general 
sir If d of ex: 1 cises, t it uni 3s every little cr tion in 
tv-e te t and ever indication in the illustrations is taken 
1.’ its rull weight, mi staler ynll occur. At present I 
believe the grea sst failure/fakea pb - 3 in the i - forms 
of .he two finger exerci all whiel tc ie flayed 
about as fast as possible, but always with what the book 
call a devii ” condition of th: usc} .3,n : 
a limx and lax condition, totally opposed to constriction 
-'.iff ess. This point is not clea,-;y br< out in 
the t. , ill th rpeggio work, ales, and t ta es, I 
beli ve, ai Ally explained, so that Any person-' rho .-is ' 
careful enough m .y dc th m com stly without .it acaer. 
/Mistakes generally arise either from inattention on the 
part of the student, or from unconscious' stiffening■ of 
the muscles, or some little point which the pupil has not 
been conscious of. -* 
x Moreover, it happens • that those .who. really: play. she 
in an artistic manner (I, speak of tonch and tone 
quality, and not of gi sat amount of execution) quite gen¬ 
erally hold intellectually one set of principles concern¬ 
ing the right ray of playing but in their o ! work of 
pla u give themselve - ?r to the 1 - ical se an . 
play iu quite a different manner without knowing it. 
All sorts of misconception' exist nncoascic isly. Many 
of these player^ are frightened at. seeing th !ir pupils do 
es: things which are both pi jr ac.d e ssary foi good 
playing, and which tuey also do themselves; they try to 
the make the playing conform to the mechanical principles If they were all paraded in one grand procession before 
are not only ]aid down in snch systems of technic as Plaidy’s, which the reader he might be surprised to find that each of the 
pianis- rules popular conception to an extent unrealized by many. many. varying types has ito prototype in anv of the other 
. ... . . ....... . , mien y jA vocations or professions m life. Humanity is much the 
but there is not even twilight to creep into the I have re read the answer referred to by the correspondent Bame the worid oyert BO far as the innate attributes are 
and fail to discover anything not clear, either in the concerned. Its lines are twisted and enrved, or straight- 
It question or answers.—W. S. B. M. ened toward perfection by the subtie influence of habit, 
H association, and education In all the profes ions we 
Dear Sir:—I am a constant reader of yonr excellent find the honorable and dishonorable ; the competent 
musical magazine, and enjoy it very much indeed. I and incompetent; the progressive and non-progressive ; 
espe iallylike 1 - lestion lumi * friend ind [had the higl minded and the low-minded; the mods and 
* a very spin d discussioi *'f te**# and aftei debati g foi uhenvions; the tricksters and he s# fight; the selfish 
some time have both agreed to leave it to The Etude to and the unselfish; and them that are alive to ostentation 
even decide. The questions are as follows:— and dead to consecration. All these types are to be 
?£■ * hand immedii performin parts of tl 3 ac 
componiment aft 1 ich melody tone, it insensibly leads 
to a form of the “up arm” touch for the accents. 
The cadenzas, also, are in line with brilliant piano 
lu® UUUEw> traditions. Therefore at certain stages of instruction 
he habits o tone Mason’s “Silver Spring” is one of the most useful 
exercises possible. 
2. Nor am I able to compare Mason with Weber as 
composer and mnsician, except to say that while Dr. 
Mason is a thoroughly musical and elegant writer^ he has 
written mnch less than Weber, and probably will fill a 
smaller place in the general Doomsday-book of the 
world’s composers. 
3. In one sense Chopin resembles Gottschalk; he 
was a composer for the pianoforte, but he was far 
more accomplished than Gottschalk, both mentally* as a 
tone poet, and pianistically, in which province he intro¬ 
duced an entirely new style, which at the present moment 
is practically dominant in the musical world. I would 
not consider Chopin so great a composer as Beethoven, 
nor perhaps as Mozart, because not so universal. 
4. Pachmann is a great pianist in his province. He 
has splendid technic and mnch art. He is not so uni¬ 
versal an artist as Paderewski. The latter represents a 
mnch higher type of mind. 
I have given the foregoing categorical answers to a 
peculiarly dangerous set of questions, in a simple-he arted 
honesty which I hope my extreme youth may excu -c. 
TYPES OF MUSIC TEAOHEES 
/ t?-K 
PUBLISHER’S BOTES. 
Land on’s “ Piano Method,55 which has only recently 
been issued, has passed through the first edition. The 
second edition has been carefully corrected. It will be 
ready for delivery about May 1st. It is the coming piano 
instructor. It is modeled on the same form as his 
“Reed Organ Instructor’5 which has proved such a 
great success. To those who want an instructor that 
interests the pupil, that is based on “ Mason’s Touch 
and Technic,” that is very carefully graded, that takes 
a middle ground between the classic and popular, that 
is approved by all who have examined it, try Landon’s 
‘New Method for Piano.” It will suit all classes of 
pupils. 
■" ' -The time of the year is approaching for music to be 
returned that has been out on sale. One word of advice 
is all important in this matter, namely: place tour 
• name and address on the package returned. We 
have no way to identify the music except in this way. 
It; is not sufficient to write us stating music is returned, 
as there are days that as high as twenty packages are 
received. It is best to place the name and address on a 
slip also on the inside of package. 
All returned mnsic mnst be delivered to ns free of 
express charges. Patrons living in States.remote from 
ns will find it cheaper to send by mail. When the re¬ 
turned mnsic weighs heavier than four pounds it can he 
put np in several packages. The postal regulations do 
not permit more than fonr pounds in one package. All 
music can be retained until Jane or July. 
{J 
* * * 
We have had made for the use of music schools, con¬ 
servatories, and private teachers a blank form of Certifi¬ 
cate or diploma. The form is general and is applicable 
to every branch of education. The form reads as fol¬ 
lows :— 
This is to certify that. 
has completed in a creditable manner a.years. 
course in 
In testimony Whereof... have affixed. 
The size of the certificate is about the same as a page 
of The Etude. It is tastily engraved on stone and 
printed on parchment paper. The price is 10 cents each, 
or $1.00 a dozen. 






The season is fast drawing to a close. Every conscien¬ 
tious teacher will be concerned about the musical well¬ 
being of the pupils during the warm weather. The good 
work the teacher so patiently built np during the winter 
can all be scattered during the summer if the pupil’s 
mind is not to some extent brought to dwell on music. 
There are abont four months in which the pupil’s musical 
faculties are dormant. The mind drifts into other 
channels. For this time provision should be made for 
some kind of musical activity. First, every teacher 
should plan a course of study for every pupil to be pur¬ 
sued' dnring the holidays, so that the progress is not en¬ 
tirely brought to a standstill. Pieces and studies can 
be given the pupils as the holidays begin, and the order 
*n which these pieces ant! studies are to be taken all 
doeked out; each is to be taken up according to the 
chedule time and not touched before that time has 
come. This will assure some sort of system. Then we 
would recommend that each pupil take The Etude 
very month; there are 16 pages of good music for study, 
’he subscription can be taken for six months at 75 cents 
wBBm 
'pill 
or three months for 38 cents. Thisplan has been tried 
every year by teachers with excellent results. It assures 
i continuance of study in the fall under the same teacher 
nd keeps alive musical activity when the teacher’s influ¬ 
ence is withdrawn. 
Try it. We have no samples of the,January Etude to 
pare, bat can send copies of anjrother months to any 
eaeher who wishes a few samples for the purpose of 
gaining subscribers. 
,e sou rth Gri 
of41 Mathews’ Standard Graded Course,” and herewith 
make, as it is - ir custom with all new * rks, & Bpeei&I 
offer to our patrons. To those who will send us twenty- 
five cen bei 
. the work as soon as out. Thu 
offer wil be withdrawn June this 
the onlj ip uity to Bee e the work at r price. 
It will contain two 6tudes by Jensen, two ’by Cramer, 
two % Haberbier, two by Krause, two by Bach, and 
several more by various composers. It will be decidedly 
the finest set of studies, of this grade, ever published. 
This course is taking the place of all other studies, as it 
contains the best of every composer. The aim is to 
avoid dry, meaningless finger work. The selections in 
every grade will be found to have genuine musical merit. 
We hope to receive at least 1000 orders before June 
Cheap Music.—We have a lot of Gems from popular 
Operas, which we will dispose of atafnomiual cost. They 
are' entirely new, and firmly bound in paper. They con¬ 
tain from thirty to sixty pages each. The music is best 
in open and for summer lse m I general amusement 
nothing could be finer. Below we give a list of some of 
the lot. We will sell them, for 10 cents each, or 8 for 
25 cents. Many of them are marked retail 50 cents each." 
This is a bargain par excellence. 
t Copies. 
The Beggar Student, Millocker.... 10 
A Night in Venice, Joh. Strauss... 20 
A Night in Venice, Joh. Strauss. 7 
Falka, F. Chassaigna....... 25 
A Trip to Africa, Franz v. Supp£. 12 
Patience, Arthur Sullivan. 40 
Patience, Arthur Sullivan.. 45 
Pinafore, Arthur Sullivan.... 90 
Merry War, Joh. Strauss.  93 
Claude Daval, Ed. Solomon. 10 
Don Caesar, R. Dellinger... 50 
Princess Ida, A. Sullivan. 14 
Nell Gwynnej R. Planqnette. 19 
TESTIMONIALS. 
The “ School of Octaves ” by Mason was received 
some weeks ago and put to immediate use in my own 
practice. It has proved to be the most satisfactory 
work of that kind I have ever used. The new ideas 
contained in it delighted me. The whole work on 
“Touch and Technique” has been a most valuable 
one to me. Have nsed many technical studies, bat 
never found any which produced snch immediate and 
encouraging results. _ Please accept my sincerest thanks 
for such beautiful editions of valuable works. 
Virginia T. Bestor. 
Thank you most heartily for your “ Twenty six Short 
Anthems ” by Story. They have just come to hand, and 
glancing at them with my very “lay” mind, I can only 
say that they impress me as very nsefnl for any choir 
that can handle them. George B. Gow. 
I have examined the Three Grades of Mathews’ 
“ Studies,” and I think for the purpose for which they 
are designed they are most excellent. 
J. A. Chaffee. 
I am in receipt of the third volume of Dr. Mason’s 
“ Touch and Technique.” It is certainly a most com¬ 
plete and perfect system of arpeggio practice, most 
useful alike to teacher and pupil, and invaluable to 
the stndent deprived of a teacher’s assistance. Pray 
accept my cordial thanks. A. D. Pease. 
I received the copy of E. B. Story’s “Twenty-six 
Short Opening Anthems,” and am very much pleased 
with it. [rs. H S 
New York, April 15th. 
I have examined Mr. Wilson G. Smith’s “ Special 
Scale Exercises ” with interest, and can commend them 
as beii r :cially ac ed t e ind to the 
bands, and to aid ir, quickly securing tie scale habit of 
fingering. They are out of the old and ordinary forms, 
being mnch more interesting, and therefore * have., a 
tenden y to leg en the n mote ny of th< usual and ne s- 
sary sc ale practice. V ’il i i a m Mason. 
Alexandria, La., January 15, 1892. 
_ As for the Etude, words cannot express my apprecia¬ 
tion. Its every page is filled to overflowing with good 
things,; and it is undoubtedly wi thout a rival as a musical 
journal. I never expect to be without it. 
Bertha Moore, 
copies f Landon’s (* 
Method ; ” I am very much pleas ed with this work ; it 
is the best that I have seen for h pinners. The special 
points of interest are that real i ,isic is illustrated at the 
outset; nj nnotat 
m c develoj ig adnally very select. The took, 
1 hough of low price, iB by ao means i in appeal ace 
and quality; it is wel' ed, and f j paper. 
M. W LFF. 
SPECL L NOTICES. 
Notices for this column inserted at 3 cents a word for one insertion > 
payable in ad anas > j nras l. recel: b; th 20ti f the 
j k iorn month U nsi re pn < tior ii the next numb ,• 
SUMMER MUSIC SCHOOL, conducted by Charles 
W. Landon, at Grand Rapids, Michigan. Special 
course of six weeks, beginning Jnly 10th, in Mason’s 
Technics, in best recent methods and improvements in 
teaching, and in preparation of pieces for concert work. 
A teachers’ coarse in teaching and playing the reed 
organ. Send for terms and particulars to Chas. W. 
Landon, 41 Jefferson Ave., Grand Rapids, Mich. 
TUTR. PERLEE V. JERVIS will conduct a Summer 
JJ - School at E ex t onn., f r th stud of M c s’ 
“Touch and Technic.” For terms and particulars 
address Perlee V. Jebvis, Carnegie Music Hall, New 
York City. 
"IjjlOR SALE.,— Teacher’s Technicon — little used. 
JO Price $12.00. Address S., care Etude. 
JUST PUBLISHED: HANDBOOK OF MUSIC 
si ■ AND MUSICIANS, containing more than 8000 
musical terms and biographical sketches of 1500 promi¬ 
nent composers, concisely arranged by Ch. Herman. 
Bound in flexible cloth, with title-page containing a 
group picture of fourteen prominent modern composers. 
Price $1.25. For sale by Theo. Presser, Philadelphia. 
TITANTED.—Next September, position as teacher of 
VV piano, singing, theory,composition. Experienced. 
Pupil of Wm. H. Sherwood, Dr. Maas, Chelius, Cecelia 
Gaul, Emory, J. K. Paine; Geo. L. Osgood. 
“It gives rue great pleasure to say that I consider Mr. Orvis E 
Smith a perfect gentleman, a well-educated man, a highly developed 
musician, as teacher of piano, technic, touch, interpretation, etc., 
and musical analysis. He is also well trained in other branches. I 
have great confidence in Mr. Smith." Wm. H. Shkrwood, 
Director Piano Dept., Chicago Conservatory. 
Address OrvtS E. Smith, Santa Ana, California. 
OF INTEREST TO CONSERVATORIES.—A cele¬ 
brated teacher, of most successful experience as 
director, can be secured to take charge of a mnsic 
school. This is a rare opportunity. Address “Director,” 
care of The Etude. 
FOR SALE.—A Square Piano, but little used. Will 
be sold at a sacrifice. Address “ Piano,” Etude 
Office. 
\KTANTED.—A Director of Music with extended 
Y T experience to take charge of the Mnsical Depart¬ 
ment of a large Female College in the South. Address, 
with particulars, S.‘ H., Box “G,” Abingdon, Va. 
J APY with experience in teaching desires position in 
JLi school or college as Teacher of Piano or Harmony. 
College graduate. Best references. Address “May,” 
Etude Office. 
arpHE YEAR’S SWEETHEART” BALLAD.— 
JL Music by Leila France. Words by Madeline S. 
Bridges. This ballad has been sang with great success 
by the “ingenue” of “The New South” at every per¬ 
formance of that play in all the principal cities of the 
United States. For sale by all music dealers- Pub¬ 
lished by The Chicago Music Co., 195-197 Wabash 
Avenue, Chicago. 
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“0E0WB” 0EGA1S. 
T Jut a > r »all j ?anista 
Could but return and enter now the lists, / 
tf great wou be hts , >y »ild i • b it frlay 
On the “Crown-’ Organ of the present,day? 
Tho’ Solomon had many instrument*. 
Not one of them could be compared with Bent’s; 
* "he Diapai on v/t s a thing ssoboi i 
The Dnicina but an old ram’s.born. 
But Bent’s “Crown’’ Orgaifin its every part 
Invites inspection as a wS-rk of art: 
Perfect in action, workic -ship, and tone, . 
’Gainst criticism it will hold its own. 
Never 
With such capacit e; 
Never before-were listener s ear or eye 
So satisfiedwith grace and harmony. 
In durability it has no peers, 
Tls fully guaranteed, for many years, 1 
And-whether used In drawing-room oSr hall, 
Its price puts it within the reach of all.' :r. 
Iggsgll 
iiaiiisiiiiltl 
± JL JL! 
OftDEE B5t 
HTOtBIB ONI<T, 
period is especially beautiful, and the first tias a Content 
less obscure and more interesting than most pieces of 
this class 
974. Clementi-Tausig-. G-radus ad Par- 
' nassum. ' Part II. Grade IX.... 
An excellent edition of these renowned studies. Tlio 
engraving*in this edition is extremely accurate, and the 
edit) m is one of the most reltal la 
nuXa S«. iPlii 8 t@ JL 
587, Mason, Wm. Touclt and Techn o. 
Grade II to VI.... 
Teachers and pupils are to be heartily congratulated 
that they n 
of; ling the artistic pianoforte touch in the completed 
e xperi- 
ment and investigation has developed. There is not 
the slightest doubt but that these two-finger exercises 
go directly and most thoroughly to the Very root of tech- 
nical develop nont, giving the pupil a conscious control 
of every movement of muscle, tendon ami joint that is 
brought into use in pianoforte playing, thus fitting him 
for the great variety of touch demanded, even by the 
most difiicult of modern Conor1 music. 
The eight or nine pages of letter press give lncid nnd' 
explicit direction for a successful use of the exercises. 
One tiling U especially noticeable with pupils in their 
practice of this system: they at once become int> res’ed 
nnd eqjoy practicing them. Thoro is none of the dry 
e i the ordinary finger 
exorcise in “ Mason’s System of Touch and Technic.” 
968. Enokhausen, Heinrich. Op. 72. Pro¬ 
gressive and Instructive Pieces 
for 4 Hands. Book I, Grades I and II. 
8S9. Book II... 
970. Book HI. ....... ..... ... .... .. 
There is no writer for the pianoforte who has written 
more beautiful and instructive pieces than this- com¬ 
poser. This set of pieces aro on five notes with the 
upper part. They are much in the style of Diabelli, 
Op. 149, and are used -by many teachers ia preference 
to them. They do not progress quite so rapidly, and. 
the upper part ia f mo what easier. 
971. Steihl, Heinrich. Revised and fin¬ 
gered by Albert Beuter. Op. 86. 
No. 1, On the Heights. Grade III. 
This composition is of very moderate difficulty and 
presents two featares-of interest; a series of chords both 
legato and staccato, and a dialogue of melodic fragments 
- etwee a tl o right an left 1 and, 
972. Sfciehl, Heinrich. Op. 08. No. 2. In 
the Forest. Grade III................yG.. 
A fine piece in melody, harmony and general effective¬ 
ness. , Besides being an unusnally pleasing piece, it has 
some good technical work In alternating .ffa hands. 
The left hand hna more than a mere accompaniment In 
most of the piece. It will ho popular with both teacher 
08DBS m 
TOMBBB 01 Mu' 
989. Bryant, Gilmore W. uTng’erflight, 
Mpizurl a for the Pit loi )rte. Grade 
,,-aS beautiful piece and as unique as,beautiful, for It 
gives a practical use of the “ Mason's Two-Finger Kxer- 
' clses” except on the last two and a- half pages. Every " 
pupil vho has studied Mas n’* Touch a a T chni 
should have this piece. 
990. Morris, M. S. Writing Exercises for 
Students on Music ....................... 
Every teacher has pupils who full to learn the time 
value of notes. Here is just what is needed to thoroughly 
cl ch pupil - 1J d . e firat term of lesson 
w h all beginners Try them. 
991. Schmid, J. £3. La Favorita Schot- 
fcisehe de Rlltaire Jrade III. 
Popular in style,, well calculated to please. Good for : 
r hool march; will do i * us. in s iless t Gyi mat tics 
992. Presser, Theodore. A School of 
Four-Hand Playing. Book 
Within the compass of Five Motes! A collection of 
i- '« . Eon '7 • ct calcnl 11 1 
to develop t ie taste of the pupil fearly ail the piece 
are writta 'oi •> » ,i“ ' • r lay -s' ke—in Bni* ,ij id 
? f tl -xr- its or lin h cai - <! lea 
the pupil, thus making good studies In playing from the 
clef MJdim companying. . ’»•>-' a lecollection 
ana just what everyteachervai-iatsfGr the use of begin- 
i '* pi g j nin it* la ncin « 
rill be f nnd a ies riptioi * piec ihc * ng 
what it < - >'.« ’ lated each piece has a definite 
purj veil aubeinj gooc and b -t 'ulsmak 
-fl. Thomas, G. Ad. Op. 18. No.) 
993. -I 1. Contentment. [- 
(2. Wohlfahrt, H. Cradle Song., j 
1 Contentm > . pn y ittle melody . . j-' 
• * finger ixerei e . armony f the « m< > 
adds largel 4 1 ffectiven i his pic V Stud 
, phrasing s .1 th hands play alike. 11 - 
" . .>2“ Bong” is > * «,-J «, i • >r Germ t 
- is pleasing and a good study in. phrasing and expression. 
Both > an I* play alike 
(3. Enokhausen,H. Op. 68. Mo.' 
994. -j 3. At Evening...j- 
1. V< g& 12 rits Rea jer’sl ong 
' i Ev •• quie 4'. le me! y, very aim >i 
and easy, yet p tail tear cut pi sing, and 4 ef - 
- a good study for expression. Bo*h hands play alike. 
“ The Reaper's Song.” A hi igbt little piece on a 
.»_< ’• f thre< a; easy and pretty i >od a adj 
* r acc . ting a'1,* phrt . Bot 
hands play alike. 
5. Wohlfahrt, H. Op. 87. No. 330 
qqc I Polka. . 
1 6. Grenzebach, E. Song Of the 
little Maiden..., 
“The Polka,” bright and gay. Easy,and. a good study 
for independent use of the hands, let quite easy. 
“ Song of the little Malden," Is a sweet little piece; 
in a 1 3rd pressivc anc ; 1 ?■<’ . ^ g< I study t . 
lig. >_ ting uch a * sower ' 1 t r ’ - gate a d 
Stacc ito effec t a. 
'7. Enokhausen, H. Op. 58. No. 7' 
996* 8. Diabelli, A. Op. 149. No. 5. 
Happy Day.. 
Both of th< piec jure v< easy, an< pnpU , 
partwithii , >>r>. rve n all bnt four n - 
, . of this ; ,ro1' cth . < da j ij alii t 1 good study 
in phrasing and wrist accenting. 
,thsr j > < H < are alike iroughon 
The Secondoia but a little more difficult tliun thel*rimo. 
. § thi . • X ft . the pupil to ^ «■ '• 
Primo and Secondo. A good study for touch and slurs. 
<„ th pic c hi •< - i pleas ig i‘ • •: y and rich ha moni ^ 
'9. Berens, H. Op. 62. No. 10.' 
QQ7 Melody. . 
997‘ 10. Berens, H. Op. 02. No. 21. 
Mazurka......’... 
In , ces th pupil’s pa ia it 4.'.:- i, - n .> 
,otes The “Me iy Is hort and pi i >* veryea y 
Well chosen harmonies. To a Btudent who has practiced 
Mason’s * j :■ ” Two Finger ex rei s, It 
w 1 be e peclaily v ting b cause ^ i fine • 
practical application for his knowledge in producing fins • 
musical effects: . . , 
TheMa a” is order of the two. It is w got 
study in time. The Melody is within five notes. The 
accompaniment will make it easy for the pupil to 
conquer the time difficulties. The piece ia bright and 
gay and will please y mng puj -I*. 
ril. Wohlfahrt, H.. Laughing- 
"®- 12. Kleinmichel, R. Op. 43. No. 1. 
G ilopade ... J 
“Iianghing Waters" is an Allegretto, hnght and 
joyous. An excellent study the musical it of 
slum. Pleasing if accented and slur’- Jier- 
- wise quite mee ut Grade 2. 
“Gailopade, nd ncoi»tions, short 
-- and pleasing when well learned, Sn both pieces the 
pupil’s part 5 bands are alike. 
999. 18. Tours, Berthold, Little Johnnie. 
A beautiful meb 
part notes and in unison. Thisisa r 
pic 
tio, * l ■ t g ’ ’ - - 
975. Words and Music by E. J. MercpiC 
Nightingale’s Love Song, Grade 
Valse Song. Compass, from middle ©'sharp to A 
above the staff. Effective for either parlor or concert 
u-e. It is a piece that will find manyadmirers, for it is 
unusually pleasing, both in words and melody. 
976. Barbe, N. A. Op. 25. La Melan- 
colie. Grade IV.... 
An excellent composition^ of medium difficulty, begin¬ 
ning in 0 minor with an octave^ielody for the right 
hand, while the left hand playayafcounter melody spring¬ 
ing across the right. It then passes iLto E flat major, 
andagraceful theme is given with occasional leaps of 
the right hand across thpleft. It la ornamented with a 
variety •1. calc an - art -1 i< s. 
977. Meyer, Louis. Fair Isle Waltz. 
Grade IV^... . . ...... ........ .. 
Good for dancing. A piece that many pnpils would 
memorize ihir dance playing. Catchy themes, and written 
in the pot lar styl 
978. Doppler, J. H. Op. 131. I Think of 
Thee. Grade IV.i.  
// Andante Cantahile, A beautiful melody, in the mid- 
/•'" die part of the keyboard, with the accompaniment both 
/ above and below the melody; crossing hands in each 
/ . measure. The melody has an alto part in portions of 
the piece The middle period has a strong, vigorous 
and pleasing melody within the baBS cleff. A decidedly 
valnable and effective piece. It will be popular with 
both pupil and teacl er. 
979. Behr, F. Op. 503. No.’ 2. Little 
Spanish Melody.................. 
Allegretto Scherzando;: Lively and playfhl; pretty; 
a good study la touch and expression. ■ 
980. Behr, F. Op. 503. No. 9. Morning 
Galop. Grade II.............. .. 
It has contrasts of Staccato and Legato, and striking 
harmony with effective climaxes. A pleasing piece. 
981. Behr, F. - Op. 503. No. 19. Bohe¬ 
mian Melody. Grade II.. 
Excellent study in phrasing. Phrases are of four 
measures; each phrase of clearly defined expression. 
An excellent piece to teach “question and answer." 
More than commonly pleasing, and of clear Content, 
1 ie s -it' tv <*-■ in aspreei - n 
982. Behr, F. Op. 503. No. 20. Little 
Swiss Melody. Grade II............... 
The introduction has a marked Content and is a gord 
drill in time. Pleasing melody. Harmony good and 
striking, and an easy piece to commit. The piece will 
please any child, for it is not too obscure ia Content. 
983. Behr, F, Op. 503. No. 22. Little 
Trumpeter’s Melc ly Grade II. 
Echo Fanfare in f. Beiterated touch and a good otudy_ 
in fingering;: Melody in § time. Good wrist practice," 
especially for the left hand. A study for Legato in right 
hand, with a wrist Staccato in left hand. Pleasing and 
a cle ir ( ji tent. 
984. Behr, F. Op. 503. No. 24. Little 
Italian Melody. Grade II......... 
Exquisitely beautiful. Fine study for developing 
taste. Good work for learning to play Legato with the 
rig - nd whil pi ng St c ato v 1 < I har1 
Clear and expressive phrasing. Easily discovered cli¬ 
maxes in each phrase. Just the-piece that' all 'goad 
teachers are looking for. ■ A good study In expression 
and phrasing. The minor period ia especially effective. 
2s jod foi the Reed Organ 
985 BeM Havemiok. Del ware Waltz. 
G ade II.. ... .. .. ... ... ... ........ 
In four-measure phrase. Well constructed, and a 
valuable study in plain and tied grace notes.t Good for ■ Reed Organ. Pleasing both ia melody and harmony. 
A piece that is out of tlio hackneyed nnd beaten truck. 
886. Strelezki, A. Saltarello. Grade III... 
. Less obscure in Content, and mow pleasing thaa most 
pieces in this style. The second movement especially 
charming. A good study for learning to play, f time in 
two counts of thr< e tones ej, a 
987. Mercer, Emily J. Spring Dance. 
Vocal Valse for Female Voices. 
Grade .....:.. 
This Is th a solo and an obligato The sol 
voice has a compass from C sharp on-the added line 
below the treble staff, to l 
„ t 'A ‘ . A Ct 4 n \ s, / > * 
has an accompc 
; vt'ti:a,!tcw .. Aha pn'astiffAmlAla':h«llinA ;,-“S' 'Ae- AaxmmAs 
aing for concerts, 
e the other parts. It 
will find a large use in Seminaries and Conservatories, 
ique creations are appreciated. 
986. Adams, F. Norman. Op. 24. 
S aond Nocturne. Grade IV. 
positlv 
web ~f- n>t> gnsd<* In m !>anical lull ». it opr"-, 
with of brilliant arpeggit*; thro h broad, 
noble iaelody in the right hand, insuined ky chords in 
tbs Mi h«m An shifting poavt’-oa*. Aa agitated ;w»Afi!o 
or key % 
Am SftsB saAsm ■asetworphes-oil *Am & SA wjor’ 
Book II,,Grade III........................ .... 
This set csf Etudes makes a good substitute for the 
study of the commonly used Sonatinas. They arts a 
capital introduction to Heller’s easier Etudes, and are 
adopted /jby many-of the leading Conservatories and 
pro iqeht teachers of 11 conn s- 
MOo 1. In G. A bright and pleasing piece, in valse 
jooc ady in touch and ility; giving 
. * qua! drill to th< ten i ; , <, \c. 
M®. 8. A double melody: duet between Soprano 
and Tenor. A fine piece of music; elevating to taste 
and especially good to develop the feeling for- a marked 
phrasing, as the phrase accents fall strongly on the 
fourth count. 
ST®. S. A study in Legato, Arpeggios and Staccato 
Chords, these latter making a striking climax to each 
phrase. _ Not only a good piece of music, lint an excel¬ 
lent study for developing the feeling for expression. 
H®. A. A graceful and pleasing Motive that begins 
the Phrase its the right hand and finishes in the left hand, 
thus leading the mind to follow tiic molody wherever it 
may appear, Tbig is a fine study, and ft, develop a valu¬ 
able musical quality in that it loads tho ear and mind 
from tho right hand to the left, thus compelling it to 
seek a melody in the lower notes. This la * piece that 
needs to be well learned before its expressive beauties 
will become apparent. 
laying, this dtude seems 
nbfhing°t>Qt,a 'broken :'trjils;witli aatiaeceiapwalaiaatiof' 
staccato chords, but analyze it and there will be found 
a p he first tone of each right-hand 
'.'group, and :ffie tenor, notes of. tire aecfimpanimsiitiiniake; 
velodic duett with the right-hand melody. This is an 
excellent study for acqus 
and for carrying a melody with the broken trill, and for 
developing the fourth and i th fingers, both 
strength and agility. 
. 6. The first and last periods are alike, and a 
nelody for the left hand—in the middle port 
thmic figure for the right 
hand as f 
d study in fingering and for development 
of taste. The mlddleperiod i- ... 
good stndy for'holding down the keys for ig notes 
while other shorter noi- id; ? 
hand. 
;! iJtiir,,. “ 'Allappilk. MtofAy (A: <ht 
ipaniment in four notes .<s. 
'ncsAi.aAi a iHeaMnsi, ana gffi.jsfA -djotlijar ? E-snstoga’A 
Ar'ha 'ia AyAiflABj? yd-vfi-feftf'S viAm'pse riiui,: 
both . cully and technically. 
_ Bln, A, _ At first sight thls'iseeras much more difficult 
la fhe-stcoa'd pi-riOiA'iinilfhf). 
groups of quick notes are a Tune, written out in full, 
? toto: Ij 'H«- jiaday AB?Anz4 pnAA BWA 
-toato ;' i';;s tasjA’A :ps.t:n .. 2- & good - 
in the expresc'.ii ms i s. smBm in the; 
trill. Pupils who are f 
1 • f' - jivic" will . -to-v.Kr.'i 
, of riiutetndy. a."? ■ .A; By: 'a-;;:-.ad- .•?■' 
M is “Iff, Ail), Se?‘ v a q .tofm.'SsA-sstoth*, 
pulse, wi 
,-a ,-?aa>Aa.r jfndy in Legato tor the rito j*-«i nr hi- 
tiny lyiAryyAiB AAAiyiinr , siw ' , Btaccab. 
■Ddijftk. tbU gives gnoil wrest'es la a»bts» nm tosaaj 
.. to 
TWO CONCERT ALBUMS 
OF 
Pianoforte Composittois. 
' PRICE SLOP EACH. 
A glance at the table of contents of these two Albums 
will show their superiority over most collections of piano 
music. They are" full sheet-music size, well printed an, 
good paper, durably bound, uni attractively gotten up. 
The music is Buch as yon hear at concerts and musicales. 
■ - Contents—Concert Album; Tal. L Haute,. 
Chopin, Op. 9, No. 2, Nocturne. . • 
Tschaikowsky, P- The Skylark. 
. Mosikcwski, IL, Op. 15, No. 1, Serenade. 
mmel, J. N., Op. 62, 0. 
Mitche i, Mttry F., Petite Be ). 
' Karanagh, I., Op. % Polonaise Antique. 
Von Wilm, N., Op. 14; No. 2, Canzonetta. 
Houseley, Henry, Dance Antique, Bye-Oone Days. 
Bendel.Fr., Op. 92, Nocturne. 
De Eontski, A., Op. 370, Menuet, Louis XV. 
Chopin, F.s Op. 40, No. 1, Polonaise. 
Schumann, BL, Op. 23, Nocturne in F. 
Bn i p. 8, No. t, Me! 1 in F. 
Heller, St.Op. 45, No. 20. ViUage Fete. 
■ Sgtuunaam B., Op. 124, Number 8ong. 
Deiloux, Ch., Op. 14, Marche Hoagrofae. to 
Bac •. f. S,, Loure In G 
Rubinstein, A., Marche a to Torque. 
Beethoven, Op. ILNo , A nda ite < ! i r 
Mendelssoh Op 2 No. 6, Sprin Son 
r Oj 8,Menuetto a Minor. 
Bah stein L,Oj 0, K imennoM trow 
Schanuum, B., Op. 12, No 2, Soaring. 
Contents—Concert Album, VoL H. Popular. 
Doppler, J. H., Op. 131.1 Think of Thee. 
Moating Thee Elfin Dai e. 
Nowoczek, I *^r. to Hills, 
Mol * 1 4 Op 112 No. 2, Polo to b. 
Foerate Adi., Op. 63, Peace oi to ening. 
k. erdeier, 1 Logels’ A ci< es. 
* > ! *i 1 - nil a Mel 3 
Biehi Op. lll.Chim ng : el 
to-- «r.L,,All* „ valse 11Salon 
Dora, I Breal >1 
Mi farrei 5 to sa Humber*. 
( ■ rlei - to'"- nP< ant Dance. 
“i ddington,E.,Op J9 to- 2 i n the to. v >. 
B >fer, 'i ,Op 1L la ant lie * rta<j c 
Le Hache, V., Th Sail r Boy sDi a n 
Goldbeck, B., Of 1 /Am one Mazurk 
Joldner, W >j 3f to - Mo dare Maze I 
Ganz, W Op 1 Svo ds of «ve 
De Eontski, A., Op. 369, Persian March, 
Wieniawski, H^ Euyawlak, Polish Dance. 
8IOKNEE 
Hand and Arm Guide, 
PIANOS AND ORGANS. 
^ENDORSED SY AND TEACHERS. 
M AH UEACTUBED BY 
Ths •JV^usicihn. 
■Pfie @Sj@et ©j?. to r ftefp 
to tie Setter';u1^;6Mfdri<|i^r 
©i^o^menC of fieaufi^uf Nu<s>i©« 
Sis a fix grades, esoh, 75 ©6s*. 
The work contains analyses of many of the best 
compositions by Classical writers. Starting with the 
very easiest pieces for beginners, it leads on, in pro¬ 
gressive order, through six grades, to the most difficult 
works written for the Piano-forte. 
It presupposes no knowledge of ^harmony, but, 
starting with, the simplest forma of composition, ex¬ 
plains the most essential points, just as occasion pre¬ 
sents itself in the different works under consideration, 
using such concise and lucid language as will be under¬ 
stood bj ment lly S ss- * veloped sen >lai . 'he w i r>" : 
met with the unqualified endorsement of all those who' 
have * xamined it 
IMPORTANT TO ORGANISTS. 
T H E 
A MONTHLY MAGAZINE 
TOE 
OEGAinSTS AID 0EGA1 STUDEJTTS. 
kNC SOL 
IORS. 
SICKNER HAND AND ARM GUIDE CO. 
For S tie by 
THEO. PRESSERs 
1704 CHESTNUT STEEET, PHILADELPHIA. 
Illustrated Circular Mailed Free, 
PRACTICAL ANB PBEASING. j 
The Art of Pianoforte Playing 
By HUGH A. CLARKE, Mus. Dee. 
Price $1.50 Postpaid. 
The design of the work is to furnish a thoroughly 
artistic school for beginners, embodying all the latest 
results of the best criticism. The exercises have been 
constructed with great care, and are graded in such a 
way that the difficulties that beset beginners are almost 
insensibly overcome. Not a page has been admitted for 
the purpose of making a book; no other work has been 
borrowed from; but every piece in the work is the 
result of careful study of the requirements of a complete 
elementary school for the pianoforte. 
Address Publisher, 
THEODORE PRESSER, PHIL ADELPHIA. 
:“ wegn, ocnar- ;: 
TOiiKa* si®areH^ ua MaacEgnl pon^ey. jii |hat nc©3. sata M to th© 
ch^racterofthemusic. Ruasia,Poland,Germany,France,England. 
Belgium, and Italy cdto dLbut© ;tli© choicest thoughts of their greatest 
writers.-The mpositit if the ordinarily 
good player, and w‘ ;her used - recreation or instruction, will be 
found most Inter -ing. - i glance at the bodk will satisfy: the moot 
fast ■ lions that Classic Piano -los is ei tied to 'a - in 1 j 
on the piano and in the music cabinet; 
. . C®NTffi!MTS. • 
Album Leal; Op. 12, No. 7. ...Grieg 
Ancient Dance, ftom Third Suite for ’Cello......Bach, 
Aragonais from Ballet “ Oid ...... ......... M ssenei 
Mm ne Polka, Op. 82, No. 5 .... . Bubina 
Canzonetta...;.......ifottender 
Chacone, Op. 62........Durand 
Chanson,Triste,,Op..40,No. 2.:....TschaUmwekv 
VOL, So 
VtVHIS work is published by subscription. Each vol- 
41® tune is complete in 12 Parts. All the leading 
Professional and Amateur Organists throughout 
the countr y endorse iL 
The Buceeas of the first volume has been unprecedented in the 
si lolsoi toganMnat hi uafcry, 
n insic is 9 :cto fron themoat practical nd ‘r' t > .'.u ~ > ■ 
tions of the beet German, Fn h, Aiaerieaa, and i> * j . * . : 
etc^ete. 
we irenldin e to impress upon ?onthe tm that-— I 
-The ,-r’iff. * edited in . • oat .'.-to, manner Special 
tten * It ® * he r. ing, J M Marl ,,/»-•* < *- 
2d — Tfc iftwfo . j irfulerf to m m>ed PM& *: -to typ i) 
to —No ither worl gives so n I m sic for so lit lem - , 
4th —-1 ;me fthe vtet » ai i fee tiffin U for -h- A - it ku or ®e Sud U, 
s I th Pmfe. #.< Or » iti toil fin : r^enumberq fn/j m ■to s . % bsfmima •mml in esspmmm edUiom 
4nd n additioi t ere ai eight age of ding m -to ; consist 
ing of articles on Organ Flaying, Begistration, Choir Training, Har- 
mony, .*> »* > deac ptions of new O ans Biographi - »1 jt®l 
Orgeomts and Organ Composers. 
Bvery topic will be discussed that will stimulate and aid in the 
•to elopment of ti Art f )rgan Playing 
The Organists’ Journal oobtaihs Twenty Pases m Bach Past. 
SUlSCEimOM, @8.00 ISII YEAE. 
Thefa ; J cond tamesara iow «4>«• , Eh .to-* to 
tune is in course of publication, and will be sent, postpaid, on 
receipt of the subscription. 
Circulars and sample pages, giving fall information, will be sent, ■fret n k seip oi name > addi « 
W^o E. ASKlEuilAlLLp 
1086 Third Ave., S. Y. City. 
¥HI§. PRE@8jERf 
1704 Chestamt St., Philadelphia. 
Entr’ Acte Gavotte.. ...........................GiUet 
Etndede Style, Op. 14,No. 1........Savina 
Ffir ElteffiCiomposedin 1808.....to...;. .....'......i.Seethdvm 
Gavotte, from Second Violin Senate.......Bach 
GavOtte.;:;..............to......'....Hiller 
avotte.................Sllan 
Good'Night, Op. 96; No. 12........:...to.;...Losschhom 
Hiimoreake, Op. 32, No: 6........Jensen 
Intermezzo, from Cavalleria Busticana........Mascagni 
Da B^ata Veneziana—Nottiirno........Liszt 
Des Joyeux Papillons—Caprice, Op. 8. ...Gregh 
Loure-^-An Aneient Dance, from Third Suite for ’Cello...Sack 
Menuet a l’Antique, Op. 14, No. 1......Paderewski 
.onne Valse, Op. 48........Thm& 
Mill, Op. 17, No. 3.-.....Jensen. 
Murmuring Zephyrs...........;......... .Memann 
Papillons Boses—impromptu, Op. 59, No. 2...Thomi 
Pavaa........ ......Sharpe 
PoHbS Dance, Op. 8^ No. 1...Scharwenfca 
ltoaamund......  ....J,..........Schubert 
Second Mazurka, Op. 54  .to.. Godard 
Shepherd’s Pipe—Pastorale....... Qrtgh 
Simple Avea (A Confession), Op, 25-..SJumS 
.SlnmbeF 8weetiy—Berceuse.........  Beaumont 
Song Without Words (ChantSans Paroles) Op. 2, No. 2. Tschaikowshy 
Sons La Feuillee (Under the Leaves), Op. 29.. home 
Sylphiken..............;to;..;........ Bade' 
Tanzweise (Dance), Op. 28, No. 2.... .. Helmund 
ylphiken ...to:......tototo.. t .  
. ..
Under the Leaves (Sons la Feuillee), Op. 29......Thome 
Valse Posthume......Chapin 
Whispers (Piauderein), Op. 60...Kirchner 
tapes’, Clotb Bach, @1.00. Saif Clotta, $1.25. 
Solos for Young People, ¥oi. I. 
CLUBBING RATES WITH “THE ETUDE” 
We will send any of the following periodicals and 
The Etude for the price named in the second colnmn. 
Pub. With 
Price. Etude. 
Century Magazine... ..$4.00 $5.00 
St. Nicholas..........   8.00 4.00 
Vick’s Illustrated Monthly... 1.25 ' ’ 2.80 
Independent (N. Y.).   3.00 4.00 
Peterson’s Magazine...   2.00 3.00 
Frank Leslie’s Popular Monthly.  3.00 4.00 
“ Pleasant Hours......... 1.76 8.(K) 
Harper’s Magazine....................... 4.00 4.60 
“ Weekly;..:..... 4,00 4.76 
t( Bazaar...  4.00 4.75 
“ Young People....... 2,00 8.00 
Youth’s Companion (new snbscribers only) 1.75 2.76 
Domestic Monthly..  1.60 2.60 
Lippincott’s Magazine... 3.00 8.60 
Music./:..............'......,.  3.00 3.60 
Atlantic Monthly (new subscribers only)... 4.00 4.76 
New York Observer (new subscribers only) 3.25 3.75 
Home Journal (New York).............,.  2.00 8.00 
Scientific American. 2.50 3,50 
Scribner’s Magazine.  3.00 4.00 
Demorest’s Magazine.  2.00 3.00 
Voice Magazine (Werner’s). 2.00 8.00 
Wide Awake...................... 2.40 8.50 
e Hon 2 25 
Cosmopolitan.  8.00 3.50 
•p Classics for young people are, necessarily, Of a different grade 
from those offered to matured minds. It is often—too often—the 
case that the “Classics” presented for the young performer are of 
the dryest character, and the student absorbs the idea that good 
music must be dull. In preparing this collection the requirements 
I of yonthfhl minds has been the principal object in views and the 
selection of worka of living and dead writers has been made to 
i prove that music of an advanced standard can be pleasing as well as 
useful in the formation of a correct and pure'musical taste. The 
names of Chopin, Beethoven, Gounod, Schumann, Wagner, Bein- 
ecke, Scharwenka, Licbner, Bohm, .Lange, LoesCbhorn, Bacbmann, 
Giliet, Gurlitt, and Low sire a guarantee of the variety of style, as 
well as solidity of chai^cter, of the music contained in this col¬ 
lection.1 We leel assured the work is not equaled by any book of 
Corresponding grade. 
- to.totovto'.to'to ' CONTENTS. 
Ball (La Bal) Waltz, Op. 80...Imdovie 
Bluette Waltz.... Jhivemoy 
Bonne'Humeai (Good Humor)-—Rondo, Op. 274.,..Baumfelder 
BrldaS Chorus (Lohengrin)... Wagner 
Call it the Posthom (PosthornklSnge), Op. 676, No. 22.Behr 
Chorale, Op. 77. Mo. 7.....Berms 
CradleSong(Wiegenliedchen), Op. 124, No. 6........Schumann 
Cnckoo Song, Op. 263, No. 8 Popp 
Diav lina..-....Lange 
Dorothy—-Old English Da ce. Smith 
Echoes of the Ball (Loin du Bal)...GUM 
Funeral March (F. Chopin), Op. 176...Streabbog 
Gavotte,Op. 178, No. 8...—.......Meinec/se' 
Gypsy Dance (Zigeunertanz) .  ...Lichner 
Good.Humor (Bonne Humeur)—Bondo, Op. 274.Baumfelder 
Heliotrope, Op. 26, No. 3...........:.Brandt 
Im Zigeuuerlager (In the Gipsies’ Camp), Op. 424, No. 3.Behr 
In the Glpsies’ Camp (Im Sgeunerlager); Op. 424, No. .Behr 
In a Hurry......... ..Loesehhom 
Le Bal (Lae Ball) Waltz, Op. 80..,......Imdovie 
Lea Pinerari (The Pipers)........Gounod 
L’Hirondelle (The Swallow). Qobbaerts 
Lolh du Bal (Echoes of the Ball)......GiUet 
Love’s Oracle...........Bohm 
Love’s Serenade (MinneUed), Op. . 216.... Weida 
Maiglockchen’s Lauten (May-bells Binging). Op. 67....Siewert 
May-bells Binging I lockchen’s Lauten), Op. 67.....Siewert 
Mill Whe l.   Law 
MinneUed (Love’s Serenade), Op. 216...... .....Wetda 
Morgengebet (Morning Prayer), Op, 101, No. 2... GmrliU 
Morning Prayer (Morgengebet), Op. 101, No. 2.............Gurlitt 
Parade March, Op. 79:No. 6 . ...KOhter 
Pastorale—Romance Sans Paroles, Op. 84......Curlier 
Pastorella Gregh 
Pipers (Les Piffbrari)   Gounod 
Posthornkl&nge (Call of the Posthorn), Op. 675, No. 22...Behr 
.Quean of the May—Reine de Mai, Op. 74.:..Motley 
Reins de Mai (Queen of the May), Op. 4.Morlep 
BOslrin am Wege (Wayside Bose), Op. 177..SUeher 
Scherzlno, Op. 62,No. 10 ...... ..Scharwenka 
Scherzo.        ...Am 
: Soldiers and Bandits—Character Sketch, Op. 68, No. 6:...J9fetan(mtfai 
Sonatine—Tres FacUe............... Beethoven 
Song Without Words—Pastorale, Op. 34.... Curlier 
Sounds i m the Ithii a—Gavetie, Op. 247-......Lalann 
Spinning Song...............—.   Ellmenreich 
Succfis Mazurka.............   Bachmam 
Swallow (L’HirondeUe)........:. Gobbaerte 
Taran ........Loesehhom 
Valse (f.Chopin,Op. 34).............Streaburg 
Wayside Bose (Roslein am Wege), Op. 177--.......Bischer 
Wiegenlledchei (Oradli Song), Op. . i,1’: « . ... '*-’,*4 * « 
Zigeunertanz (Gipsy Dance).Liehner 
Paper, Cloth Bade, $1.00. Malff Clotta, §1.25. 
For Sale by THEO. PRESSER, Philadelphia, 
AND BY ALL HU8IC DEADEBS. 
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HABIT IN PIANOFORTE PLAYING, BOOSEY & 
BY C5ARL H0FFMAN* NEW YORK. 
By W. W. GILCHRIST. In Three Books, 
PRICE “ - SI5 CENTS. 
Presents an analytical study of control of move¬ 
ment and habit forming, as well as a succinct out¬ 
line of mechanical and expressional technic as re¬ 
spects the logical use, singly and combined, of 
fingers, hand, upper and lower arm, shoulder, and 
foot, ia playing the piafio. 
Address Publisher, 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut Street - Philadelphia. 
T ire are man 7 excelie_ii works on tie th n/ oi sight-sin 
in the matter of reiterative exercise there has always been a great 
lack. Mr. Gilchrist’s work, representing, as it does, the accumulate 
experience of years, most completely meets this want, a large amount 
of practice being given on each point as it comes pp, and the whole, 
while avoiding catchy melodies la lead the ear, being characterized." 
by tt yeiyiliigh typ^ of musicianship. teffi • ' 
>0 r-t I :ons exclusively of Tim^-Lkssoks, in » two, a,' 
four parte. No intervals greater than the second are use,?, and the 
pupil is thereby; enabled to concentrate attention entirely on the 
time-principle invested. Price 50 ce > 
BOOK HI is given entirely to interval exercises, without special; 
relation to keys, aegiiuiiog with the simplest and progressing gradu¬ 
ally to e more co 1 «, r ic 50 snti 
Tli© m®st popular edition teeffor© AJi© jamtolie. 
BOOK III is divided into two parts, the first consisting of ten 
Ontfiril)!! exercises in each major and minor key, vritTunit modulation; the sec¬ 
ond, of the same number, with modulations. This book, with its 260 
Hew editions. Tile toesit for ©Hanir and festival exercises, in one, two, and four parts, is a most valuable one, and 
sss, entirely unique. In fact, the work as a whole stands quite alone in 
its exhaustiveness and systematic arrangement. 
Royal EcBlifill'Of Song Books. It is, as its name implies, merely a collection of Exercises. The¬ 
oretical instruction is .left entirely to the teacher, and the exercises 
Containing songs toy ttoe great masters and abe adaptable to any system. 
aongf off all com tries. The exercises are so arranged that they can be used by either 
_ male, female, or mixed-voice classes. 
They give the teacher just what he wants for any kind of class. 
New Educational Work, , j save him an immense amount of black-board work, and give the 
pupil plenty of practice at home. 
It is, without doubt, the largest and most complete set of sight-singing 
exercises ever published, and must soon become a necessity in every 
By TOSTI. In Two Books, well-organized school where music is taught, as well as to every 
... . ... ; . ... . , . teacher. Price, 81.00. (Written in this composer’s most melodious style.) 
Price, Booh I..... .5© 
~ II..... .50 
WHITE FOE CATALOGUE. B®®lk III...$1.00 
THE BOOSEY EBITIOIL 
B\ CARL HOFFMAN 
Ifew and revised edition. Based upon latest 
■technical ideas-connected with touch, rhythm, ac¬ 
cent, dynamic shading, freer independence of mem¬ 
bers associated in piano playing, among themselves 
and in combination. In the hands of thoughtful 
teachers and students most excellent' results will 
follow the use of these Exercises, which need only 




If OS Chestnut Street, - ’ Philadelphia» 
NEAT . AND SUBSTANTIAL 
OUR OWN MAKE. 
Price $1.00. $9.00 per dozen, ty Express. 
This folio is without spring back or ornamental work. It is a simple 
folio in cloth, with three strings to tie the open ends. 
Address YIHIE®„ PSE®SEK„ Phils.,, S»a. 
iethod for the Plane New Cantata for Small Choral Societies. 
68 JOHN GILPIN.” 
COMPOSED BY 
ALHiGrr w. 
May be had, together with press notices and musical synopsis, from 
_a11 music 8tore8-_This work. is especially designed to meet the 
want of the popular student with mediocre ability. 
Studies in Hilodf Plwinn. « ihewca8«f ««»“ ^0^ P]ay- 
«•.«**■»*.** siuu u “•■si'- mg. The author is a well-known practical teacher, 
and author of a similar work for the Reed Organ, 
which is now generally used for instruction on that 
instrument. It will he well for every teacher to 
examine this new work, which will be ready in a 
short time. 
The phenO" s al suc< e - olume I has en- 1 : 
eouraged Mr. Macdougall to issue the second vol- PHILADELPHIA. 
nme- wil1 be simUar ta etrle 60 1- COLUMBIA COLLECTION 
It is a collection of chaste, easy, short, and interest- op 
pieces vith. annotation. di d. Angering, gLASSIOAL V PIANO V MUSIC. 
The collection will surpass anything m this line Y . - ______ 
yet published. 
CONTENTS-VOLUME II. 
WILM, N. y. Op. 81, No. 1„.....To Begin With 
VOLKMANN. Op. 27; No. 5...:.Folk Song 
TSCHAIKOWSKY. Op. 39, No. 17.....German Song 
GURUTT, C. Op. 140, No. 7.....Festive Dance 
SCHYTTE, L. Op. 69, No. 12.....'.Good Night 
MACDOUGALL, H. C...........Christmas Pastorale 
WILM, N. v. Op. 81, No. 13.................Cradle Song 
KAVANAGH, L........??......Andante 
RUMMELL, J......................Romance 
KULLAK.T. Op. 62, No. 12......Evening Bell 
TSCHAIKOWSKY,Op: 89,No. 18.........Italian Song ,.. , . ...... , 
WILM,N. v. Op. 81, No.2.........Hilarity elimination before being admitted to this collection 
p’24......................Scherzo each of the gems thus chosen may be considered nnnsu 
ffiFrrfrffi,1tip"69,'No"f.^.1 .......aFai^ Tale ally interesting, or very unique and characteristic. 14t! 
Practical Advice, Hints, and Suggestions 
for the Young. 
33 ■’2T HE IK 3VE -A. HXT 3ST JVC O EE IK 
PRICE 5 CENTS EACH. 
THEODORE PHESSEGS, 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa 
HAMILTON 0. MAODOUGALL 
Something New and Remarkable I 
It ed y C. W. C 1. M. 
8UPKBIOB IN EVEBY KESPKCT TO ANT BOOK 
OF ITS BIND EVER PUBLIS ;<YEB, 
A game for every home.—Desirable by young and old.—Excellent 
for parties. 
Figuring in notes and rests is the feature of this game. 
So ingeniously is this game constructed that the musical matter in 
it is never felt as a burdensome appendage. 
The instructive and amusing qualities of the game have been so 
perfectly and harmoniously blended that tfieMusical Dominoes will 
form an everlasting source of enjoyment. 
Each set is accompanied with instrueiionB how to play the various 
games. posMble: Block, Draw, All-Quarters, Bergen, Sebastopol, and 
Tiddle-a-Wink. These contain a .wonderful amount of information 
concerning computation of note-values. 
The instructions explain also the value of notes and rests, so that 
any ono may learn how to play this game, and became proficient in 
figuring note-values. 




HIM, miEIlilT, 1ST, SII iimilllE. For Piano, Typewriter, dew¬ 
ing machine or Desk, It af¬ 
fords the most delicious com¬ 
fort to weak backs. It is beau¬ 
tiful and artistic in design. 
Adjustable to fit large or small, 
short or tall persons. 
Will send any style on ap¬ 
proval, to be returned at our 
expense if not perfectly satis¬ 
factory. Ask your dealer for 
the ‘ ‘ Davis Chair, t ’ Send for 
catalogue of full upholstered 
styles, with price lists and dis¬ 
counts. Agents wanted. 
DAVIS CHAIR S®o„ Marysville, Ohio. 
Price, Nickel-plated, 50 Cants, Net, Postpaid, 
©living; the correct Metronomic Mark® after the 
Ms©ls@! Standard, together with the 
Trua Tempo® of ail the Dance®. 
These instruments have been especially manufactured 
tor Thej Etude, and will be sent as a premium, to any one 
leading two subscribers. Address 
THEODOR® PRESSES, 
1704 CHESTHTJT ST., PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
.A.- NOBLE .A.IR/X8 
BY FAHWr 3C0BBXS HITS. 
ipiii.ci: $ I.©©. 
A book whi-h will p sses* a peculiar interest f'r all lovers of 
m 1 be g a collection of tl > es on the < •»'’< i1 and con 
structioi o| pi an 
fb ise 1 hi w« i carefnl study of the sr.ien ' i* mo - » ting 
pr a idy nadei t f > n libi ri« 1 tin plano-factoi 
and »rl lops Tl y present a most pictureaqu tnd graph! de- 
c pt n of e triumph < be pai n cere’ ai The 1 !b motion 
they c1, ain Is j ui < >le s.s no otl sr ft ft m nj of the se¬ 
crets of tl • < i he Sret time fur end * 1 ir the 
ise 6 his at '■ sle i a exci l tn ual futei up • t- 
i b • His <i itt i obliged to rept them befoi un 
her of other audiences. ■ ... ..-".a 
“A e Ar m .* a volui p llustr 1 sii 
more than . tj engn in; It issued in dain 'ora r- don 
fine paper, the leaves uncut and with broad margins, the cover of 
Japanese paper printed in dull red. 
E or ' lie bj * • 
Tl SO. PKISSED, 
1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia.' 
The only Complete Encyclopaedia of Music in 
the English Language. 
Bi d in ids irow ot Hit Toj 3 '• »r- In Ik e nc 
€>□ Ew] 
PRICE - - $i.@0.. 
The author has brought together a valuable collection 
of little.pieces, musical and poetic in quality, within the 
ability of children’s fingers and within the range of the 
children’s minds. They are taken from the most suc¬ 
cessful collections of this class of tone poems for chil¬ 
dren. the world can show.' 
The pieces are all closely annotated, fingered, 
etc. There is also, at the beginning of the work, 
a few- chapters on the object and manner of 
using the work; Rudiments of Musical Form ; 
Phrasing; What it is to Play with Expression; 
Subjective and Objective in playing, ete. 
The work is intended to pretide the two vol¬ 
umes of “ Studies in Phrasing,” which are among 
the most popular musical text-books now used 
in the country. As a work of genuine useful¬ 
ness in teaching, the volume cannot be excelled. 
Mm T© SiSKEl® IKJ IT 
BY THOMAS f AJSSIK, . 
3PEUKBB! I I QLSO. 
STUDIES IN PHRASING. 
V@L. GO. 
By W. S. B. MATHEWS. 
° PRICE SI.50, NET. 
A collection of a higher grade of Piano Compositions. 
Also containing an extensive treatise on expression, 
which is as practical as it is valuable. The principles 
given in the treatise are exemplified in a senes of the 
finest compositions of the greatest composers, including 
selections from Bach, Schubert, Mendelssohn, Schu¬ 
mann, Chopin, and Rubinstein. 
This work is a companion volume to 
“Chats with Music Students” bj the 
same author. Numerous phases of art 
and art life are talked about in a thor¬ 
oughly practical way. It points out the 
way of success to teachers and students in 
art life. Mr. Tapper’s informal and 
thoroughly pertinent manner of writing 
has a real value in it, that will make this 




SEtEG-TEB- iSWBEKo Five Grades Now Ready. . , $1.00 Each Grade. 
BY STEPHEN HELLER. " -” 
Selected from Opus 45, 4Q, and 47. W. S. B. Mathews, with the help of other noted mu- 
PRICSE 81.50. sioians and teachers, has taken the whole field of fitndes, 
Revised by Albert Ross Parsons,' Calvin B. and from them Eslected 811011 QS are mosfc foF 
" ' rrj John I ?sa meetini every necessity in fceachei a experie os 
iM W. Landes* Teachers will he delighted with the sterling mnaicaland 
;ered and phrased, . . . • , , 
dal made clear and nmM technical qualities of these etudes. 
, named, and anno- There are ten grades, a volume to each grade, each 
t)le hints and sngges- , 
- >i study This *; containing about thirty pages, mo the stndu in sen 
■udes ever published, volume progressively arranged. The selections are 
carefully fingered, phrased, edited, and annotated. Every 
3SSER, j difficulty is prepared by being first introduced in its most 
Philadelphia, Pa., simple.sssm. 
IN TEH ©HADES, 
MENDELSSOHN. 
Critically Revised by Calvin B. Cady, 
With Portrait and Biographical Sketch by 
Theodore Presser. 
PRICE 75 CENTS 
This edition is beautifully printed on good 
paper. It is annotated, and newly phrased and 
fingered. The critical notes will be found es¬ 
pecially practical and valuable. There are 
nineteen of the *’ songs, printed on 58 pages, 
The selections were by the advice aiacl co-opera¬ 
tion of many leading musicians of this country 
Address the Publisher, 
THEODORE PRESSER, 




- '-'■ ■.OSlSESi.BY.--. a to?/ : ' ■■■- 
PRICE. 'HUMBER ONLY# :i PRICE. ' 
1314. Sohytte, L.. Op. 09, No. 0. Bathe 
MKi: GradeII...;... 20 
7•. The difficulty of this excellent piece depends upon 
the mi ' it. 
If 4 ut, the proper 
tempo taken, the shading, phrasing, etc., thoroughly 
done, its difficulty largely increases. It is a very 
fine teaching piece, simple, but effective. 
1315. Gipollone, A. Op. £S24„ Esmem- 
j 25 Tbrance. Grade IV.. 60 
Another study in melody and accompaniment play¬ 
ing by the same hand. The melody is sometimes 
above, sometimes below the accompaniment, and thus 
gives the entire hand an opportunity to secure the 
advantages of the study. It is also transferred to 
the bass m times. ' The entire piece is tuneful, and, 
with lti ctave, arpeggio,: broken octave playing, 
oo will be'® favorite with teachers. It contains a short 
cadenza. 
1313. Reif, F. Remembrance of Carlsbad. 
Grade III... 30 
This piece will be a welcome addition to the easier 
grades of parlor pieces; It contains good practice in 
60 thirds, octaves, and cross-hand playing. The melody 
Is embellished by graces, and gives an opportunity 
for expression. 
1317. Klein, Cecil B. Lover’s Tryst. Ro¬ 
mance- Grade IV  50 
This belongs to a higher class of music, and will ra- Sav study. The work of the left hand is an excellent 
rill in wide accompaniment playing. The piece is 
1 25 carefully fingered, and the marks of expression are 
fully givfiK. * 
'■■-■■The right hand .has plenty of work in thirds and 
sixths. A .together, it is unusi ally g xxi 
1318. Heins, Carl. Op. 119. On Lake 
Chiem. Grade HI....... 40 
This piece affords good exercise in the playing of 
thirds, the melody being principally so written.It 
a o con kina cross-hand wo c of an »sj chi n it ir, ■" i 
It i useful tear tin < pi ‘ s j 
50 1319. Matthey, Jul. Herm. Op. 63. In 
the Spinning Room. Grade HI.... 401 
This is a veritable addition to the list of teaching 
pieces. It is an excellent drill in rapid, legato, non- 
legato, and ataccato playing. It will be found very 
d , n« ul in teaching i li ht man nd >?«'■' 
It can be heartily commended. 
1320. Matthey, Jul. Herm. "Op. 01. 
■Youthful Hours. Gavotte. Grade 
III  40 
The difficulty of this gavotte approaches Grade IV 
n >mepa -* It iemt o isafloa fee w 1st id i» 11- 
cont rolled arm 
75 Staccato thirds and octaves interspersed with 
chords make up its content. 
Fhere is o< , s work for 1 h hands 
A quite long run of thirds at the close gives an op- 
portuniiy to acquire endurance. 
1321. Behr, Franz. Angel’s Harp. Grade 
III.   50 
The well-known flowing, melodious style of this 
writer is present in this number, and H wllibe popu-. 
lar because of the pretty melody and graceful embel- 
35 lishments. 
1322. Betir, Fr. Lute Serenade. Grade HI... 50 
Another 1 aking piece. . It is well adapted to teach¬ 
ing purposes, ana will be uselul. ‘ 
1323 Mendelssohn. Seleoted Bongs with- ■>■ 
75 to. out Words. Critically Revised, 
1341. by Calvin B. Cady. Grades III to 
VI.. ...... . ................ ..... . ..... .. ■ 75 
. This is No. 6 of Hie Edition Presser* and Is well 
bound and of excellent typographical appearance, 
oc being clear mi not crowded, ft to prefaced hy a - 
portrait and biographical sketch of Mendelssohn. 
This is a, valuable feature to the student, as it im- ■ 
presses Use personality of the Master upon him, and 
greatly aids is forming musical conceptions of his 
worko. 
GO The editing, as done by Mr. Cady, Is of exceptional 
value, just os might be expected from so thorough 
and scholarly a musician. Foot-notes give special 
directions os to the playing of various phrases; the 
muBical text 1b punctuated by signs indicating the 
treati, the preface is a suet it 
of i 
The 
ai lority, it can bs . 
1342 Be ■ Imai B rnardus. Four 
P 50 „ to FugVi fror 
p< io o: th a- 
dcal E;. j tio In Color 
e . p aded Ht aoisi 
Schemer. Grade V to VIII, each.net, 50 
Fugues Nos. 1, 7, 21, and 22, from Vol. I, are those 
, ■ ■ ■;■;:■ hero eatsia@ued. tor-d toe/ 
ORDER SL* 
HTIKBKH ONES’; 
1301. Lent, Ernest. Op. 10, ito, I. 
Cradle Song Four Hands. 
Grade III.. ................. ...... .. ...... 
This duet Iso musicianly composition, anffl while 
it Is simple technically, it rforaa, opportunity for 
tasteful phrasing, and an expressive‘ touch. It is to 
b - h« arlily commended, 
1302. Lent, Ernest. Op. IQ, No. S. 
Spinning' Song. ' F&m? Hands. 
Grade 1^.........— 
A piece by the same author which chows tlao samo 
musicianship. Is anexcellent study ii touch, phraf 
ing, and facility.' These two duets lire well worth the 
attention of teachers. 
1303. Lent, Ernest. Twilight. Song for 
Soprano VToice...................... ........ 
A s . :lody i in effective 
accompaniment. Is of medium difficulty and r 
from S', first spacei" to A above the staff, is good, 
fo caching and concert. 
1304. Battman, J7 L. Op. S1SD Ho. 3. 
Sonatina. Grade III..................... 
• T . is 01 ■ of t f third, gr.- i e 
pieces, and belongs to the classical set. 
These is are especially io, r i 
the st 
. a. urces. 
1305. Moelling, Theo. 12 Preludes. In¬ 
troductory to the study of Bach. 
. Grade VandVI......... ... . ............... 
These preludes are Intended to serve as an Intro¬ 
duction to the more serious woifes of Bach. They 
are . i the form of canons and are contrapuntaily 
worked out. They are well calculated to arouse- 
interest la the more serious class of compositions 
and should ‘be used by every teacher who desires to 
elevate the taste of Ills pupils, and If properly taught 
they will do much toward this cad. 
1396. Janke, G. Op. 16, No. 1. Sonata. 
Grade III.. ... ... 
A useful sonata, furnishing excellent work In was 
and deal le t otea. 
1307, Webb, F. R. Op. 00. The 
MomtaJn Stream ITalse Grade 
ORDER BY ■ ■ ■ 
NUMBER ONLY. p 
• tmentthe efbgu rec r< in hised Ion 
la d to do grei od i he sti Is of the 
classics 
Bch ann has calledB the n *j staff flife 
)ut th< difficulty experienc i by the atu< sat i<j -« 
iri ; into the etructr of his fugues ha-; greatly 
limited the range of their usefulness. It is i 
tial that acompel ,■( i. * . nding of heir i i ct 
»ho Mbs bail, .i dei » << ii ell , nt perform 
ance,tl an edition wh > !:<* com) ira v v 
i ^v such a knowled rill l die ith c t.i 
fiis subje t ind tiawi ar« v;I? red,wh . 
the counter-subjects are in purple and green.' 
th Ugue v accompanied by a ieparatesh et, 
u;>-51 whii i iagivei a complete ha nonh cheme 
at dition to an ex; la jatl >n >f ihe ft ae si cturc 
Thee. ..rework ia veiy thorongiily done, and will 
tna it easy t he stud r, fall n ierstand 
intricaciea of fugue playing. As the author says In 
the preface, “ where eye, ear, mind, and will co¬ 
operate, there art dwells.” 
Such a work as this demands much in the way of. 
g dl, and the ire i-.’ isary to ks ythinj 
consistent makes the undertaking an one oust . 
The most capi ious will find little or no cause for 
complainfhere, however, os every detail is carefully 
attended to, and-musicianship reigns supreme. 
1348. Mohr, Herman. Op: 04, No. L 
Tyrolierme. Grade II. 
A good teaching piece of a rather higher order 
than ordinary. The melody is accompanied by an 
easy bass, and has the phrasing and fingering care- 
I !t-, j xdjeateL 
1347. Mohr, Herman. Op. 04, No. 2. 
Polka. Grade HI... 
A very bright and interesting polka. It is a good 
study in light, criBp playing, ana is writtenin this 
composer’s usual excellent style. , . 
1348. Mohr, Herman. Op. 04, No. 3. Bar¬ 
carolle. Grade II. 
A good study in melody playing, , as it affords an 
opportunity for Binging tone. It is interesting and 
melodious. 
1349. Ghipman, Edgar P. Valse de 
L’Universitie. Grade III. ............. 
A series of waltzes,: opening with a theme in 
octaves, with the marked chords in the same part. 
It will be of service to teachers. 
1350. Northrup, Theo. P. Danza Haba¬ 
nera. Grade IV...... 
A dance, with a quaint rhythm, 
ltiai r) iin iv in effec d, s tl th exei - 
else it ; gives; ifewrist and arm touches, it will be 
« md a first-das teac ing piece, 
1351. Paderewski, J. J. Op. 8, No. 3. 
Chant du Voyageur. Grade IV. 
This is a very beautiful piece of piano music. It 
ii i a fij >uch and a discriminating use'of 
»»'t , ,; i ; -to l Is 8 :h . ies - '(» . - 
sti y to properly ring >ut eve s simi >"•"> 
Thai - abundance of opportunity for a discrimi- 
nat ,*j m *fai a "s m I I , er j« b« • Its value 
to the teacher is enhanced by the foot-notes. 
1352. Schmidt, Oscar. Op. 33. G-avotte 
Pastorale. Grade HI. 
A good gavotte, interesting in melody and har¬ 
mony, and a useful exercise in phrasing. Bach 
pieces a this s ii be used 1 f every toacl r for 
their intrinsic value. 
1353. Smith, Wilson G. Op. 48, No. 2. 
Second Mazurka Capi ie ) i Irad -: 
III.. ...... ........ ........ 
One of Mr, Smith’s always welcome pieces. It is 
smooth, flowing, and bright. It will present no dif¬ 
ficulty to the student. 
1354. Magnus, D. Op. 243. Song of May. 
This is one of a series edited by Richard Zeckwer, 
anois especially useful for students. A little motive 
reiterated ia toe bass gives piquancy to the piece. 
The light arm and wrist are factors In a successful 
performance of the composition. 
1355. Goerdeler^ Richard. Beautiful 
, S in tv .. Grade IY.. 
This is the latest of this composer’s p« ■ 
p< > ’ing 
slody as 
will r Y use. 
1356 Studies in Melody Playing for 
to nofori Pupi] rolum 
1370. Edi id by H. O. Macdoi ill. 
Grade H and III. 
Pi % i ! fty Wiios, Volkman, TBchaikowsky, Gurlitt, 
Ek i, Kuliak, Uchner 
etc. Ann 
.per, and e 
A very brilliant waltz, written to good style. ' The 
themes are il anil strong. It will afford 
good practice in waltz playing and willgives.com- 
, mand over the key-boaid. 
The fingering and pedaling are carefully 
indicated. 
1308. Grabill, Stanton B. “Het rer 
Rack.” Bor jer Grade VII. 
“ It the * Het Kblauver 
Back* with stringed Auc¬ 
tion represe - Appears 
; toiHww iff-.%'m t 'lowed b- 'iScjisKi, smXh' 
ie of Wind.” 
It contains some difficult technical work and will 
repay study. 
1309. Relneoke, O, Op. ■ '40, No.. 2. 
Christmas Eve. Four Hands. 
Grade III . ..  .......................... 
e ofthe school o Four H»n« Playing wl h 
contains many excellent numbers. This is of higlx 
grade, a good study in both Btoccato and legato play- 
iugas well as in chords. 
1310. De Grau’, Durand. Feu Follet. Cap¬ 
rice Elegant. Grade VI................. 
A fine study In runs played with a crisp touch. It. 
Is brilliant and showy. Il contains a good cross- 
hand movement 
1311. Powell, S. F. In the Woodland. 
Reverie. Grade VI........................ 
A eliaraeterlstic plece8 good praefcid© iu. 
’ b;oten«ota*«. chi-rd.' ■ ■:'1. 
1312. Heins, Carl. ’Op. 120. Song of the 
Birds (Idylle.) Grade HI. 
Tbeatudf. wlllfi 
asustai «ne aracter, but 
d whic 
• or f. piece. The 
’ melody is capable of an expressive rendering, and a 
si oth pe ally in- 
t. .fees a got .study. 
1313. Goerdeler, Richard. Flowers of 
Memory, Nocturn? Grade IV. 
The Uv>r to write* are foil of 
g poll 
style, and, ' course, “will tmkzX tor. r; 
use 
:-'4X Sir. 
%rAm i rrtov viavx-<^. *«, There safe gsod sa.atat« 
(oi wrist and « as tewsto 
!.i \m 
— 
American Conservatory. | 
CHICKERING HALL, CHICAGO. ^ 
SPECIAL NORMAL SESSION SUMMER SCHOOLS 
v r*' ■ PROM JULT vStlh. to AUGUST. 2d, 
, (INCORPOKATED1891.) 
Private and Clans: Bessons in dll Branches of Music. 
Terms, $7.5© to $30.00, 
FREE ADVANTAGES. Classes in TIarmony, Symphony, and 
/TTTCNTiT'S ®r. H. R. Palmer, Director; Wm. H. Sherwood, 
111! | j K 1 fl , Piano: Bernhard Listemarm, Vmlin; ,I. Harry 
Leason, Harmony. Fall course, 250 lessons, $10.00. 
FREOUENT CONCERTS AND RECITALS. 
PHYSICAL CULTURE. SS®$= 
Chautauqua, Half Way to Chicago. 
Catalogues from W. -AD USUIS'CJAI^s 
, gyE-acmse, M. TT. 
leal for Special SIrcular. fall Term begin Sept. 11th. 
IB 1 IMI AD D1 R ESS «V| UptSiHi |S §t SUlftll R@- 
USEilCfii C0P3SERMT01Y, 
. I. J. HATTSTAEDT, Director, 
CHECKERING HALL, - CHICAGO, ILL. 
mMSMQE A. SPIJP1E3 
ra CCEPT SNGAGffl £EN 8 OB R SCI AIS THE 
NEW JANKO KEYBOARD. 
'Permanent Address, 84 Broad Street, Mlizabeth, N. .7’. 
Madame Pupin gives her Recitals with a brief Lecture on the Ad¬ 
vantages and Possibilities of the New Keyboard. Special terms to 
schools and conservatories in Pennsylvania and Ohio the next two 
months. 
A MONTHLY JOURNAL 
Devoted to “THE! KING ©F INSTRUMENTS,” 
ju tains articl * ill . i r vital interest t< ery organiBt 
i d orga buiidi the gan news of i ia t.dej m n if ques- 
*. - and ansv era f< udenta id m rs, and etg 
-*r j m S irly ibs pti< S2.0O( advance) pi >i 
2S cents. 
EVERETT E. TRUETTE, 
* Editor and Publisher, 
- 140 A TREMONT ST., BOSTON, MASS. 
THE - -KNOWN NEW ORK rENOR 
Will have charge of the Vocal Doparlincnt at the 
iy mm E§t normai. s bhoqil 
Equally eminent Artists in all Branches. 
NORTHWESTERN CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC, 
' MINNEAPOLIS, MSMV ' , 
CLARANCE A. MARSHALL, Directo’r 
SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
BE PAUW UNIVERSITY, 6REENCASTLS, 1KB. 
I * t stion g en In ell Jeparfmeot of Musi 
Pupil, Claasical, Artlst, Choral and Orcheotral Cossesrts, 
f olo, B - , Trio, Qaat ett i, Rnsembl a 
Ot storio Wori. 
FIVE COL R8E8 OF STUDY. 
Room, Board, Practice and Shoot Music at reasonable rates. 
For Circulars, app ■, !;- 
JAMB8 H. HOWS, DBA1, G-BBEH'OASTIiEl, IHD 
For Circulars of other University Deportments, apply to 
President, John P. D. John, A.M., d.d., College of Liberal Arts. 
Rev. Hillary A. Gohin, a.m., D.i) , Dean of School of Theoiogy. 
Augustus Lynch Mason, a.m,, Dean of School of Law. 
Hen ' >s can o chool ot 
Klew York G®ujeee of KSisne 
111 aai 130 last lith gtmfc. 
KUm^R^nmH MPSI^Y, ©ii?eet®i*. 
pta®. pd^sc|i«ffla©i 
■ Principal of Vocal Department. 
HUSH A. (SLAKE, Ire. Doe 
POOflUif \ II JHarmony,. Counterpoint, 
WuUlly Jjl JMlil l ' and Composition. 
DRG «tW OI mi NGS i to 
MR. ALBERT W. BORST, 
Teacher of th« 
XRGAN — AND — PIANOFORTE 
3802 Hamilton St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
No Charge for Organ practice. Full arrangements made for 
students studying for the profession. 
EDWARD BAXTER UPDEK.KTT 
Concert Pi r if * ind Lecturer, 
All branches of Music taught. 
Faculty* comprises the most eminent 
Instructors. 
*0n reaching i . F tching B m Bj B. Pan ? nd 
Constantin Sternberg......... ..25 eta. 
“What Shall we Play, or Musical Education in the Home.” 
Letters to a Lady Friend. By Carl Beinecke. Translated 
by John Rehmann,... ....,25 eta. 
“ Elementary Piano Instruction for Teacher or Pupil.” By Aloys 
Henries,.............15 cts, 
ii ice t Tour Students of Pis >rteA col •>> ■-< • at n 
60 rules for beginners. By Albert W. Borat, ........................10 cts 
“ Method ot Study.” fFor Amateurs.) By 0. A. Macirore.10 cts. 
TJke Five sesit Sty Mail f®r 15© et«, 
Addresf Pnl li her, 
TDSEffi, PGSEGgEEBp ©OsogSoqobQ Sfl., 
PHILADELPHIA. PA, 
Address, 178 Tremont St., Boston, Mass. 
Mr. Pe t makes m Annus Western and Southern Dour, from 3ept 
10th to the holidays. Special Terms to parties on his direct 
root iring re tals t that time 
HARRY CLYDE BROOKS, 
TEN®R AND INSTRUCTOR 
In Voice Culture and Artistic Singing, according to Italian 
■ Methods. . 
Studio, @ Euclid Ave., - CLEYELAMB, OHIO. 
Mr. Brooks is a pupil of Sig. Antonio Sangiovanni, Milan, Italy. 
PALMERS ^ ~ s jj. LEIP8IC AND WEIMAR, 1860-62 
Kto Priiiundeig Pocket WctSiBiar^ pbambst,teacher, ars® wi^bysr 
if SiiScaS TiPiiio 
30©O 3D>3ElF,IEdES!IEho 
A new and greatly enlarged edition of the Pocket 
Dictionary has recently "been. issued, which contains■ up¬ 
ward of 2600 definitions, covering ahont all that is 
required by musical students and teachers. It should 
be in the possession of every person who studies music. 
ipi&kdies 2© <ciaBjar©<, 
Address THEODSKE PKEGGEKp 
1704 Chestnut St., Philad’a, Pa. 
-Akd— 
ELAS®®’® “T®lJCfflI AM® TECMETH®.” 
Studio 8, Carnegie Music Ball, 1 Tuesday 
New York, j and Friday. 
141 Montague Safurday, 
OBERLIN OHIO, 
With Analytical E3S|Kt>si4i®nis in COLORS and Ap< 
003M TENTS. 
Genius, Success in Professional Life, Schopenhauer’s 
Musical Philosophy, MuBitfbf Mature, Head and 
Heart, Sanctity of Music, Church Music, '• Hints 
to Pupils, Philosophy of the Beautiful, 
Plea for Music, Value of Musical 
Education, He lory Woman *o 
Music, Harmony, Imagina¬ 
tion, Expression, Maxims. 
The work is alike indispensable to the teacher and -papil. To 
both It offers valuable advice and encouragement. It contains over 
200 pages and io printed in most excellent style. 
wm f* i i p 
YOSE 80PIX8 ' ' 
THEIAR0HKI8&RMSSUPREME” new ,york vocal institute, 
JOHN PHILIP SOUSA'S UNEQUALED MARCHES. 
It is simple but complete, cheap but durable, 
a: id fees utiful in ippeart nee. 
It has a solid wooden baols, which always keeps it 
in shape, and it does not mutilate the contents. 
The copies are instantly but securely bound by the 
thin slats which ran the length of the periodical, and yet 
can here a >ved at pleasure. 
Each Binder holds twelve copies, or a full year’s sub 
MOTIOAL GAME., 
ALLEGRANDO 
tia, on receipt of the price. IflltTfiOtj tl ?l©aS!r© 
published BY A SPLENIC BASSE FOB EVERY HOME. 
, -VTT} If i.,7- a Thjfe! CJGESlsfe Of €©rd0, 03 whick .ihc (M£TorG3t BOfeSS find rC^tSS 
i>;K» X ..'-L/U'Xj'jCi'XKL aJN . are printed, oho da .everycard. After a nombar aura distributed among 
J the playera, the cardg aw> played in fauecssEsion and added together ms 
STREET, PHILADELPHIA, PA. «ZCn^W 
, ■ whoia note. This gives a general Idea only. Full directions, wife 
ill Music Dealers In the United States. ndesfor m c. lift ent gas , tables showing the notes, reste, 
keys, <So., accompany the game. 
-—tv, ■ ------ -  ...—- xk 1 * to play t i ?iaa! riolin, or any other iastra- 
ment; those who nlng; thoso who wish to road mnato taster; in feet, all 
If ml® mi 5aB® ®/3A wb® inmfeft needs thMsanateg gam®. 
. ; , y ,, ■y“.'«-=» It teaches y a. value of note ©ndreata. 
The names of the notes. 
.'' ■' Tho various keys in wblcteauajo Is written, 
rp T?'S A /"% TT tJ’-O <5 The different 3a of time. 
-» ..: I Hi A Lj n LK5. * <*> to musical fe ». 
Tli© e^Meat'way - 
Sv e. m. SEFTON. . 5<g a ■ , ; “ 
Ti ed to playing this game fe at pasted, ®a In nosJ cpmss. 
a m m S0 €1®!& A splendid game : • evening partes. 
A new dspartawe—entfcaly malils® any.ofeer gsssia. 
pgs nfe am teach flub dram fiha m nea iS ssalo, even IS a* 
aim everything for keeping Accounts ^Sta^ld^ y«mh& beginnem and advanced alto. 
•8 5 Index ;; Daily. Programme, a pact *h«e intending to etody maaSc will find H to their advaatega to play 
i . m-T' s * 'thie game a whih 1 emm 
ash Account, Bills, Receipts, ©to. , ots. 
her, ", ' Address Publish©!?,, 
TM3SQo JPMESBEMv ¥K31®0 0^1©©10^ 
wm Chestnut st. PhiaisiAte, 1704 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia* Pa. 1704 CH1STMHT 
The madeqm h t al a ises at the pmrn 
the great burner to a proper advancament in piano playing. 
Sdieneej having inveatigated this __T_ 
subject, has discovered and can explain 
the reasons of each uneconomical re¬ 
sults, and can now supply'at a cheap 
cost a better and -more direct process { 
for developing and enlarging the technical dexterity of the hand. ^ ^ 
Employ®! by-eminent pianists in their'teaching, and for their own per- : v7^s~ 
sonal Ess.-N^Himdreds of teachers testify that, it is invaluable to both them-, \ \ 
-THE—■ 
STTOlIfffieHIfBOOXf. 





<‘y €onccrt Grand Organ®: 
stracted as to insure the £3set .Beam- 
operated by the knees. This Coes 
have no stops, but are so con- 
tiful Hjffests by the use of two levers 
away with a complicated stop action, 
causes, much trouble and annoy- 
is that of a handsome Upright 
of the Case, hitherto considered im- 
i re nt rks i!-4 esons ns Pi j anal- 
Pimm, By a peculiar construe •- . 
possible, forming a qualifying box, 
ity m obtained, differing from all 
gradations of tone become possible, 
design, and voiced a© that the most 
can be executed without difficulty, 
worthless imitations of this instru- 
suacTiD. mm 
EquaB Oevglopmenf of Both Hands 
PREPARATORY STUDIES BY THEO. PRESSER 
76 GENTS. 
These Octave Studies are of medium difficulty, and selected from 
Spindter, Hunten, Bartini, Kuliak, etc. They are of great educa¬ 
tional value. 
Contents.—ElelmesMe, Christmas Eve 3.aelra©r, March e 
Ceiebre; B.®©aeflsBi©mii, Dance Hongroise; Setose b©srt, Op. 78, 
Menuet; Banmfelder, Minstrel Song; Funeral 
SOBiLl PlkAYBK 
Wtftla IPafflj©nl^F R©f®y©BB©© to 4Sa® ItovelogMmenft oi 
SHie TMirf, Fonvtli, and Mitts ffitagei?* 
, ®f- eaelta 'Hand. 
COMPOSE® YOB MAKOFOETE BY 
WILSOW ..Q> SMITH 
They are highly recommended by Dr. Wm. Mason and other 
! eminent teachers.' Perhaps the most popular set of Easy Studies ever issued, 
MATHEWS’ .POPULAR ^ 
HISTORY OF-MUSIC 
From the earliest. times, to the present. Includ¬ 
ing accounts of the culture instruments of all 
nations; the styles and nature of the music they 
made, and sketches of the principal composers of 
all times. The whole constituting a concise and 
readable account .of the process of development 
through which the Art of Music has reached 
its present highly organized and expressive con¬ 
dition. . I 
Illustrated with figures of the Instruments, 
Notation, many Portraits and Musical Selections. 
BY W, S B. MATHEWS 
1 Volume. 12mo. JPenge.rt SSS. JVJce 4>©.®0. JBetzuH- 
fully ‘printed on fine 'heavy pnpm•, w>M hamAsmmelj/ 
hound vrtth gilt top <®s«f wmmt edges. 
Within this brief compass, the author has 
managed to include the essential facts and the 
more significant illustrations of the large histories, 
together with much original matter. This work 
was originally undertaken as a test-book for the 
use of the Chicago Musical College, occupying an 
intermediate position between the very long his-1 OHASE BROSo PSAWO OQ 
tones m tour and five volumes, and the mere 
skeletons of the _ smaller histories then, before the 
public. The work grew in writing^1 and illustra¬ 
tions were freely added, so that the result is what 
Is confidently offered as the best popular history 
of music yet written. Address 
THEO. PRESSER, 
1704 Chestnut Street, 
PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
These Instruments have been before the Public for over 
fifty years, and upon their excellence alone 
. have attained 'an 
UNPURCHASED PRE-EMINENCE,' 
Which establishes them as 
UNEQUALED 
!v©?y tiaa© My Wesraatad for g Years. 
' •'C 1. ;1 BH ©{ \,p 
SS ami §4 US. IBeiMtaa©:?® Oteo©-©, - 
140 FiOTa Awo., 3a©Q3? ■&€>& 04., I-3HW 
§1 ; Wm . Ii o Jk ‘ j WM I s3 IlMESI M d . mmd lIPiflSfrlT® 
Wnn - innhowj Sfomio leriean Teachero’ I t m,8S I .. 
Hilulu, ludlmulu H dll Lull, Sixteenth Year. Publishers of the 
: - American College and Public School Directory. 
Skhs so Cibcdi* s. 
TFfH] (s' fl nr^Fi n [R\ a Monthly Journal published in the interests 
-HAAV U ^ U Ll v 1 UU vy^ I'm b, 0 of string Instruments and their Players. Sub¬ 
scription $1.00 per year; sample copies lO cents each. Address Publishers 
THI VIOLIN WOBLD, 
13 EAST SIXTEENTH STREET, •• - NEW YORK. 
PALMER’S 
LIFE SIZE, 22 x 28 1MOHE8. 
PpIoq 8Dc©@o !P®oteg|Q Qssdl Testes, fl© ©teo Ussftira. 
' ■ “ $8„®®s Willi Fraii®g^iilqi0 ®qIL ’ , 
1 . Packed to go by Express r nsrciosor’c jiffs' 
The following are now ready:— 
BEETHOVEH, HEBDELSSOHM, MOIAEt, 
WASHES, HATOEL, (JH0P1H, USZT, 
SOETJBEET, MB EAIDH. ' 
OTK3UB8 TO ' ' ; 
1 The'elegant |sorfraite have given the greatest, satisfac¬ 
tion wherever introduced. The fo sr i© t 
was $4.60 each, without frame. Suitable for the most 
alegant Studio, M isic Boom * Ps riot. 
Addreca THE®. PRESSES?, PSM0EIPHSA. 
Unbound Yolumes for 1888: 
AMUSMG AID 1B8TBU011VE. 
.SOMETHING ENTIRELY NEW, 
A GAME EOE EYEEY MUSIC CTlBBlfT. 
; This Method is something entirely new. - Every piece 
is especially arranged for the fieed Organ. They are 
selected from the best composers. Each piece is copi 
lyannot - I analyzed ad .. rj c b e le > give 
the pupil as to the best way of practicing and learning it 
Pieces are carefully graded. Every difficulty is first 
prepared in aa easy -usd attractive fora. The Read 
Organ Touch is clearly explained (a hitherto neglected 
feature). Phrasing is successfully taught. The why® and 
wherefores of every point are clearly given. Many special 
and beautiful Heed Organ Effects are fully illustrated. 
Serial fmr a ©ampl® S@py„ 
THEia PlESSEi, .Publisher, 
1704-Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
Th igame, - hi b consists o 18cards c s i be >1 y si by 
toy; humbbrfbf ^playersykThe vQbject "of ...the game is to 
mpress on the mind of the players she important events 
n the- lives of 48 composers and musicians! 
dAddrsss Ra ayy---- 
THE0D01E EEESBEE, 
1704 Chestnut Streets Philadelphia, Pa. 
80METHING FOB EVERY PIANO PLAYER, 
rhe FechnScon, 
A MEGEAIIOAL APHIAHGE 
FOR THE 
Development of. -Piano'‘ Technic 
022.50, 
012.00' 
Price, Teacher’s Sis©, 
Price, Student’s Sis©, ARRANGED IN PROGRESSIVE ORDER, 
Liberal deduction to .the profession. 




There are few really good collections of may in¬ 
structive music. This album - will ba welcome as 
supplying a tmed " s. Tl. >y are 
pieces intended to form the taste of the pupil. All 
are closely fingered i 1 sdit 1 W© n * th 
fee eolfeotKia canaot be oxcslleaL f&s txmrMwQ' 
pieces. 
I-Jsvkss omeB ll©'a»ff5,TP&ifj toy q«j©1h Msisiclsiiso as ©a1. 
Was*. Bmbi, Mr. Wan. HI. illa©E‘w©>©<!t9 
It is cohoise ; it is exhaustive ; it is endorsed by most 
of the great American Pianists and teachers. Letters of 
commendation of it have been received from the most 
prominent- musicians in more than twenty different 
States. It is adopted as a stakdabd work in most of 
the Colleges in America. Its sales have been phenome- 
nahyTts:price:is very reasonable, viz.: In Cloth, em¬ 
bossed, $1.0*0-in Board covers, 75 ®@®f% and in paper 





1.60, - “ 
2.60, 88 





!]J A comprehensive outline of musical history from the 
beginning of the Christian era to the present time; eape- 
uly designed for the use of schools and literary inati- 
tmtsoiis# 
Address' Publisher, 
These volumes contain from 18 to 20 dollars worth of mwdo 
•aefa year. The various articles give a great amount of information 
.f permanent value. It is a peculiarity of Th@ W&vsde that itc 
irticlea are of substantial and lasting worth. Address the Publiaher, 
THEODORE PiESSEi, 
1704 tlhesfeniiti Street, PM&delpMa, Pa. 
CHESTNUT ST 
issons in Musical History, 
BY 
JOES COMl'OBI? FILIEOBS. ■A - ■ 
The v® 
from the highest 




Every teacher—every student—-should own Musical 
if ©sales,Instrnctive, practical, interesting and. fasci- 
a a presentation volume it cannot b® excelled. 
AT EAST 16^ ST near FIFTH AVE MX 
IS THE OLD RELIABLE 
¥10111 HOUSE OF 
AUG 5 ' r:l OP- ins 
povfe,§fuiH(3§,uem)iiiHQ, 
EXCHANGING.. CATAUJGUESi 
Iff THE S@11111IIIT COfilEi 0 THE: 
SOIflS A01OT? U BS VWiTMB BTATWM WOK' 
'Henry Litolff, BinR§wiak; Germany; Edition Chioof 
(Violin Music), and the Vl«na Conservatory 
Edition of th® v 
PIANOFORTE. CLASSICS. • 
©ecttfioiro I, 
WEI BE FOUND THE EXHIBIT OB' 
NEW PUBLICATIONS 
Brewer, Joint Hyatt. Op. 27. Six songs:— 
Meadow Sweet. 
1 HIS 1IOII I 
The Heart’s Best. 
IHOU RT SO LlK A FLOWEK. 
Mt Ships abb Coming Home, 
. ■ ■ The Ska ; Gulls* . Song. .. •-i- ■ ■;■■■ ■ 
Edition Schmidt, No. 25. Complete in one volume. 
Regers, Clara Mattaleete. Six Browning Songs. 
Out of My Own Great Woe 
Suhmum Bosom. , 
Apparitions 
Ah, Love bot a Day. 
I havb l M ri ha? Friesd. 
Th i Pea is i the Hi ft * 
Edition Schmidt, No. 24. Complete in one volume 
Of Especial Yalo© to Teachers ®f Etasic 
An invitation is also extended to all to visit my place of business 
and examine the extensive stock of sheet music and music books. 
Your attention is particularly called to the excellence of the stock, 
tr»» as »vari« ' d character, a ’ upei rily > Jr oi 
SACKED QOYA'WO (Mixed Wo Ices.) 
Marstom, ©. W-.- A Day in Thy Courts. 
Page, Arthur. How Bright those Glorious Spirits 
Shine...;...,..... 
Price, ®. E. B, In that Day shall the Lord. 
(Men's Wolces.) 
Ballard, P. P. Her Scuttle Hat .™ ..... 
Qaator, Josef. -. Annie Laurie .... 
©LJIYTCISI Fo SililllT 
Mq@£c • Ssmlbli@taei?’ ® samel ® Smmjpoi 
174-170 WABASH AVENUE. ' 
The Better Class of S3 aisle a Specialty, 
Alien, €. MV Op. 13. Etude Caprice... 
Bailey, E. M. Op. 162. Fleeting Days. Waltz 
Arthur. Op. 29. Three compositions for the 
2. Allegretto, 
l In the selection of a Guitar 
or any other instrument, the 
m f Purc^aser must use exceeding 
care. Our instruments we gulf- 
Jr Jfl|\ ante® to give satisfaction in 
® ■ \||J every particular, and especially 
recommend our $10 and $16 
styles,—-our own manufacture. 
VIOLIN OUTFITS, 
substantial case, extra set of strings, rosin, 
etc., $10 and upward. 
15 h W TO© the leading makes at $5, 
DAildUD. $8, $10, $12, $15,120, and 
upward. 
Mandolins, Zithers, Flutes, Comets 
—in fact, everything in the line of Musical 
Instruments, at prices 20 to 60 per cent. 1ms 
than asked by other dealers for the same qual¬ 
ity of goods. 
To Teachers and Students we make special 
terms, and it will pay YOU to write for our 
Illusti Ac' ! ■' atalogue at ©not. 
ORATORIOS, CANTATAS, AMD 
iff ass,es. 
Beach (Sirs. M. Bff. A.). Festival Jubilate, For 
mixed voices......... 
Mass in E-flat. For mixed voices............ 
B«eker. Julius. Op. 42. Columbus. Melodramatic poem. 
Mixed voices,! (Vocal Score)............... 
Chadwlefc, €3. W. Phcenix Expieans. ' For mixed voices 
The Viking’s Last Voyage. For men’s voi es... 
The Pilgrims. For mixed voices ..... 
’ »i Bosabki For mixed vo 
F®«l , i.! i' Tm keleton ns armor For mi 
voic s...... 
he Vrec < the Hesi seus For mix , > ees 
tHS I AREWEI IF I AW LTHJI «'j, ,• m’s ) 8.. 
I<ang, Sffargairet RrathweB*. TheJumblies. For men’s 
voices  
ILymes, Frank. The Curfew Bell. For mixed voices... 
Sarston, ©. W. David. For mixed voices.. 
T * »i ’ . „ nfan Knonrli CEdip - rrRANNus of Soph 
ogles. For men’s voices... 
Phcebus, Arise! For men’s voices........;....... 
Th V ilm o Fan< t V r ml ced voices.... . ... 
The Nativity. For mixed voices................................. 
Parker, J. C. D. St. John. For mixed voices. 
Perker, W. W. King Trojan. For mixed voices. 
Whiffing, ©e®, E.. Dream Pictures. For mixed voices 
Midnight. For mixed voices.............. 
ALBUMS OF FAVORITE SONOS. 
Claadwich, W. Songs of Brittany........................... ,75 
Chadwick. <33. W» Album of Songs for Soprano or Tenor.. L50 
F©©£e, Artthese. Op 26. 11 Favorite Songs............. ......... L26 
U,ymea, Fr, nils. A Cyelus of 16 Songs...;.........................,., 1.50 
MaeBowell, E. A. Op. 40. 6 Love Songs.. . .75 
Elamiffucs, <S. W, Album of Songs for Soprano or Tenor  1.60 
EJac-oton, ©. W. Song Album for Alto or Baritone. 1.60 
Plfnaan, Altec S«. Album bf 6 Songs....... ,75 
Complete €3s*aded Catalogue sejant 
- flree apost applieation. 
Mail Orders solicited and promptly filled 
to all parts ©f the Country, 
F. H. GRIFFITH & CO., 
>Etudo. 1102 Chestnut St., Fhila., Pa, 
The best, if not the only, School of Toohnio 
KNOWN TO 
HAHOFORTE PEDAGOGICS. 
$?AMT Je—Tim Tm?®-*Winger Mxeveieei 
TJLMT JIo—Tim Settee Mfoythmically 
Tre@&@t& (Beimel ®f\ JPamt&geM)* 
PJlMT ISIo—Arpeggios Rhythmically 
Treated (JPemaage Beimel) o 
IP AMTI Vo—Beimel ®f Octtme and 
THE ENTIRE SERIES OF 
samdl T©<s]fmi© 
comprise an original system for the development 
of a complete technic, from the beginner to th® 
finished artist. . Its distinguishing characteristics 
ares An «i8tiv@use of th©.pupil’s mind in-teehni- 
:cal work, with the s’esulteiit rapid and thorough 
development; the application of accents, thus 
developing a true rhythm $ a discriminating touch 
that leads to every variety of tone color and dyna¬ 
mic quantity, and an effective system of velocity 
practice that secures the necessary facility and 
speed of execution. All of which is applied to 
the artistic and expressive rendition of musical 
compositions. They are printed in separate vol¬ 
umes, in order to enable teachers who are still 
dependent upon some other system of technics to 
add to their present stock the particular part of 
Mason's System which they happen to need. 
Experience has shown that teachers differ greatly 
in their estimation of the relative value of the 
four elements in Mason's System, and the publi¬ 
cation in separate volumes is intended to enable 
every one to select the particular part he desires. 
The value of the Principle of Accentuation ap¬ 
plied to Exercises is now so generally recognized 
by all . teachers and virtuosi that every book of 
technics now contains more or less of it, Never¬ 
theless, as Hi. Mason was the original discoverer 
of the principle, no application of it has been so 
ingenious and thorough as. Ms. 
This work is a wholly new exposition of the 
subject, representing the ripened musical experi¬ 
ence of the distinguished author, who is a teacher 
and a virtuosi by the Grace of God. 
We have n@v£r offered teachers more valuable 
works than these. ■„ 
